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Response of high-temperature superconductors to electromagnetic radiation:
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Nonequilibrium processes resulting from the interaction of high-temperature superconductors
with electromagnetic radiation are considered from microwave to optical range. Emphasis is laid
on the dependence of surface or dc resistance on external parameters~temperature, bias
current, modulation frequency, magnetic field, radiation power, and frequency!, which is
characteristic of every nonbolometric response mechanism considered by us. The most frequently
used methods for monitoring the response of HTSC to electromagnetic radiation are
described. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00105-4#
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INTRODUCTION

A high superconducting transition temperatureTc

(.77.3 K) together with a small coherence lengthj and a
strong anisotropy are responsible for diverse and unu
electromagnetic properties of HTSC as compared to conv
tional superconductors. Among other things, the concep
vortex lattice and of the shape and dynamics of the vorti
themselves have been revised significantly~see, for example
the review by Blatteret al.1! The transformation of magneti
vortices and the peculiarities of their mutual interaction
sociated with a strong anisotropy and fluctuational effe
have led to various phase transitions and new states o
vortex lattice, e.g., lattice fusion, thermally induced dep
ning, collective flux creep, and 2D – 3D transition. All these
peculiarities call for a detailed and thorough analysis of
electromagnetic properties of HTSC which is interesting
only from a scientific, but also from a technical point
view.2 For example, one of the most important and relativ
simple applications of HTSC is the development of elect
magnetic radiation~EMR! detectors. A negligibly small dis
persion~for frequenciesn!2D/\, 2D being the band gap in
the quasiparticle spectrum!, steepness of the HTSC trans
tion, and the use of a cheap coolant~liquid nitrogen! urged
scientists to explore the possibility of creating HTSC bolo
eters working at liquid nitrogen temperature.3,4 The main
drawback of such devices is that a compromise has to
sought between sensitivity and high-speed response. Hen
is preferable to use nonbolometric detectors. In this conn
tion, the study of nonequilibrium mechanisms for monitori
the response of HTSC to EMR assumes a special sig
cance. By response we mean the variation of a certain c
acteristic of the material under the effect of an exter
agency~in the present work, we shall take for such a ch
acteristic the resistanceR of the sample exposed to EMR!.

In the general form, the response mechanisms can
divided into two large groups covering bolometric~equilib-
rium! and nonbolometric~nonequilibrium! response. The bo
lometric mechanism is one of the most thoroughly inve
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gated mechanisms4 and hence we shall not consider it in th
present work.

In recent publications devoted to the study of optic
response5–8 of microbridges made of epitaxial YBaCuO
films, it is assumed that nonbolometric mechanisms are r
ized not only in granular samples, but also in high-qual
HTSC. However, the controversy in the observed values
sensitivity and response time for the same nonther
mechanisms has not been resolved so far. Most probab
is linked not with the intrinsic properties of HTSC, but wit
various external conditions~temperature, bias current, mag
netic field, radiation power, wavelength, pulse duration, e!
under which these characteristics are obtained.9 In this con-
nection, it is necessary to study nonbolometric mechanis
in samples of the same quality under identical external c
ditions, and to investigate the conditions for optimizing t
characteristics of detectors.

In this communication, we present a review of the mo
typical results on the investigation of nonequilibrium mech
nisms of the response of HTSC to EMR, and systematize
existing mechanisms from the point of view of the mo
general physical effects characterizing superconductors.
shall not consider in this review the results of investigatio
in the fields of Raman scattering, generation of harmonics
the fundamental signal, photoluminescence, etc.

The review consists of the following parts. Typic
methods for monitoring the response to EMR from the m
crowave~MW! to optical range are described in Sec. 1. S
tion 2 is devoted to a review of experimental works on t
nonbolometric response mechanisms in HTSC, and to t
classification into subgroups. The main results obtained
this field are summarized at the end of the review.

1. METHODS OF RESPONSE MONITORING

In response monitoring, it is important to take into co
sideration the frequency of the incident radiation and
technique used for monitoring. The former determines
processes induced by the incident radiation, and the la
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Mechanisms of electromag
netic radiation monitoring by super
conductors.
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indicates the processes that may be discovered. The resp
is conventionally measured in direct current. In spite of
high sensitivity associated with the steepness of the su
conducting transition in dc measurements, this method h
number of significant drawbacks. In the first place, spe
restrictions are imposed on the sample geometry: the th
ness of the HTSC film must be smaller than or of the orde
the radiation penetration depthd. Otherwise, a part of the
sample in which the radiation does not penetrate will sh
the layer whose properties have changed under exposure
no response will be detected. Moreover, since the dc re
tance of the sample in the superconducting state is equ
zero, the HTSC sample has to be processed with a v
toward creating an element with nonzero resistance. In t
this restricts the range of mechanisms available for moni
ing the response. Besides, significant constraints on the n
characteristics of HTSC detectors are imposed by con
resistances of the order of 1V, which are inescapable in suc
a detection technique.10 These drawbacks are eliminated
the rf-technique for monitoring the response, although
sensitivity may decrease in this case due to a less steep
perconducting transition and a smaller drop in the rf res
tance as compared with the dc resistance. The rf-techn
used by us for the first time11 to monitor the response i
based on the inductive technique12 at radiofrequencies~rf! as
well as the resonant technique13 for measuring the MW re-
sponse. Obviously, the problems associated with fluc
tional noise and the degradation of the HTSC element du
contact phenomena are eliminated during rf monitoring
the response. Moreover, the constraints on sample thick
are less stringent in this case, since the only requireme
the overlapping of the incident radiation and the prob
radiation penetration regions. Finally, the rf-technique
monitoring the response allows the detection of nonequi
rium processes even in the superconducting transition reg
while a large value of the contact resistance and strong n
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linear effects associated with a constant measuring cur
lead to thermal instability and an ‘‘avalanche’’-type cros
over to the bolometric regime.

Another effective method of studying the optical r
sponse of HTSC is the pump-probe technique14,15 based on
the use of the same agency~usually, a laser! as the source of
radiation incident on the sample, and for monitoring the
sponse by measuring the reflectivity of the probing signal
this case, the nonequilibrium processes can be monito
over a wide range of wavelengths~from 10 mm to ultravio-
let!. The measuring signal is usually much weaker and
delayed relative to the pumping signal. The resolving pow
of such a technique is determined by the minimum poss
duration of the laser pulse. For an optimal construction of
sensitive element, the amplitude of the nonthermal com
nent is higher than the amplitude of the bolometric comp
nent atT.80 K by an order of magnitude.6

2. CLASSIFICATION OF RESPONSE MECHANISMS

We are not aware of any classification for the mech
nisms of HTSC response to EMR showing their mutual
lation with the most typical physical phenomena in sup
conductors. Such a classification is essential for a pro
understanding of the processes stimulated in HTSC by
incident radiation. We believe that, while speaking of no
equilibrium response mechanisms, we must indicate cle
whether a particular mechanism is a property of the giv
sample or a common feature of the entire class of HTSC
this respect, all nonbolometric response mechanisms ca
divided into two groups, viz., intrinsic and extrinsic~see
block diagram in Fig. 1!. The intrinsic properties of HTSC
are determined by the quality of single crystals and granu
~for granular samples!. At present, it is assumed that wea
links between granules act as a chain of series- and para
connected Josephson junctions~JJ! responding synchro-
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nously to the incident radiation. Hence the extrinsic prop
ties of HTSC are mainly determined by the properties o
solitary JJ. Apparently, the intrinsic properties of HTSC a
mainly similar to the properties of low-temperature type
superconductors with some differences associated with
peculiarities of the HTSC structure. Each of the abo
mentioned large categories contains several mechanisms
are common to both groups.

2.1. Radiation-induced creep and flow of magnetic flux

The idea of thermally induced creep was put forth
Anderson,16 while Zel’dov et al.17 and Frenkelet al.18 were
among the first to detect the motion of magnetic flux induc
in HTSC by radiation. Zel’dovet al.17 studied the respons
of microbridges made of epitaxial YBaCuO films on LaGa3

and SrTiO3 substrates to optical radiation~He–Ne laser,
wavelengthL5633 nm), and found that the peak on th
temperature dependence of the response is displaced by
eral degrees towards lower temperatures relative to
dR/dT peak characterizing the bolometric response. Th
also noticed a significant suppression of the responseDR
with increasing bias current, which was not observed in
temperature dependence ofdR/dT. Moreover, the quantity
DR/(dR/dT) characterizing the heating of the film in
purely bolometric effect increases sharply and has a peak
temperature slightly lower than the superconducting tra
tion temperatureTc . Since the thermal properties of the su
strate, film, or the interface between them should not v
significantly in this temperature range, the authors conclu
that the response is of nonbolometric type. Considerin
strong correlation between the behavior of transport prop
ties upon irradiation and without radiation, Zel’dovet al.17

interpreted their results as magnetic flux creep induced
optical radiation. A similar interpretation of the results on t
measurement of optical response was given by Fren
et al.18 who reported the observation of photo-induced d
pinning of magnetic flux. According to Frenkel,19 the neces-
sary condition for the emergence of flux flow is that t
radiation quantum energyhn must exceed the activation en
ergy U0 of the vortex lattice. The author believes that t
photon energy is transferred thermally to flux lines, althou
other mechanisms of energy transfer~for example, the Lor-
entz force exerted on a vortex by the induced current! cannot
be ruled out.

Eideloth20 observed the response of BiSrCaCuO ceram
bridges and a meander made of epitaxial YBaCuO film
MgO substrate to optical radiation of wavelengthL
5633 nm and concluded that his results can also be
plained by the model of the photo-induced flux flow~PIFF!.
Moreover, the results of measurement on the BiSrCaC
samples are described correctly by the PIFF model as we
the model of JJ network in which phase slip centers~PSC!
are formed under the action of light as a vortex mov
through the junction. It was also observed20 that since the
value ofU0 in the PIFF model and the energy barrier 2Ec in
the JJ network model are close, these two mechanisms
be distinguished only by measuring the temperature dep
dence of the activation energy.

The contribution to the dc resistivity made by therma
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activated flux creep in the case of a linear current–volta
characteristic~IVC! of the sample is described by the expre
sion ~see, for example, Ref. 21!

r5
2n0F0

2Lc

kBT
exp~2U0 /kBT!, ~1!

where n0 is the attempt frequency, i.e., characteristic fr
quency of attempts by vortices to break away from the p
ning center (;1012 Hz for YBaCuO single crystals!, F0 is
the magnetic flux quantum,Lc is the coherence length alon
a flux line or a vortex bundle~which may vary from fractions
of d for very thin samples tod for thick samples,d being the
film thickness!, and the energyU0;2•105 K for YBaCuO
single crystals atT!Tc .21 As a result, we obtain for the
pre-exponential factor in formula~1! r05105 mV•cm. Note
that formula~1! is in good agreement with the experime
for r,1022rn , where rn is the resistivity in the norma
state. Forr.1022rn , an excellent agreement is obtaine
with Tinkham’s theory22 in which it is assumed that resis
tance, which is associated with flux creep, depends onU0 in
the same way as in the case of dissipation due to therm
induced phase slip in a JJ suppressed strongly by the tr
port current. According to the Ambegaokar-Halper
theory,23 the JJ resistance in a strongly suppressed state
the form

r/rn5@ I 0~g0/2!#22, ~2!

where I 0 is the modified Bessel function, andg0

5U0 /kBT. The following dependence on temperature a
magnetic fieldH is proposed forU0 :

U0}
~12T/Tc!

3/2

H
. ~3!

Palstraet al.21 reported that the dependence~3! is valid only
over a limited temperature range, and a differe
temperature- and magnetic field dependence forU0 obtained,
for example, in the vortex glass model24,25 or the thermally
activated flow model,26 cannot be ruled out.

If the Lorentz forceFL exerted on vortices by the trans
port current flowing through the sample is such that th
acquire an energyUL5U0 , depinning of vortices and a tran
sition to the flux flow regime take place.27 According to the
Bardeen–Stefan theory,27 the flux flow resistance is de
scribed by the expression

r f f5rnH/Hc2 , ~4!

whereHc2 is the upper critical field.
As regards the rf response associated with the flux flo

it was shown by Jiet al.28 that at temperatures not very clos
to Tc and for hn!2D, the specific impedance taking int
account the contribution from flux flow can be presented
the form

r5
F0Beff

hc2 1
4pvlL

2

c2 , ~5!

whereh is the viscosity,v52pn the angular frequency,lL

the field penetration depth, andBeff the effective magnetic
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flux density responding to the rf field. According to Por
et al.,29 the surface resistance taking vortex dissipation i
account can be represented in the form

Rs5X0F211~114Beff
2 /B0

2!1/2

2 G1/2

, ~6!

where X054pvlL
2/c2 is the surface reactance forBeff50,

andB058pvhlL
2/F0 is the characteristic value ofBeff for

which the surface impedanceZs is defined by the vortex
movement. It was assumed by Portiset al.29 that Beff5fH,
where f is the density of free or weakly pinned fluxonsf
;0.1). However, Jiet al.28 interpretedf as a part of the
length of all vortices intersecting the intergranular region
the sample. They assume that there exist intergranular v
ces having a number densitynJ which do not pass through
granules, and intragranular vortices having a number den
ng which are pinned inside granules. Besides, the main c
tribution to dissipation comes only from vortices intersecti
weak links since the viscosityhJ of intergranular region is
much higher than that of intragranular regionshg due to a
higher resistance of the intergranular regions. According t
et al.,28 Beff5(nJ1xng)F0, wherex is the ratio of the inter-
granular volume to the total volume of the sample.

The method of contactless monitoring of the HTSC
sponse to millimeter~mm! waves was developed by ou
group in the beginning of 1990’s~see Refs. 11 and 30!. The
technique is based on monitoring using rf bias whose adv
tages over conventional four-probe technique were kno
long before the discovery of HTSC.31 Medvedev et al.31

showed that the use of rf bias increases the sensitivity
detectors and improves their noise characteristics. T
method makes it possible to monitor the response simu
neously in two frequency ranges, viz., rf (;10 MHz) by
including a superimposed inductance coil in the resona
circuit of the quality-factor meter, and the mm range
(;36 GHz) by using a quasioptical dielectric resona
which is also used for supplying a powerful mm-range s
nal. Details of the experimental technique are described
Refs. 30 and 32.

Investigations of the rf response of ceramic and thin-fi
samples of YBaCuO to mm radiation show30,32,33that, in the
superconducting transition region, the response is com
and contains bolometric and nonbolometric components
was found that the peak of the overall response is displa
relative to the peak of the temperature derivativedRs /dT of
the surface resistance, which describes the purely bolom
effect, by 0.4–0.7 K, depending on the quality of the samp
The displacement of peaks on the temperature scale wa
duced by improving the electromagnetic characteristics
the samples~by decreasingRs and reducing the transition
width DT). Measurements of the relaxation response a
switching off the mm wave pumping radiation32,33 show a
good agreement with various theoretical models describ
the relaxation of magnetization of superconductors in
magnetic flux creep regime. The activation energyU0

50.05– 0.5 eV obtained from our measurements in the t
perature range 77–86 K are in reasonable agreement with
experimental results presented in Refs. 28 and 34. Finally
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amplitude dependences of the response of YBaCuO sam
of various qualities are also described quite well by theo
ical models taking into account the formation and movem
of magnetic vortices under the action of a strong
radiation.35–37 Figures 2 and 3 show the amplitude depe
dences of rf and MW response of two thin films of YBaCu
deposited on a LaAlO3 substrate and a YBaCuO ceram
plate, as well as the theoretical dependences obtained b
ing the models proposed by Halbritter,35 Sridhar36 and
Gurevich,37 which are in good agreement with the expe
mental results. Thus, it can be assumed on the basis o
results of measurements that the rf response of YBaCuO
perconductors contains a nonbolometric component in
superconducting transition region. In all probability, the no
equilibrium response mechanism is associated with the
ation and movement of Josephson vortices or similar m
netic vortices in inter- and intragranular weak couplin
under the effect of millimeter radiation.

Salient features and conditions for realization of th
mechanism

~1! The contribution to the dc resistance from the vort
movement is described by formulas~1! ~in the case of
creep!, ~4! ~for flux flow!, and~5! for rf Rs .

~2! The flux creep regime is characterized by an exponen
temperature dependence of the resistance~see formula
~1!!.

~3! The flux creep regime is characterized by a linear IV
for bias currents I satisfying the conditionIHVcr p

FIG. 2. Magnetic-field dependences of normalized responses of a YBa
thin film TF1 at T586.7 K: radiofrequency responseDRs

rf/Rs
rf(0) (a) and

microwave responseDRs
mw/Rs

mw(0) (b). Solid curves describe the approx
mation according to the Halbritter theory35 ~from Velichko et al.32!.
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<kBT (Vc is the correlation volume andr p is the pinning
potential range!, and by an exponentialV(I ) dependence
for large currents.

~4! The magnetic field dependence of resistance is descr
by formula ~2! and is determined by the magnetic fie
dependence~3! of the activation energy.

~5! The response amplitudeDR is proportional to f mod
1/2 ,

where f mod is the modulation frequency of the radiatio
~6! The flux flow regime is characterized by a linear ma

netic field dependence~see formula~4!! and a linear IVC
(V'I ).

2.2. Phase slip

A special resistive state is formed in long and narr
superconducting channels@transverse size of the channeldc

,j(T)], as well as in narrow and even wide thin films fo
I .I c both for I c5I c

GL (I c
GL is the Ginzburg–Landau depai

ing current! and in an external magnetic field higher than
certain valueHe8 (He85pF0/4w2 is the field corresponding
to penetration of metastable vortices into a film, andw is the
film width!. This state cannot be explained just in terms o
dynamic mixed state~DMS!38 since for high voltages emerg
ing under these conditions, the vortex velocityv5V/LB,
whereL is the sample length andB the magnetic induction
must be of the order of the Fermi velocity, which is eviden
not feasible from a physical point of view. High condensa
velocitiesvs lead to depairing and the number densityns of
pairs begins to depend onvs . The dependence of the supe
conducting current densityJs(vs) passes through a peak co

FIG. 3. Magnetic field dependence of the normalized microwave resp
DRs

mw/Rs
mw(0) for a YBaCuO ceramic plate C2 (a) and radiofrequency

responseDRs
rf/Rs

rf(0) for C2 ceramics and thin film TF3 (b) for 86.1 K
,T,90.5 K. Solid and dotted curves correspond to the approximation
cording to Gurevich34 and Sridhar36 ~from Velichko et al.30!.
ed

-

a

e

responding toJc
GL . For J.Jc

GL , the number of supercon
ducting electrons is not sufficient for the passage of trans
current, and in contrast to the static case, the total cur
now contains the normal componentJn as well. The super-
conducting state continues to be thermodynamically m
advantageous sincens(vm)5(2/3)ns(0) at the peak.

Webb and Warburton~see Ref. 19 in the paper b
Dmitrenko38! detected in 1968 a regular structure of volta
steps on the IVC of tin whiskers and came to the conclus
that individual resistive centers are formed upon an incre
in current. The sample resistance~slope of the IVC! in-
creases after the emergence of each step. Later, Tink
proposed a model of the resistive center called the phase
center~PSC!. He observed the main features of PSC, vi
the magnitude and constancy of differential resistance
well as oscillations ofJs with Josephson frequency. The fo
mation of the first PSC takes place in a narrow supercond
ing channel when the current becomes equal to the depa
current at the weakest spot in the sample. A further incre
in current results in the motion of normal electrons, whi
leads to the emergence of an electric field accelerating
superconducting electrons to critical velocity. In this regio
the order parameterc vanishes and the entire current is tran
ported only by the normal component. However, the form
tion of Cooper pairs is advantageous as before, hencc
emerges once again and a part of the current is transpo
by the condensate. For each such cycle, the phase differ
for wave functions of Cooper pairs from opposite sides
the ‘‘weak’’ region will vary by 2p. Hence this site is called
a phase slip center. Its characteristic size is determined
the distance over whichc pulsates, and amounts t
;2lE(T), wherelE is the length of the voltage drop region

For ucu50, this region lies in the normal state, and t
electric field penetrates the adjacent superconducting reg
to a depth;lE . Hence the formation of one PSC leads
the emergence of a resistance 2rlE /S, wherer is the resis-
tivity of the material of the filament andS its cross-sectiona
area. The voltage drop across this resistance is assoc
only with the normal componentI n5I 2I s . Averaging of
voltage across one PSC over time~taking into consideration
the fact that the total current is constant and independen
time, while the supercurrentI s pulsates betweenI c and 0!
gives

V̄52lEr~ I 2bI c!/S, ~7!

whereb;0.5. This simple formula correctly describes th
experimental IVC. A further increase in current leads to t
formation of new PSC’s since new resistive regions co
into play each time.39

Dmitrenko et al. ~see Refs. 18 and 55 in their paper38!
were the first to observe oscillations of the first derivatives
IVC of wide films in the vicinity of Tc , which were inter-
preted as analogs of PSC. For an applied magnetic fi
H'50, the critical currentI c is close to the depairing curren
and decreases linearly withH as it increases to a certai
value H8 after which it oscillates with a periodDH, while
the oscillation amplitude increases with decreasing temp
ture. The period of these oscillations is associated with

se
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periodic modulation of the screening current of the poten
edge barrier which hinders the vortex movement. Such a
structure of IVC of wide films was interpreted as the em
gence of phase slip lines~PSL! ~see Refs. 57 and 58 in th
paper38!. It was found that the IVC of a vortex-free state of
film of width w>l' (l'52l2/d is the effective field pen-
etration depth in a film of thicknessd) for H,H8 is similar
to the IVC of a narrow superconducting channel with PS
as in the caseH'50. However, the emergence and mov
ment of vortices in a film forH.H8 does not change quali
tatively the character of steps on the IVC. The voltage ju
is preceded by a nonlinear region corresponding to DM
Vortex movement is also a phase slip, since the passage
single vortex through the film corresponds to a variation
the phase difference at the film edges by 2p. However, the
mechanisms of PSC and PSL in wide films are quite diff
ent from the vortex mechanism.38 It turns out that the strin-
gent condition of a ‘‘narrow’’ (d,w!l') superconducting
channel is not necessary for the formation of a PSC. Mo
over, the step structure of IVC of wide films is observed
zero magnetic fields also.

One of the first observations of radiation-induced ph
slip in HTSC was reported by Leunget al.10 who studied the
optical response of granular YBaCuO films on sapphire s
strates. BetweenTc ~temperature corresponding to zero r
sistance! andTc0 ~temperature corresponding to the onset
superconducting transition!, most intergranular links becom
nonsuperconducting, and the dc conductivity is associa
with individual isolated channels in which the Josephs
coupling is still strong. The size and number of such ch
nels decreases with increasing temperature, and the resp
amplitude becomes smaller.10 Obviously, the peak of the re
sponse emerges at a temperature at which most of the JJ
almost identical critical parameters~critical current, etc.!
change upon exposure to radiation. The dependence o
phase slip resistance on activation energy for strongly s
pressed JJ was obtained theoretically by Ambegaokar
Halperin@formula~2! in Ref. 23#, and can be presented in th
following form if we take into account the temperature a
magnetic field dependence ofU0 from the theory developed
by Yeshurun and Malozemoff~formula ~3! in Ref. 24!:

rps~H,T!5rnF I 0S AT~12T/Tc!
3/2

2H D G2

~8!

whereAT is a coefficient. According to Blacksteadet al.,40

the passage of transport current with energy exceedingU0

for H.Hc1 (Hc1 is the lower critical field! causes a flux
flow whose resistance is defined by formula~4!. However,
r f f5rn in the vicinity of Tc , and hence the resistance in th
region will be double the normal state resistance, which
apparently not possible physically. This can be avoided
making the substitutionrn→rn2r(H,T). This gives

r f f5@rn2r~H,T!#
H

Hc2
. ~9!

Here, r(H,T)[rps(H,T) from formula ~8!. Taking into
consideration the anglew between the current and the ma
netic field in the~ab! plane, we obtain40
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r f f5@rn2r~H,T!#
H

Hc2
sin2~w!. ~10!

Thus, two competing mechanisms exist forH.Hc1 , viz.,
the flux flow and the phase slip. The phase slip proces
independent of the relative orientation of the current a
magnetic field, and accounts for the non-Lorentzian dissi
tion observed in a number of works~see, for example, Ref
41!. It should be remarked that a dependence of the type~8!
is manifested clearly only in the case whenHi I . In all other
cases, the dependencer(H,T) is determined by the flux
creep regime~see Eq.~1!!.

Formula ~8! was obtained by Tinkham22 for describing
the dependence of the superconducting transition width
the magnetic field. However, asH→0, formula ~8! gives a
nonphysical value of the resistance and zero transition wi
This contradiction is removed by assuming the existence
an effective intrinsic fieldH0Þ0 which ensures a finite
height of the energy barrierU0 even in a zero external field
The existence of such a field is explained physically by
Kosterlitz–Thouless theory42 which assumes the existence
thermally induced ‘‘vortex–antivortex’’ pairs belowTc . It is
found that the current-induced depairing of vortex pairs le
to nonohmic losses forH50.43 Taking such a dependenc
into account, we can present formula~8! in the form43

rps~H,T!5rnH I 0S AT~12T/Tc!
3/2

2~H1H0! D S 12
I

I c0
D 3/2J 22

.

~11!

Typical values ofH0 for high-quality YBaCuO samples ar
;0.1– 0.25 T, while H0;0.05 T for BiSrCaCuO.43 For
high-quality YBaCuO single crystals~see Ref. 41!, the ex-
perimental data forH50 are approximated quite well fo
AT510.044kBT. It is found that the narrower the superco
ducting transition, the higher the value ofAT . Moreover, the
resistance calculated by using formula~11! is quite sensitive
to the choice ofTc0 , and hence a variation ofTc0 even by
0.05 K strongly affects the value ofr:

r5r f f1rps . ~12!

It is also assumed thatTc0 does not change in an applie
magnetic field.

According to Blackstead,43 the disordered distribution o
oxygen in Cu–O planes leads to discontinuities, and a n
work of JJ parallel to thec-axis is formed between overlap
ping regions of adjacent planes and creates conducting c
nels between planes. The critical current of the entire chan
is determined by the weakest junction. Thermal fluctuatio
lead to a relative displacement of fragments of the Cu
planes, and perturbation of vortices pinned at these fr
ments leads to a time-dependent local phase difference.
results in a field dependence of resistance that is not ass
ated with the Lorentz force.

Thus, in view of the leading role of thermal fluctuation
near Tc , the dominating loss mechanism is the phase s
associated with the nanogranular nature of HTSC, i.e., w
the thermal-phonon-modulated bonds between planes.
cording to Blackstead,43 the resistance to flux flow dominate
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at lower temperatures and hence determines the losse
granules~for YBaCuO, this temperature range correspon
to T<85 K).40

Formula~12!, in which r f f and rps are defined by for-
mulas ~10! and ~11! respectively, corresponds to the dc r
sistance. In order to determine the MW response, it is es
tial to know the behavior ofRs . According to Blackstead,40

we obtain by taking residual resistancer00;2.5•1024rn into
consideration:

Rs5@~r f f1rps1r00!~vm/2!#1/2, ~13!

wherem is the permeability.
Dmitriev et al.44 studied the effect of MW field on the

behavior of PSC and observed a suppression~even disap-
pearance! of the critical current of samples by MW radiation
They also found that in the bridges made of YBaCuO cera
ics ~MW radiation leads to the emergence of discrete form
tions that are multiples of current PSC and are called
PSC’’!.44 Among other things, this is confirmed by the ro
dependence of the response on radiation power whic
characteristic of the PSC formation mechanism. It is intere
ing to study the dynamics of rf and current PSC observed
Dmitriev et al.44 The rf PSC vanishes in a direct current, a
is replaced by a current PSC. This is accompanied by a t
sition of the sample to the ‘‘unperturbed’’ resistive sta
~with zero radiation powerPv50).

Salient features and conditions for realization of t
mechanism

~1! The IVC of superconducting channels in which PSC
formed is described by Eq.~7!.

~2! The dependence of phase slip resistance on tempera
magnetic field and bias current is described by form
~11!. This mechanism is especially clearly manifest
for parallel orientation of current and magnetic fie
along thec-axis since there is no contribution from th
flux flow in this case. In view of the thermal activatio
nature of the process, it is manifested quite strongly
the vicinity of Tc .

~3! The phase slip resistance is independent of the a
between the current and the magnetic field.

~4! The response amplitude increases in proportion to
square root of the radiation power.

2.3. Breaking of ‘‘vortex–antivotex’’ pairs

A large number of publications~see, for example, Ref
45! report on the nonbolometric detection of infrared~IR!
radiation in thin HTSC films. This regime is characterized
an anomalously large responsivityRv approaching the quan
tum limit Rv51/(2en). In order to explain this effect, Kadin
et al.46 proposed a model for photon-induced dissociation
vortex pairs existing in two-dimensional superconducto
The theory of vortices in two-dimensional superconductor42

assumes the presence of ‘‘vortex–antivortex’’~V-AV ! pairs
below Tc which effectively screen vortex interaction at hig
temperatures and lead to the formation of free vortices.
der the action of transport current, these vortices move
lead to energy dissipation. As the temperature is lowe
most of the vortex pairs ‘‘freeze out’’ and a second pha
in
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transition, called Kosterlitz–Thouless transition, occurs a
temperatureTKT and is accompanied by a pairing of all fre
vortices. BelowTKT , all vortices are paired, and there is n
dissipation associated with their movement.46 The formation
of vortex pairs takes place through the emergence of a vo
‘‘core’’ on the scale of the coherence lengthj with a local
suppression of the order parameter (D50). This may be
caused by thermal fluctuations or by the photons of the in
dent radiation.47 If vortices are separated in space, i.e., do n
overlap, the currents circulating around the core become
nificant and the vortices are stable. The energy of such a p
separated by a distancer @j, can be represented in th
form47

Ev5Ev0ln~r /j!5F0
2d/2plL

2ln~r /j!. ~14!

For two closely-spaced vortices, the minimum ener
Ev0 of the vortex pair is of the order of energy of condens
tion in two vortex cores. As a rule, this energy is mu
higher thanD. The above equation also gives the energy
attraction between vortices which is overcome by the L
entz force emerging as a result of the passage of a cur
with densityJ5Ev0 /F0rd. For r 5j, the current densityJ
approaches the critical valueJc , thus indicating that a vortex
pair may be formed by current alone. Such a model i
two-dimensional generalization of the model of PSC form
tion in a superconducting microstrip.48 Figure 4 shows the
current configuration in the vicinity of a vortex-pair bein
formed. ForT,TKT5Ev0/4kB , the breaking of the vortex
pair may be caused by the current, resulting in a nonlin
IVC of the type V'I n. Depending on temperature, thre
regimes with different IVC can be singled out:

V~ I !5H ;~ I 2I c!
n, n.3 for T!TKT , I .I c ,

;I 3 for T5TKT ,

;I for T.TKT for small I .
~15!

Such a form of IVC is caused by thermal activation pr
cesses leading to a nonlinear resistance of the form

R~J!;expS 2
Ev~J!

2kBT D.~J/Jc!
Ev0/2kBT. ~16!

FIG. 4. The pattern of current flow near a ‘‘vortex–antivortex’’ pair gene
ated for a large transport current: total current (a) and the same configura
tion with separated vortex currents (b) ~from Kadin et al.46!.
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This equation is valid forJ<Jc . For very small bias cur-
rents, the resistance is defined by the expression

R/Rmax5a exp@22~b/t!1/2#, ~17!

where t5(T2TKT)/(Tc02T), a and b are constants, and
Rmax is the resistance at temperatures aboveTc0 .

Kadin et al.46 propose the following microscopic mech
nism of formation of V-AV pairs as a result of photon a
sorption. A photon with energyhn@2D is absorbed in a
certain region~spot! at the surface of a 2D film, giving rise
to a pair of highly excited quasiparticles which break ad
tional Cooper pairs over a time period of the order of a f
microseconds and distribute the excess energy among a
number of quasiparticles. These quasiparticles diffuse
the film over a depth;j over a time;h/kBTKT and sup-
press the order parameterD in this layer, as well as the
critical currentI c . If the value ofI c in the region of the spo
is smaller than the transport currentI , this will lead to insta-
bility and a local collapse ofD, causing the screening curre
to bend around this ‘‘hot spot.’’ This process is analogous
phase slip induced by the phonon absorption, which provi
the additional energy required by the current for the form
tion of a vortex pair~see Fig. 4!. As a result of further dif-
fusion of nonequilibrium quasiparticles into the film, the h
spot vanishes. However, the vortices continue to move
right angles to the current until they reach the edge of
film, leading to the emergence of a magnetic fluxF0 through
the film which is equivalent to an integral voltage pulse. T
time-averaged responsivity is given byRv51/(2en).

The model described above, which was proposed fo
homogeneous~on the scale;j) two-dimensional supercon
ductor, can also be used for describing a 2D chain of weakly
coupled JJ. It should be recalled that the effective field p
etration depthleff corresponding to weak intergranular cu
rents may be quite large. Intergranular vortices with a
duced nucleation energy, and hence with a reduced
dissociation energy, may emerge in such films. This expla
the observed transition to vortex depairing in ordered cha
of junctions as well as in granular superconductors. As s
as a vortex pair is formed, it behaves essentially in the sa
way as in a homogeneous film. For a granular superc
ductor with granule size<j, a photon absorbed in one of th
granules suppressesD over the entire film, and reduces th
critical currents linking it with the adjoining granules. Th
causes a local deviation of the current~Fig. 4a! followed by
the formation of a vortex pair~Fig. 4b!. In superconductors
with a large size of the granules, however, a photon abso
at the center of a granule hardly affects the intergranu
currents. If the coupling between granules is not quite u
form, the vortex pairs formed in such granules cannot
dissociated by the current passing through them. In b
these cases, the quantum efficiency of the process wil
considerably reduced, which explains the large spread in
experimentally observed values of responsivity for granu
thin-film HTSC detectors.

In spite of the fact that the formation of vortex pairs
this model occurs due to local heating, it was observed49 that
this is a nonequilibrium process and hence does not su
from the drawbacks of bolometric detection. In this case,
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total heating of the film is quite insignificant while the loc
heating may be quite strong. Kadinet al.49 proposed two
possible regimes of formation of vortex pairs. Forhn,D,
the absorption of a quantum is linked directly with the fo
mation of a vortex pair. Such a pair is formed in two cas
~1! if the energy of the quantum at a given temperature
higher than the nucleation energyEv0 , and ~2! if the total
currentI S5I 1I v (I is the bias current andI v the ac ampli-
tude! exceeds the critical currentI c over a time long enough
for the formation of a vortex. Forhn.D, Cooper pairs are
dissociated at first. This is followed by the formation of
vortex pair as a result of local heating.

The response time in this model is determined by
fluxon velocityv5JF0 /h5Jrn2pj2/F0 in a direction per-
pendicular to the applied current, whereh is the viscosity of
vortices in the Bardeen–Stefan theory, andrn is the resistiv-
ity in the normal state. ForJ;Jc , sinceJcrn.D/ej, we
obtain the velocityv.Dj/h which approaches the Ferm
velocity vF5107– 108 cm/s for a pure superconductor. For
film of width w510mm andvF5107 cm/s, we obtain the
response timetR5100 ps. For sensitivity optimization, th
working temperature must be lower thanTKT since the sen-
sitivity at higher temperatures will be limited by the bac
ground voltage associated with thermally activated unpa
vortices and the magnetic field induced by the current.49 The
most suitable material for a detector is a film with uniform
linked small granules, for which the injection of vortice
from the film edges is restricted. The absorption of a pho
in HTSC leads to the formation of a vortex ring~three-
dimensional analog of a 2D vortex pair! which is enlarged
by the transport current and splits into a V–AV pair up
reaching the~lower and upper! film surface, leading to the
same responsivityRv5F0 /hn. In the one-dimensional cas
of a long wire with cross-sectional size;j, the absorption
of a photon leads to the formation of a PSC which produ
voltage steps.46 For the one-dimensional case, the phot
absorption may be accompanied by the formation of m
than one PSC, which leads to an enhanced sensitivity be
the quantum limit. In all other cases, the sensitivity of a fi
displaced in the vicinity ofJc is confined by the quantum
limit since the violation of superconductivity due to the a
sorption of a photon is always connected with some kind
phase slip or a vortex process for which the magnetic fl
quantum is a characteristic quantity.

Johnsonet al.50 studied the response of 10 nm-thic
granular NbN films~with a grain size of the order of the film
thickness! on Si substrates to optical radiation of waveleng
L5632 and 670 nm with a modulation frequency,3.7 kHz
and .100 kHz, respectively. Meander-shaped structu
with a constant surface area of 1024 cm2 (53200mm,10
3100mm, etc.! were prepared from these films. BelowTc ,
the authors50 observed a slow bolometric response associa
with film heating together with the substrate. It was fou
that radiation with wavelength<1 mm is absorbed strongly
by Si and produces charge carriers in it. If the NbN film
displaced towards higher differential resistance, the cond
ing Si substrate partially shunts the response of the super
ductor. In this case, the response becomes negative, i.e
response amplitude decreases with increasing radia
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power. While the total response to continuous irradiation
positive, an increase in the modulation frequency transfo
a slow positive signal into a fast negative signal. For h
modulation frequencies, the slow bolometric response can
‘‘catch up’’ with the negative shunting component, and t
net response is negative. In the absence of a bias cur
when the laser beam is centered in the meander regio
rapid response which does not depend on the modula
frequency f mod was observed up to 100 kHz. The autho
associate this response with the photoelectric effect at
interface between NbN and Si. The photoelectric effect w
not observed during optimization of the rapid positive co
ponent through an appropriate choice of the position of
laser beam.

The authors studied the transient and steady-state
sponse as a function of the bias currentI b and temperature
for I b,I c andT,Tc . It was found that the dependences
the responsedVac on (dV/dT) I are considerably nonlinear
especially in a constant weak magnetic field~up to 100 Oe!.
The nonlinear part of the dependence was observed foI b

corresponding to the highest differential resistance,
hence the shunting effect of the substrate was very stro
Measurement of (dV/dT) I b

for small I b were used by the

authors to estimate the effective sample heatingdTeff

;150 mK. The highest responsivityRv was observed in cur
rents close toI b and was 125 V/W. Under the assumptio
that the positive response is associated only with the bol
etric effect, the effective heating is theoretically estimated
1–11 mK, which is much smaller than the experimen
value. It is assumed that the observed response may
caused by two nonequilibrium mechanisms, i.e., either
electron heating effect, or by the kinetic inductivity mech
nism. The former gives an extremely low value ofdTeff

;1 mK, as well as an underestimated value of responsiv
The authors believe that the photofluxon model of vort
pair formation may explain the observed response, altho
the value of responsivityRv;104 V/W predicted by this
model is much higher than the experimental value of 1
V/W. To prevent the excitation of photocarriers in Si and
avoid shunting of the response by the substrate, the s
authors used a longer wavelength radiation source, viz
diode laser withL51300 nm, in their later work9 for a
clearer differentiation of the response mechanisms. In
absence of a bias current, the responsivity of the respon
radiation wavelengths 670 and 1300 nm was;20 V/W.
When the laser beam was centered on the meander, a
tive response was observed. This response persisted a
frequencyf mod was increased to 1 MHz, and was attribut
by the authors to the heating of the NbN film relative to t
substrate. The response amplitude varied linearly with
radiation intensity, and the modulated response signal
mained purely sinusoidal without any harmonics. The
sponsivity for rapid response was estimated at;1500 V/W.
The maximum possible heating of the sample did not exc
2 mK.

Measurements of the dependence of the response on
current and IVC at various temperatures led to the resista
Reff

(T) of the thermal boundary between the film and the s
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strate. It was found thatReff
(T) depends strongly onI b , while

for a purely thermal effect it should not depend on curre
but must have a significant temperature dependence. A c
parison of the experimental results with the hot spot mod51

reveals a good agreement for the temperature dependen
Reff

(T) near the transition, while the value ofReff
(T) obtained from

the model for a deep superconducting state is found to be
low. It is borne out by computations9 that the thermal resis
tanceReph

(T) associated with a finite timeteph of energy trans-
fer from electrons to phonons in the film makes a decis
contribution to the time characteristics of the response
compared with the Kapitza thermal resistanceRK due to a
finite time of energy transfer from the phonons in the film
the phonons in the substrate.

Since the thermal conductivity estimates used in
model include the electron heating effect, and the quan
(]V/]T) I b

~which is also used in the model! takes into ac-
count the thermal effects associated with the weak links
tween granules, the authors do not believe that these eff
can explain the observed response. The response ampl
estimated from the kinetic inductivity variation mechanism
also too low~0.04 mW obtained from theory against an ex
perimental value 100mW!. However, the experimentally ob
served response time of about 1 ns is of the same order a
value estimated by using the photofluxon model. For an
ambiguous conclusion concerning the applicability of t
photofluxon model, we must carry out experiments with
subnanosecond resolution and measure the dependen
the response time on the film thickness, which must
linear.9

Salient features and conditions for realization of th
mechanism

~1! The dependence of the resistance associated with the
sociation of the V–AV pairs on temperature and bi
currentI is obtained by using formulas~16! and ~17!.

~2! Formula~15! describes the IVC at different temperatur
and for different bias currents.

~3! The limiting sensitivity of this mechanism is equal
F0 /hn.

~4! The response time forvF5107 cm/s and a film width
w510mm is ;100 ps.

~5! The sensitivity can be increased right up to the quant
limit by decreasing the working temperature to belo
TKT and selecting a film made of uniformly linked sma
size granules.

2.4. Inverse AC Josephson effect

The emergence of a dc voltage across JJ formed b
low-temperature superconductor under the action of mic
wave radiation was observed for the first time by Langerb
et al.52 This phenomenon known as the inverse ac Joseph
effect served as an impetus in the study of possible appl
tions of JJ as EMR detectors. The discovery of HTSC stim
lated a number of publications53–56 in which the observed
nonbolometric response of HTSC was interpreted as a mo
lation of weak-link parameters~critical current, order param
eter phase, etc.! by an induced rf current.
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Durny et al.53 studied YBaCuO ceramic samples in th
form of rectangular bars placed in the cavity of EPR sp
trometer. The voltage induced in the sample by MW rad
tion ~9.42 GHz! was measured as a function of temperat
T, constant fieldH, and radiation powerPv . It was found
that the magnetic field suppresses the response for any
polarity. The amplitudeDV of the response increased wi
decreasingT and increasingPv . The DV(Pv) dependence
was linear in thePv range from 1 to 100 mW at low
(;31 K) and high (;81 K) temperatures. In the intermed
ate temperature range~50–70 K!, weak saturation of the
DV(Pv) dependence was observed forPv;20– 30 mW.
Durny at al.53 associate the response mechanism with
motion of Josephson vortices formed in weak links under
action of the Lorentz force exerted by the transport curre

Chang et al.54 studied granular YBaCuO films in th
form of an ‘‘H’’-structure. An ‘‘H’’-shaped film was placed
in a rectangular waveguide so that the electric fieldEv was
parallel to the ‘‘bridge,’’ while the magnetic fieldHv was
perpendicular to the plane of the H-structure. Such an exp
mental geometry makes it possible to create an optimal c
pling with Hv and prevents the interaction with the elect
component, which permits to avoid ordinary rectification
fects which are not associated with the physics of HTSC
quasi-homogeneous chain of JJ is formed in the bridge of
H-structure, for which the dependence ofDV on H ~or Hv)
is strictly periodic in contrast to a randomly oriented 3D
chain, since weak links respond to radiation synchronou
Changet al.54 discovered that the temperature dependenc
the responseDR5R(Pv)2R(0) exhibits two peaks~Fig. 5!.
The high-temperature peak is correctly described by the
pendence

DR5~dR/dT!DT, ~18!

typical of the bolometric mechanism. The low-temperatu
peak of the response is in the tail of the resistive transiti
where dR/dT→0 and is obviously not of thermal origin
The dependence on microwave power (Pv

max;30 mW) is lin-
ear in the region of the high-temperature peak, which c

FIG. 5. Temperature dependences of the responseDR and derivativedR/dT
multiplied by the constantDT51.2 K for a YBaCuO film~from Chang
et al.54!.
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firms the bolometric nature of the response, whileDR
} log(Pv) in the temperature range in which a nonbolomet
response is observed. According to Changet al.,54 the time
variation of the order parameter phasew induced in a long JJ
by MW radiation~even in zero magnetic field! leads to the
formation of vortices which can move under the action o
direct transport current. The response amplitudeDV in this
case is proportional to the number of JJ that respond s
chronously to radiation for a givenI b . It was found that the
nonbolometric peak of the response increases and is
placed towards low temperatures upon an increase in the
current as well as in the MW power. The response appe
under the conditionI b.I c . Chang et al.54 state that the
mechanism of induced motion of vortices proposed by th
causes a response similar to that observed during disso
tion of V–AV pairs in the course of a Kosterlitz–Thoules
transition.45 However, the IVC is linear (V'I ) for this
mechanism in the vicinity ofTc , while V'I 3 in the case of
dissociation of vortex pairs. In addition, the oscillating d
pendence ofDV on Pv for H5const~Fig. 6! and onH for
Pv5const unambiguously suggest the Josephson mecha
of the response, in which the vortices generated by a w
magnetic field move under the action of the current induc
by MW radiation, leading to voltage oscillations.

Gallop et al.55 observed the dependence of the differe
tial resistancedV/dI of YBaCuO and BiSrCaCuO films on
MgO substrate on the bias voltageVb under the effect of
MW radiation (;10 mW) of frequency 8–20 GHz. The dif
ference in the differential resistance in the presence of ra
tion and without it is of a periodic oscillating form with
peaks atVb5nF0n, wheren is an integer andn the radia-
tion frequency. We assume that the fluxon lattice observe
YBaCuO at low temperatures moves under the action of
rf current, which induces the voltageV5dF/dT
5mv(I bF0) according to Faraday’s law (m is the number of
fluxons per unit area andv(I b) the velocity of fluxons, which
strongly depends on the bias currentI b). The motion of flow

FIG. 6. Dependence of the voltageV induced by microwave radiation on th
microwave power of a YBaCuO film in the absence of a constant bias
two different directions of the constant magnetic field atT564 K ~from
Changet al.54!.
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in this case is synchronized with the applied MW volta
within a limited range ofVb so that the velocity of fluxon
motion through a superconducting microstrip isdN/dt
5nn. In this case, the voltage drop across the film in t
synchronized state isV5F0(dN/dt)5nF0n. This condi-
tion is similar to the condition for the formation of a Shapi
step in a solitary JJ.

Boone et al.56 also studied the response of YBaCu
films in the form of 20003600mm strips of thickness 1.3–
2 mm to pulsed MW radiation of frequency 9 GHz. The r
sponse observed in the region of resistive ‘‘tail’’ increas
with I b and with MW power (Pv

max;100 mW). It was found
that the response amplitude is independent of the modula
frequency, which is typical of a nonbolometric response. T
noise voltage measured with the help of a synchronous
tector ~in the absence of radiation!, as well as the respons
itself, had a peak in the region of the resistive tail. The no
measurements permitted the estimation of the noise equ
lent power ~NEP! Peq;6•10210 W/AHz, the responsivity
being 136 V/W. Among possible mechanisms of respon
the radiation-induced flux flow within intergranular wea
links is considered. The mechanisms of dissociation
V–AV pairs,45 photoinduced flux creep,17 and synchroniza-
tion of the fluxon lattice with the MW field55 are not ruled
out either.

Huggard et al.57 studied the response of BiSrCaCu
thin-film bridges to the pulsed (t565 ns) IR radiation (L
5447mm) with the pulse repetition frequency of 165 H
The observed broadening of the decreasing component to
output pulse as compared to the input pulse can be expla
by the nonlinearity of the response. As the currentI b in-
creases, the peak of the response corresponding to the e
the resistive tail was shifted towards low temperatures ri
up to complete vanishing of the response forI b.100mA.
The amplitude of the response was proportional toAPv in
the case of high radiation powers and was linear inPv for
low powers. The two methods of estimating NEP and
sponsivity mentioned above lead to the following resu
Peq55•1029 W/Hz1/2, Rv50.6 V/W(1 mW,Pv,50 mW)
and Peq53•10212 W/Hz1/2, Rv51.2•1022 V/W(0,Pv

,1 mW). All the estimates were obtained in a detecti
band of 50 MHz. Huggardet al.57 ruled out the bolometric
origin of the response since, according to Barone a
Patterno,59 the critical current is independent of temperatu
at T,Tc/3, while the response in Ref. 57 was observed
T517 K!Tc/3 (Tc;85 K).

Computer simulation proved58 that for frequencieshn
!2D and I v /I 0,1, the maximum nondissipative curre
I c5I 0(12gI v), whereg is a constant,I v the amplitude of
the current induced by radiation, andI 0 the characteristic
spread in the critical currents of JJ forming a bridge. A
working point with the differential resistancedV/dI 5R, the
voltage across the junction satisfies the equation

V5gI 0RIv , ~19!

or V;APv . For I v!I 0 , a linear dependence onPv is
expected.59 Thus, Huggardet al.57 proved that the respons
of a bridge to IR radiation is correctly described by t
s
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model of a solitary JJ in whichI c is replaced by a certain
effective valueI 0 . This confirms the hypothesis on synchr
nous response of weak links to EMR.60

Schneideret al.61 studied the frequency dependence
the response of BiSrCaCuO microbridges in the freque
range (10– 1000) cm21. For frequencies varying from 10 to
100 cm21, only a nonbolometric response with a time co
stantt;4 ns was detected with the dependenceDV;Pv

1/2 in
the range from 3 to 30 mW. At a frequency 939 cm21, a
bolometric response is also observed in addition to the n
thermal component nearTc . For Pv,1 mW, both compo-
nents are linear functions of power. In this case, the respo
amplitudeDV;APv for v,100 cm21, while this quantity
is proportional toPv for v5939 cm21. The frequency de-
pendence of the response in the frequency range from 1
1000 cm21 is correctly described by a power law with th
exponent 2.3. The obtained results confirm the Joseph
nature of the nonbolometric response and rule out none
librium mechanisms associated with electron heating and
spots exhibiting a linear power dependence anda weak fre-
quency dependence.

Ngo Phong and T. Shih62 measured the response of str
structures of BiSrCaCuO granular films to 5-mm radiatio
The response had high-temperature bolometric and l
temperature nonthermal components. The heating neaTc

was estimated at;0.3 mK. With increasing bias current, th
dynamics typical of both components was observed:
high-temperature component of the response increased
early and remained at the same temperature, while the l
temperature component increased nonlinearly, attaining s
ration for large values ofI b , and was shifted towards lowe
temperatures. The high-temperature component as a func
of modulation frequency decreased abruptly in the rang
, f mod,100 Hz and then diminished more smoothly up
10 kHz. At the same time, the low-temperature compon
was virtually independent off mod ~Fig. 7!. The transforma-
tion of the MW pulse (t;50 ms) after the interaction with
the sample was also studied at three temperatures~Fig. 8!. In
the region of low-temperature component, the shape of
output pulse was exactly the same as that of the input pu
demonstrating a short response time~the leading front
,250 ns). The high-temperature component was charac

FIG. 7. Photoresponse of a BiSrCaCuO thin film as a function of the mo
lation frequency for the bolometric (T5106 K) and nonbolometric (T
595 K) components,I 51 mA andP52.5 mW/cm2 ~from Ngo Phong and
T. Shih62!.
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ized by a ‘‘smeared’’ asymmetric output pulse~the rise and
fall times;1 ms and;20 ms respectively!. For the interme-
diate temperature, the steepness of the leading front of
output pulse varied with time, indicating the presence o
thermal as well as a nonthermal component in the respo
The amplitude of the nonthermal component decreased
the extent of granular structure in the sample, and the n
bolometric response was not observed at all for samples
Jc;105 A/cm2 at 77 K. The estimates of responsivity an
detectability D* under nonbolometric conditions give th
values ofRv510 V/W andD* 51.1•108 cm•Hz1/2/W. For
both components, the power dependence was linear. A
pendence of the formDV;Pv

1/2 typical of JJ for large values
of power59 was not observed since large power levels w
inaccessible. Finally, an analysis of the temperature dep
dence of the optical (L;1.06mm and L;1.56mm) and
MW (L;5 mm) responses in the same sample showed
only the bolometric component is left forhn.2D. It was
emphasized that the Josephson detection mode is ty
only for hn,2D.

Schneideret al.3 studied recently the response of micro
trips made of BiSrCaCuO films on MgO substrates to pul
(;80ms) IR radiation (L.0.5 mm) in a constant magneti
field up to 8 T. The magnetic field dependence of the
sponse is determined by the dependence of critical curren
B for a solitary rectangular JJ of thicknessd!lL and length
l in a transverse magnetic field:

I c~B!5I c~0!Usin@p~F/F0!#

p~F/F0!
U. ~20!

The interference pattern is blurred in view of the spread
the parameters of weak links. Schneideret al.3 proved that,
according to~20!, the magnetic field can either suppre
(I b.I c) or enhance (I b,I c) the response depending on th
relation betweenI b and I c for I b varying from 2 to 100mA
in the magnetic field range 1 mT,B,50 mT. SinceI c(B)
depends on the length of the junction, Schneideret al. could
estimate the characteristic size of junctions (l J.0.5mm).

FIG. 8. Transient responseDR of a thin YBaCuO film induced by MW
(L55 mm) pulsed radiation at various temperatures nearTc , I 51 mA,
f mod510 Hz, andP52.5 mW/cm2 ~from Ngo Phong and T. Shih62!.
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For B,50 mT, theDV(B) dependence has a plateau whi
is attributed by the authors to the presence of weak links
the nanometric scale with considerably higher values ofI c ,
which are ‘‘immersed’’ in grain boundaries. The characte
istic size of such ‘‘strong’’ weak links, which was estimate
from the period of the diffraction pattern, isl a<1 nm. The
dependence of the response onH also exhibits a hysteresi
~memory effects!, and the response remains suppressed
I c.20mA even after the removal of the field. This can b
due to flux trapping in the network of granules and to t
presence of weak links with high values ofI c , which form a
barrier preventing the escape of vortices. Howev
Schneideret al.3 rule out the trapping in granules themselv
since it would decrease the intergranular field and lead
stimulation rather than suppression of the response.

Irie and Oya63 studied in 1995 the response of BSCC
single crystals having a size of 131 to 335 mm and thick-
ness 0.1–0.2 mm to MW radiation~of frequency 8–10 GHz!.
The measurements of the response by the four-probe t
nique along thec-axis revealed that the IVC of an expose
sample contains multiple resistive branches which are att
uted by the authors to interplanar chains of series-conne
JJ of the SIS type in the single crystal. ForI b.I c

min , a volt-
age is induced across the weakest junction, and a fur
increase inI b leads to the formation ofN jumps on IVC,
corresponding to transition to the resistive state inN Joseph-
son junctions. For low radiation power levels, the steps
IVC satisfy the relationVn5mnn/2e, wherem is the num-
ber of synchronized junctions,n is an integer~number of
steps!, and the shape of the IVC is similar to that for
solitary JJ. In the case of high-intensity radiation, when
signal frequency coincides with one of bulk modes of t
resonator, the IVC changes significantly. It acquires st
corresponding to synchronization of fluxons with MW radi
tion. Finally, for large values of power, when the MW fre
quency does not coincide with resonator modes, vortices
not synchronized with external radiation. In this case,
flux flow mode can dominate over Josephson properties
the junction, which is also confirmed by the power depe
dence of the height of voltage steps, having the formVn

;Pv
1/2. In this case, neither the voltageVp corresponding to

the formation of steps, nor the amplitudeI p of a step depend
on frequency in the range 8–10 GHz. In this case, the s
are considerably blurred~broadened! since the motion of
fluxons is not associated with resonant modes, and irra
tion plays the role of a trigger that controls the arrival
vortices in the junction.

Ling et al.64 used the four-probe technique to study t
response of YBaCuO single crystals to MW radiation~8–12
GHz! with or without direct measuring current along thec-
axis. The sample was mounted at the end of the waveg
so that the MW fieldsHv andEv were parallel to the (ab)
plane and thec-axis, respectively. The sliding short locate
at the end of the waveguide made it possible to control
position of the peaks of the electric and magnetic fields re
tive to the sample.

The dependence of response on the bias current in
normal state (T594 K) for various radiation powers~from 1
to 7 mW! was linear with a negative slope due to the fact th
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the resistance along thec-axis in the normal state varies i
proportion to 1/T. In the superconducting state, the depe
dence of response onI b has the shape of a curve with a pe
displaced towards smaller currents upon an increase in
powerPv . The response has positive polarity and an am
tude two orders of magnitude larger than in the normal st
At the same time, the current corresponding to the maxim
response is equal to the critical current. The dependenc
the response along thec-axis on the positionx of the sample
exhibits bipolar oscillating behavior with a period equal
1/2 wavelength in the waveguide. The frequency depende
of the response in the range 8–12 GHz is also oscillat
This rules out rectification and differential heating associa
with sample inhomogeneity as possible reasons of the
sponse. On the other hand, such a behavior is in accord
ordinary time-dependent Josephson effect in which indu
voltage varies as a Bessel’s function. ForI b50, no correla-
tion between theDV peaks and the componentsEv andHv

of the MW field was observed, while an increase inI b led to
clearly manifested displacement of oscillatory peaks towa
maxima of the magnetic fieldHv . The height of the peaks
increased with the bias current, and for large values oI b

(.20 mA) the polarity of the peaks was strictly determin
by the polarity of bias current~Fig. 9!. Ling et al.64 attribute
the observed response to the presence of intrinsic Josep
junctions in YBaCuO in the direction of thec-axis, in which
the NW radiation induces pairs of Josephson vortices
antivortices. IfI bÞ0, the formed pair of vortices is carrie
by current in various directions, leading to the emergenc
the sample of a voltage with polarity coinciding with th
polarity of I b . For I bÞ0, the peaks of the response mu
coincide with the peaks ofHv , and the polarity must be th
same as that ofI b .

For I b50, vortices move under the action of MW ele
tric field Ev with a phase shiftu relative toHv in view of
different phase relations forHv and Ev in the Josephson
junction. The resultant pattern ofDV(x) depends onu and
has peaks separated byL/2. The polarity changes with th
positionx of the sample and can be purely positive or ne
tive for u56p/2.

FIG. 9. Constant voltagedV induced by microwave radiation as a functio
of the sample coordinate for a strong current~from Ling et al.64!.
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Main features and conditions for realization of th
mechanism

~1! The presence of a peak on the temperature depend
of response at temperatures much lower than the pea
the bolometric response.

~2! Displacement of the peak of the nonbolometric respo
towards low temperatures and a nonlinear increase~with
saturation! of its amplitude with the bias current.

~3! Linear IVC of an HTSC bridge in the region of temper
ture corresponding to the maximum response.

~4! Independence of response of modulation frequency.
~5! Increase in the response amplitude with the extent

granular structure in the sample.
~6! Decrease in the response amplitude with the radia

frequency approximately in proportion tov2.3.
~7! Linear and root dependence on radiation power for la

and small power levels respectively.
~8! Stimulation of the response by a weak magnetic field

I b,I c and its suppression forI b.I c .

2.5. Nonequilibrium breaking of cooper pairs

The properties of a superconductor belowTc are very
sensitive to external excitations such as electrons, phon
and photons.65 In the case of MW frequencies for whic
hn,2D. Cooper pairs cannot be broken, and the absorp
of a photon is reduced to the energy redistribution of qua
particles, which can stimulate superconductivity under c
tain conditions due to an increase in the gap width.66,67Coo-
per pairs can break under the interaction of t
superconductor with EMR whose energy quantumhn.2D
~light and IR radiation!. Optical photons have energy of th
order of several eV, while the energy corresponding to
gap in typical HTSC is of the order of tens of meV~e.g., the
gap 2D.30 meV for YBaCuO!.

The interaction between optical radiation and a sup
conductor is presented in Fig. 10.65 Photons incident on a
superconductor break Cooper pairs and generate quasip
cles with energiesE@2D ~see Fig. 10a!. Electrons possess
ing such high energies relax very rapidly~through electron–
electron and electron–phonon collisions! to states with
energies in the range of the gap energy~see Figs. 10b and c!.
An absorption of a photon generated a large number of q
siparticles and phonons in the range of energy gap durin
very short period of time~see Fig. 10d!. The recombination
of excited quasiparticles is accompanied by the creation
Cooper pairs and emission of phonons~see Fig. 10e!. Pair
breaking by phonons with energies.2D occurs during the
characteristic timetB ~see Fig. 10f!. Over the timetes,
phonons escape from the film to the substrate~see Fig. 10g!.
Other processes with their own characteristic times also
ist, including the scattering of excited quasiparticles acco
panied with absorption~see Fig. 10h! or emission~see Fig.
10i! of a phonon. The time of energy relaxation of electro
through the electron–phonon interaction is an important
rameter characterizing the intensity of this interaction.

Nonequilibrium effects in HTSC materials are main
observed in structures with Josephson properties~bridges
and junctions in edge steps as well as bicrystalline s
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FIG. 10. Interaction between pho
tons, quasiparticles, and phonons
superconductors~see the text! ~from
Gilabert65!.
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strates!. In spite of considerable technological difficulties a
sociated with a small lengthj in HTSC materials, Josephso
structures with quite reproducible properties, such as ju
tions at edge steps, can be obtained even now by using
ous artificial approaches. Sometimes, the region of a w
link in such structures is coated by a photoconducting la
~usually CdS! in order to improve the sensitivity of the de
tector and to prevent the degradation of the sample.65

Enomoto et al.68 studied the response of thi
(;0.2mm) BaPbBiO films (Tc513 K) to IR radiation. It is
well known that the critical current of JJ is determined
the Ambegaokar–Baratov relationI c5pD/(2eR)tanh(D/
2kBT), and atT!Tc we haveI c'pD/2eR. Irradiation of
the superconductor leads to a change in the critical cur
dI c'(pdD)/2eR, where the change in the energy gap
connected with the number of excess quasiparticles thro
the relationdD5dn/N(0). Thus, knowing the change in
critical current, we can find the change in the energy gap
the number of excess quasiparticles. Figure 11 shows s
matically the IVC for a tunnel JJ exposed to radiation a
without it. In the RSJ model, the IVC of a weak bond
described by the formula65

V5R~ I 22I c
2!1/2. ~21!

This leads to the following expression for the photorespo
of the weak coupling:

DV52
RIcdI c

~ I 22I c
2!1/25

2pI cdD

2e~ I 22I c
2!1/2 for I .I c ~22!

and

~DV! I 5I c
5R~2I cdI c!

1/25
p

e
~dD/2!1/2 for I<I c .

~23!
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The variation of the IVC for a weak link under radiation
shown in Fig. 12a, and the response as a function of b
current together with the dependence calculated by form
~21!–~23! is presented in Fig. 12b.

Later, Tanabeet al.,69 who studied the response o
bridges made of thin YBaCuO and LaSrCuO films to puls
optical radiation (L;1.3mm), detected a fast component
the response. The dependence of the response voltageDV on
I b had a peak which became narrower and higher upon c
ing. With increasingI b , the peak on the temperature depe
dence of the response increased and shifted to lower t
peratures. The responsivity for the nonbolometric respo
associated with pair breaking is described by the formula

RNE5
dV

dI c
U

I c

dI c

dDU
T

dD

nqp
U

T

dnqp

P
, ~24!

FIG. 11. Typical IVC of a Josephson tunnel junction. Solid and das
curves represent IVC with irradiation (a) and without it (b) ~from
Gilabert65!.
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wherenqp andP are the number density of quasiparticles a
radiation power respectively. The first cofactor in~24! de-
fines the dependence on the bias currentI b , while the tem-
perature dependence is presented by the second and f
cofactors. The third cofactor can be expressed in terms o
density of statesN as dD/dnqp51/2N(0). The second co-
factor follows the temperature dependence of the critical c
rent, which determines the general temperature depend
of the response. Consequently, the overall temperature
pendence is mainly determined by the dependenceI c(T),
which was just observed by Tanabeet al.69 According to
Tanabe, the value of responsivity is mainly determined
the cofactorN(0)D/2. The experiments with YBaCuO an
LaSrCuO films give the value of responsivity;20– 30 V/W
at low temperatures (;5 K), while the value of responsivity
for similar BaPbBiO films is two orders of magnitude highe
The authors explain this by a considerable difference in
population densities for these two classes of superconduc
and assume that the breaking of Cooper pairs by radiatio
the basic mechanism of the response.

Johnson70 studied thin YBaCuO films~20–200 nm! with
high values ofJc (.105 A/cm2) in quasi-two-dimensiona
geometry. The response to optical radiation (L.665 nm)
with a pulse duration 0.3 ps and pulse repetition frequenc
kHz was recorded with the help of ultrahigh-speed osci
graph (10 ps,t,10 ns). It was found that the response co
tains two component: in the vicinity ofTc6DT/2 ~where

FIG. 12. Effect of radiation on a weak link: the solid curve corresponds
IVC in the absence of radiation, while the dashed and dotted curves c
spond to irradiation (a); dependence of the voltage shiftdV on the bias
currentI b for two characteristicsV(I ) ~dotted and dashed curves! (b) ~from
Gilabert65!.
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DT53 K is the superconducting transition width!, a bolom-
etric signal with a time constant;3 ns was observed, which
increases linearly with the bias currentI b as well as with the
radiation power. The second component observed atT,Tc

2DT/2 has a fall time;100 ps and is characterized by
steeper than linear dependence onP and I b with saturation
for large values of the argument. In spite of the fact that
position of the peak on the low-temperature component w
exactly the same as for the peak ofdR/dT, the response was
almost two orders of magnitude stronger than the bolome
signal and was virtually independent of temperature at l
temperature for whichdR/dT→0. Besides, the response d
creased with time much more rapidly (;100 ps) than the
bolometric component (;3 ns) at T.Tc2DT/2. Johnson
drew the conclusion that the observed response is assoc
with photoinduced breaking of Cooper pairs.

A nonbolometric response was also observed by so
authors in HTSC epitaxial films.71 The optical response in
the femtosecond range studied with the help of the ‘‘pum
probe’’ method~see Sec. 1! demonstrated the avalanche mu
tiplication of quasiparticles following the absorption of
photon.14 This process is associated with inelastic electro
electron scattering on the time scaletee<1 ps. Quasiparti-
cles also interact with phonons through inelastic electro
phonon scattering. This loss mechanism is associated
the energy gap suppression as well as with the motion
vortices. A decrease in the number density of Cooper p
also leads to a change in the kinetic inductance, which a
affects temporal characteristics of the response.72

Han et al.73 studied the dynamics of a femtosecond r
sponse in YBaCuO films of thickness 100–500 nm on
SrTiO3 substrate. They used a laser with a pulse durat
;60 fs, L5625 nm, and the pulse repetition frequency
MHz. The typical shape of transient response signal atT.Tc

andT,Tc is shown in Figs. 13a and 13b respectively. In t
normal state, the responseDR is positive. It emerges
abruptly during the time;1 ps and decreases slowly ov
;3 ns. A comparison of the response withdR/dT revealed
its bolometric origin. At the same time, the transient r
sponse is negative atT,Tc with a rise time;300 fs and
with a rapid fall to zero over 7–8 ps. After this the respon
becomes positive due to the thermal effect associated
diffusion of phonons~in analogy with the response atT
.Tc). It was found that the temperature dependence of
peak height of the response is successfully approximated
the two-fluid model and has the form@12(T/Tc)

4#. Han
et al.73 proposed that the optical response mechanism
cludes the two main processes:~1! avalanche multiplication
of quasiparticles following the absorption of a photon, a
~2! nonlinear recombination of photogenerated quasipa
cles. Hanet al.73 also noted that the quasiparticle response
observed only when the system is not saturated. Indeed
maximum number density of photoinduced quasiparticles
timated from the data on radiation intensity proved to be
order of magnitude smaller than the characteristic density
states in HTSC materials (Ns;1021 cm23). The authors of
Ref. 73 also noted that the recombination ratev increases
slightly in the interval from 0 toTc/2 and then decrease
rapidly. This is explained by the fact that the recombinati

o
e-
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of quasiparticles is accompanied by the generation of opt
phonons that interact resonantly with the gap. The latter
cumstance leads to a decrease in the gap width and to
ening of this resonant interaction. The decrease in the
width in turn is manifested directly in a decrease in the
combination rate.

Analyzing the femtosecond dynamics of the optical
sponse, Sobolewskiet al.15 proved that the response o
YBaCuO epitaxial films of thickness 80–250 nm has a ch
acteristic time;30 ps and can be explained in the therm
modulation model according to which hot holes are gen
ated by radiation. A redistribution of these holes leads t
displacement~rise! of the Fermi levelEF in copper–oxygen
planes, resulting in the emergence of a response. A decr
in the oxygen concentration in the film lowersEF . If the
energy of a probing radiation quantum is lower than
Fermi level ~in the initial state!, the value ofEF increases
upon irradiation. The polarity of the response signal m
change at the instant of crossing the energy level corresp
ing to the energy of the beam, which was actually obser
by Sobolewskiet al.15 and by Hanet al.73 ~see Figs. 13a and
13b!. If, however, the value ofEF is initially higher than the
energy of the beam, the polarity of the response rema
unchanged~positive; see Fig. 13a!. Sobolewskiet al.15 em-
phasize that the application of the thermomodulation mo

FIG. 13. Transient responseDR of an epitaxial YBaCuO film atT
5300 K (a) and 20 K (b) (Tc593 K) ~from Hanet al.73!.
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is justified only for YBa2Cu3O61x with the oxygen concen-
tration x.0.4.

It should be stressed that vortices in type II superc
ductors, can also be involved in the optical response dyn
ics in addition to quasiparticles and phonons. The block d
gram illustrating all possible types of interactions betwe
these three subsystems is shown in Fig. 14. The proce
occurring in the superconductor in this case can be expla
as follows72: ~1! photons interact with Cooper pairs and qu
siparticles, generating electrons having a higher energy~the
photon–electron interaction occurs during a time;1 fs); ~2!
high-energy quasiparticles continuously break new Coo
pairs and generate extra quasiparticles during the timetee;
~3! quasiparticles interact with phonons through the abso
tion and emission of phonons (teph); ~4! high-energy
phonons break Cooper pairs (tB); ~5! quasiparticles recom
bine into Cooper pairs and generate phonons (tB); ~6! qua-
siparticles and phonons activate the motion of vortices, le
ing to dissipation~the corresponding time scales of the
processes are denoted bytev , tphv , and td); ~7! phonons
escape from the film to the substrate over the timetes of the
order of nanoseconds.

According to Anisimovet al. and Qui and Tien,74 the
electron and phonon subsystems can be assumed to b
equilibrium with each other. The effective temperatures
the electron and phonon gases are given by75

Ce

dTe

dt
5ke¹

2Te2geph~Te2Tph!2gev~Te2T0!1qab

~25!

and

Cph

dTph

dt
5kph¹

2Tph1geph~Te2Tph!

FIG. 14. Nonequilibrium processes in a superconducting film~from Zhang
and Frenkel72!.
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2gphv~Tph2T0!1qd . ~26!

whereTe andTph are effective temperatures of electrons a
phonons,T0 is the equilibrium temperature before irradi
tion, Ce andCph are heat capacities per unit volume, andke

and kph the thermal conductivities of the electron and ph
non subsystems respectively,geph, gev , and gphv are the
electron–phonon, electron–vortex, and phonon–vortex c
pling constants respectively, andqab andqd are the absorbed
and scattered power densities. The solution of this system
equations makes it possible to calculate the enhanceme
the electron temperature relative to the phonon tempera
as a result of irradiation. When the duration of radiati
pulse is t>teph, the electron temperature approaches
phonon temperature. Fort@tee andteph, the effective tem-
peratures of electrons and phonons are approximately eq
Figure 15 shows the dynamics of the most important cha
teristic times as well as the input pulse, when the duration
the latter is shorter than the electron–phonon relaxation ti
It can be seen that the value ofTe attains the peak at the en
of optical pulse, and the peak of the response correspond
the peak ofTe . According to Frenkel,75 the thermal relax-
ation time determined by the timetes during which phonons
escape to the substrate can be reduced by eliminating
resistance of the ‘‘film–substrate’’ thermal interface by usi
narrow superconducting microstrips as detectors. The se
tivity in the bolometric mode can be improved by enhanc
pinning in operation with large bias currents. However,
mechanisms of interaction between electrons and vorti
phonons and vortices, as well as vortex dissipation have
been studied completely so far.

Gol’tsmanet al.7 studied the response of YBaCuO film
prepared by laser ablation on various substrates to pu
(t;20 ps) optical (L50.63 and 1.54mm! radiation with a
pulse repetition frequency 0.5 Hz. The time dependence
transient response has the form of a solitary pulse with s
left slope ~of the order of several ps! corresponding to the
nonequilibrium component and a ‘‘smeared’’~tens of ps!
right slope corresponding to the bolometric component~Fig.
16!. The peak of the response amplitude corresponds to

FIG. 15. Time evolution of radiation powerP, effective electron (Te) and
phonon (Tph) temperatures, and the signal amplitudeDV of the response of
a superconductor to optical radiation~from Zhang and Frenkel72!.
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steepest part of the superconducting transition. The shap
the right slope first followed an exponential law, and then
power law identified with a rapid bolometric effect and the
mal diffusion to the substrate. Since the time constant co
sponding to the exponential decay is proportional to the fi
thickness, Gol’tsmanet al.7 explain this process by the es
cape of nonequilibrium phonons to the substrate. When n
equilibrium phonons return to the film, a transition from th
rapid bolometric effect to diffusion flow with power attenu
ation takes place. As the temperature decreases (T554 K),
the ratio of the amplitudes of fast and slow components
creases, and a signal with negative polarity is formed sim
taneously. The response integrated with respect to tim
exactly similar to the response in the normal and resis
states, but is characterized by a larger ratio of the amplitu
of the fast and slow components~Fig. 17!.

A similar behavior is observed in the dependence of
response shape in the superconducting state on the disp
ment current at constant temperature. At first (I b52 mA),
the negative component decreases, and then vanishes
gether, while the positive component appears. For large
ues of I b(;10 mA), the wavy shape of the response r
sembles that in the resistive and normal states. The aut
draw the conclusion that a nonequilibrium picosecond co
ponent is observed in all the three states. In the normal s
photoexcited charge carriers possess a lower scattering
than in the equilibrium state, which leads to a decrease in
mobility of charge carriers and hence to an increase in re
tance. In the superconducting state, the nonequilibrium
sponse is associated with a change in kinetic inductan
However, in the resistive state~in the superconducting tran
sition region!, the inductive and resistive components coe

FIG. 16. Transient response of a YBaCuO microbridge at various temp
tures (a–c): T5100 K ~normal state,I b57.5 mA, E540 mJ/cm2) ~a!; T
585 K ~near the middle of the junction,I b51 mA, E52 mJ/cm2! ~b!; T
554 K ~superconducting state,I b51 mA, E540 mJ/cm2) ~c!; the integral
of the curve in Fig. 16c with respect to time~d! ~from Gol’tsmanet al.7!.
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ist. It was also found that the ratio of the amplitudes of t
nonequilibrium and rapid bolometric components virtua
does not change during a transition from the normal to
superconducting state. This means that none of super
ducting peculiarities affects the shape of a transient pu
and only the magnitude of the nonequilibrium compon
commensurate with the bolometric component is affect
This feature is typical of the effect of suppression of the g
by excess quasiparticles generated by irradiation, which
sults in an increase in resistance in the normal and resis
states or an increase in the kinetic inductance in the su
conducting state. This effect is responsible for the coex
ence of the nonbolometric and fast bolometric mechanis
in the normal, resistive, and superconducting states
YBaCuO epitaxial films.

Heusingeret al.8 studied NbN films in the form of mul-
tistrip structures~having a length of 140mm and a width of
0.8mm separated by 3.2mm on sapphire substrates. Separ
strips made of YBaCuO epitaxial films of thickness 80mm,
length 800mm, and width 80mm were placed between con
tact areas. Both types of superconductors in the super
ducting state exhibit a bipolar response to pulsed~100 fs!
optical radiation with a wavelength of 0.8mm and a pulse
repetition frequency up to 82 MHz. The positive peak of t
response for NbN had the rise and fall time;40 ps and
preserved its duration in the entire temperature range 2
,T,Tc . It was followed by a negative peak with a fall tim
;190 ps, which broadened with increasing temperature.
cording to Heusingeret al.8 this peak reflects relaxation pro
cesses in the film. For all values of bias currentI b ~up to 0.3
mA! and integral power densityP1 ~up to 0.6 mJ/cm2), the

FIG. 17. Transient photoresponse of a YBaCuO microstrip line aT
54.2 K, E52 mJ/cm2 and various bias currentsI b , mA: 10 (a), 7 (b), 5
(c), 4 (d), and 2 (e) ~from Gol’tsmanet al.7!.
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photoresponse preserved its shape, and its amplitude
proportional toI b and Pl . For YBaCuO samples, the dura
tion of the positive and negative peaks of the response
;25 ps and;35 ps, respectively. The amplitude of the r
sponse on the whole was proportional to the bias current
the same time, the response in the superconducting trans
region was formed by a bi-exponential unipolar voltage pe
which is correctly described in the two-temperature mode71

According to Semenovet al.,71 the mechanism of the re
sponse away of the transition is associated with nonequ
rium change in the kinetic inductance of the superconduc
under radiation, while the shape and amplitude of the
sponse are determined by the temperature evolution of
number density of Cooper pairs. This is confirmed by go
agreement between experimental results and the theory
veloped in Ref. 71, which gives a relation between the
sponse voltage and the changedNsc in the number density of
pairs under irradiation. It is assumed that the working te
perature should be maintained belowTc ~away from the tran-
sition temperature! to optimize the speed of response of
detector based on the given effect since the signal has
slow ‘‘tail’’ characteristic of the resistive state at low tem
peratures.

Salient features and conditions for realization of th
mechanism

~1! Depending on temperature, the response is almost c
stant at low temperatures and decreases abruptly asTc is
approached.

~2! The response associated with the breaking of Coo
pairs appears at lower threshold levels of the signa
compared to the bolometric component, has much hig
speed~10–100 ps!, and is characterized by clearly man
fested saturation as a function of radiation intensity.

~3! The temperature dependence of the response at low
peratures is either exponential, or coincides with t
temperature dependence of critical current~for hn.2D
and for large deviations from equilibrium!.

~4! The amplitude of the response increases sharply with
bias current~more steeply than linear dependence! and
attains saturation for largeI b .

2.6. Electron heating

The idea of a bolometer based of the effect of elect
heating in superconductors was put forth for the first time
the beginning of eighties by Gershenzonet al.76 These au-
thors divide all nonequilibrium effects into two large categ
ries: Josephson and electronic detection mechanisms~JDM
and EDM!. The idea lies in electron heating by radiatio
with phonons as a thermostat. Such a mechanism can
when the heat capacity of the phonon subsystem is hig
than that of the electron subsystem:Cph/Ce.100.76 The
EDM was realized in practice only in two cases.77 In one
case, it was associated with granular BaPbBiO films aT
!Tc(Tc513.6 K). The radiation suppresses the order
rameter in granules, which is accompanied by a decreas
the critical current of intergranular weak links and the em
gence of additional resistance in the resistive state of w
links.68 The search for this mechanism in HTSC materi
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did not lead to any positive results by the beginning of
nineties.77 Another method of realization of EDM was inve
tigated in detail for thin homogeneous Nb, Al, and Nb
films.76 The main difference between these results and th
obtained in Refs. 68 is that superconductivity is suppres
considerably in the entire volume of the film, and the res
tive state is attained due to transport current and/or magn
field. The high concentration of quasiparticles as well
their small mean free path~due to scattering by defects! en-
hance the Coulomb interaction between quasiparticles.
latter is responsible for a lack of selectivity~absence of fre-
quency dependence! of the heating mechanism. Indeed, hig
intensity electron–electron interaction leads to an effec
redistribution of absorbed energy in the electron subsyst
which is enhanced owing to secondary breaking of Coo
pairs by nonequilibrium quasiparticles and an increase
their number density. Cooling of the electron subsystem a
result of the electron–phonon interaction as well as reco
bination of quasiparticles turns out to be slower. The re
tive state is characterized by a large steepness ofdR/dT and
serves as a sensitive indicator of electron heating:DV
5I (dR/dT)DQ, whereQ is the effective electron tempera
ture. The condition of phonon thermostat is observed fo
small film thickness such that the timetes of phonon escape
from the film is shorter than the timetphe of phonon-electron
scattering. The time constant of the effect is determined
the electron–phonon relaxation timeteph. In a narrow range
in the vicinity of the superconducting transitio
@D(T, H)/kBT!1#, the response relaxation timet is asso-
ciated with the dynamics of superconducting condensate
is equal to the order parameter relaxation timetD

;(kBT/D)teph. A characteristic feature of electron heatin
is the increase in relaxation rate with temperature.

Aksaev et al.77 studied bridges having a length o
0.01–4 mm and a width of 1–500mm made of YBaCuO
granular films of thickness 0.1–1mm on Al2O3 and MgO
substrates. All the samples under investigation could be
vided into two categories: the films exhibiting typical fe

FIG. 18. Dependence of the responseDV on the bias currentI b for a
YBaCuO film for various radiation wavelengthsL, mm: 2.2~curve1!, 1.5
~curve2!, 1.1 ~curve3!, 0.6 and 831024 ~curve4! andB50 ~solid curves!
and 3 T~dashed curves!, T54.2 K. The inset shows the frequency depe
dence of the maximum response currentI m ~from Aksaevet al.77!.
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tures of JDM~A! and those in which EDM was manifeste
~B!. The response was studied in a wide spectral range f
L52.2 to 8•1024 mm. The dependence of the responseDV
on bias current had the shape of a curve with a peak wh
was displaced towards higher values ofI b and became lower
upon an increase in frequency. TheDV(I b) dependence for
samples of group A had quasiperiodic peaks that ‘‘smeare
with increasing temperature, frequency, and magnetic fi
~Fig. 18!. For radiation wavelengthsL,0.6 mm, the
DV(I b) dependences coincides~curve 4 in Fig. 18 corre-
sponds toL50.6 and 8•1024 mm simultaneously!. Similar
suppression of peaks also took place at a fixed freque
upon an increase in radiation power. A finite voltage appe
on the IVC for samples belonging to both groups~A and B!
for infinitely small values ofI b>0, i.e., I c.0. According to
Aksaevet al.,77 this is due to a large spread in the parame
of weak links.

The magnetic field dependence of the response
samples of group A in the field range 1022– 1023 T is oscil-
lating with two characteristic periodsDB54•1023 and 1.9
•1022 T ~Fig. 19!. Such oscillations are not observed f
samples of group B onDV(I ) or DV(B) curves.

The dependence of the response on the amplitude m
lation frequency is shown schematically in Fig. 20. It can
seen that at low temperatures, the decrease in response

FIG. 19. Field dependence of oscillations of the responseDV for a granular
YBaCuO film atT54.2 K, L52.2 mm, I 52 mA ~from Aksaevet al.77!.

FIG. 20. Dependence of the responseDV on the modulation frequencyf mod

for a granular YBaCuO film with a constant impedance at various temp
tures T, K: 1.7 ~curve 1!, 4.2 ~curve 2! and 77 ~curve 3! ~from Aksaev
et al.77!.
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increasing frequency starts at lower frequencies, while
response at 77 K is constant over the entire frequency ra
under investigation~0.1–12 GHz!. The frequency depen
dence of the response is described by the formula77

DV~n!5DV~0!@11~2pnt!2#21/2. ~27!

Using this expression and the experimentally obtained
pendenceDV(n) for various temperatures, the authors o
tained the response timet(T);T21 over the entire tempera
ture range from 6 to 40 K. It was found that the value ot
does not depend on the substrate material or on the
thickness in the range 0.1–1mm.

An analysis proved that samples of group A for whi
oscillations of DV(I b) and DV(B) are observed display
JDM: the peaks on theDV(I b) curve ~see Fig. 18! corre-
spond to Shapiro steps on IVC, which are formed as a re
of irradiation of weak intergranular links, while oscillation
of DV in a magnetic field correspond to oscillations ofI c .
The transverse~relative to current! sizeL of weak links can
be estimated from the Josephson interference relation
critical current, i.e., L5(h/8pe)lLDB, which gives L
50.35 and 1.7mm ~for lL52000 Å). These values are i
good accord with the actual size of microbridges.

As the radiation frequency increases, JDM is replaced
EDM due to electron heating in granules. This can be
plained by spectral dependence of JDM sensitivity wh
varies in proportion ton2 for n;2D/h in accordance with
the theory~see Refs. 11, 24, 77!. Since the heating effec
remains independent of frequency, upon an increase in t
perature, magnetic field, and with decreasing share of gra
lar structure in the films, the frequency of crossover sepa
ing these two mechanisms decreases.

Samples of group B were distinguished by a lower d
gree of granulation and a larger thickness of intergranu
junctions. The absence of JDM in group B samples is c
firmed by the coincidence of the dependencesDV(I ) and
dV/dT(I ), which is typical of the bolometric respons
However, the estimates of the EDM time constant give 1–
ps, which is one or two orders of magnitude smaller than
minimum possible time for a bolometric response defined
the parametertes54d/hcs.10210 s, wherecs is the veloc-
ity of sound. Besides, the observed response does not de
on the film thickness and the substrate material, which is a
typical of a bolometric response. The optimization of ED
is possible for a choice of bias current for which weak lin
have already been broken, while granules are still in the
perconducting state. The resistance at the working point u
ally amounts to;10% of the resistanceRn in the normal
state. The form of the dependencet(T);T21 suggests tha
the temporal characteristics of EDM are determined byteph

rather than by the recombination timetR of quasiparticles in
granules~excluding the temperature region nearTc), which
is characterized by an exponential increase upon cooling
similar dependence for LTS materials has the formt(T)
;T22 corresponding to the temperature dependence of t
teph in the normal state measured by other methods.77

The spectral characteristic of EDM is determined by
frequency dependence of the absorption coefficienta and of
the change in the energy gap widthdD* (dD* is the mean
e
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value of D in the resistive state!. It is well known that the
value ofa for YBaCuO changes significantly in the near I
range even in the normal state, leading to a smooth decr
in DV with increasing frequency in this range. The absen
of singularities in the response forhn52D is associated with
considerable inhomogeneity of the resistive state. The r
of DV to the powerPA absorbed by unit volume remain
unchanged in a wide frequency range, but was very sens
to the mechanism of electron energy relaxation. Since
electron–electron interaction dominates in the case o
small mean free pathl , energy is redistributed in the electro
subsystem, excess quasiparticles are generated, and s
conductivity is suppressed effectively for any frequencyn.
Besides, the lower value of the Fermi energy in HTSC m
terials as compared to LTS substances confirms the effec
ness of the electron–electron interaction~along with the
electron–phonon interaction!, which explained the nonselec
tive nature of the ratioDV/PA .

For n.teph
21 , the response under the electron heat

conditions is described by the formula77

DV5~dV/dT!PAteph@11~2pnteph!
2#21/2Ce

21, ~28!

which can be used for deriving the temperature depende
of teph even in the temperature range inaccessible for m
surements. According to~28!, teph;TDV(dV/dT)21 for n
!(2pteph)

21 and Ce5gT. It was found that the tempera
ture dependences oft calculated by formula~27! obtained
from quasistationary measurements coincide with the dep
dence ofteph calculated by formula~28! obtained from non-
stationary measurements: both times are proportional toT21.
This confirms the uniform nature of energy relaxation a
indicates that diffusion of quasiparticles does not play a
significant role in relaxation processes. Moreover, the sm
ness of the film thickness~as compared tolL), which en-
sures a uniform absorption of radiant energy, is an import
condition for realization of electron heating.

Lindgren et al.5,6 studied the response of microbridge
made of YBaCuO epitaxial films of thickness 100 nm
LaAlO3 substrates to optical radiation withL5790 nm,
pulse duration 100 fs, and pulse repetition frequency
MHz. A bridge having the size 537 mm was placed at the
center of a coplanar waveguide of length 4 mm and width
mm through which a bias current of frequency;18 GHz
was supplied via a semirigid coaxial cable. The entire sam
was coated with a layer of LiTaO3 insulating crystal to fa-
cilitate electro-optical measurements made in the ‘‘pum
probe’’ technique~see Sec. 1!. The incident beam was fo
cussed in the region of the bridge while the probing be
was focussed at a distance of;20 mm from the bridge in the
region of insulating gap. The sample heating estimated fr
the absorbed power was;0.2 K.

The current-voltage characteristics of HTSC samp
were measured by the four-probe technique in the temp
ture range 20–80 K. The IVC were characterized by t
clearly distinctive voltage modes: the superconducting s
~flux flow with zero/low voltage across the bridge! and the
resistive state in which the current is almost constant, wh
the voltage increases abruptly~Fig. 21!. With increasing bias
current, a transition occurs from the superconducting stat
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the flux flow regime in which the bridge becomes dissipat
~dissipates heat!. The hot spot increasing with a further in
crease inI b gradually transforms the bridge to the resisti
state with a low and direct current and a high voltage. In
hot spot region, the temperature is maintained at a ne
constant level exceedingTc . At still higher values ofI b , the
bridge goes over to the normal state, and the IVC beco
linear.

In the resistive state, a transient response has the for
a narrow solitary pulse having a width;1.1 ps at half height
in the entire temperature range 20–80 K. The response
followed by a voltage plateau (;200 mV) associated with a
slow bolometric response with a nanosecond fall time~Fig.
22!.

According to the model of photoinduced nonequilibriu
electron heating, the rise time for a transient pulse is de

FIG. 21. Current-voltage characteristic of a YBaCuO microbridge meas
by the four-probe technique~from Lindgrenet al.6!.

FIG. 22. Transient response of a YbBaCuO bridge in the resistive sta
Tb550 K. Nonzero initial level is due to slow drift of the scanning bea
relative to the center of the gap between coplanar waveguides~from
Lindgrenet al.6!.
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mined by the larger of two time intervals, i.e., the duration
the laser pulse or by the timetet od electron thermalization
Since the laser pulse in this case is shorter, and hence
not limit the evolution of the nonequilibrium processes und
consideration, Lindgrenet al.5,6 who used the model of elec
tron heating managed to determine from the results of m
surements the two fundamental characteristics of
samples, viz., the electron thermalization timetet.0.56 ps
and the electron–phonon relaxation timeteph.1.1 ps.

In the superconducting state~for small bias currents!, a
bipolar shape of the response is observed~Fig. 23! with a
time constant;1 ps typical of the kinetic inductance mech
nism. Additional experiments with the removal of the pro
ing beam to a distance;600 mm from the bridge demon-
strated a considerable decrease in amplitude and distortio
the shape of the transient response pulse.6 Lindgren et al.6

believe that it was the distortion of the shape of a pu
propagating along the transmission line from the bridge
the region of recording, which was observed in early expe
ments led to erroneous interpretation of the response me
nism as a change in kinetic inductance as a result of unifo
heating of the entire region of the bridge. For this reason,
response should be measured as closely to the bridge as
sible to reduce pulse distortion effects. Lindgrenet al.6 as-
sumed that in this case a nonequilibrium change in the
netic inductanceLkin takes place, in which the variation o
the relative fraction of condensate is associated with the e
tron temperatureTe rather than with the temperatureTb of
the thermostat. Lindgrenet al.6 attained excellent agreemen
between the experimental shape of the response in the r
tive state and the two-temperature model.71 The rise time for
electron temperaturetet50.56 ps and the fall timeteph

51.1 ps were extracted from the approximation of expe
mental data. Since both times exceed the laser pulse d
tion, they are regarded as intrinsic characteristic times
photoresponse in YBaCuO. The application of the kine
inductance model described in Ref. 6 leads to an equ
good agreement with experimental results in the superc
ducting state. This made it possible to determine the rise t

d

at

FIG. 23. Transient response of a YbBaCuO bridge in the superconduc
state atTb560 K ~from Lindgrenet al.6!.
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of the responsetet50.960.1 ps which virtually remains un
changed in the temperature range 20–80 K. This valu
much larger thantet50.56 ps in the resistive state. Th
negative component of the response was approximated
using the value ofteph51.1 ps obtained from measuremen
in the resistive state and was found to be in satisfact
agreement with experimental data. The linear dependenc
the response onI b also confirmed the effectiveness of th
kinetic inductance mechanism.

As regards applications, the kinetic inductance mode
less interesting6 in view of the oscillatory form of the re-
sponse. At the same time, the observed effect of optic
induced electron heating can be used for developing h
speed detectors and mixers with an intermediate freque
band above 100 GHz in the range from infrared to ultravio
radiation. Such photodetectors can also be used in fiber
tical transmission lines with a data transmission rate.100
Gbit/s. Another region of application can be high-speed
toelectrical transducers using high-speed single flux-quan
circuits and optical fibers for high-speed data transmissio

Salient features and realization conditions for th
mechanism

~1! Thin HTSC films can exhibit both Josephson and el
tronic monitoring mechanisms, a transition from t
former to the latter occurring upon an increase in f
quency. With increasing temperature, magnetic field, a
radiation power, the value of transition frequency d
creases. Besides, this frequency is the lower, the sm
the degree of granulation and the larger the grain siz
the film. For films with a granule size;1 mm at 4.2 K
and low radiation powers, the transition region lies in t
submillimeter range.

~2! For the realization of EDM, the film thickness must b
smaller than the radiation penetration depth.

~3! The inertia of the response is determined by the timeteph

of the electron–phonon relaxation, which decreases u
an increase in temperature in proportion toT21.

~4! The EDM is characterized by the lack of selectivity in
wide frequency range, high values of responsiv
(103– 105 V/W), and a low noise level (Peq;10212–
10214 W/Hz1/2).76

2.7. Percolation superconductivity

This mechanism of response was proposed for the
time by Afanasyevet al.78,79 who studied the interaction be
tween EMR of the millimeter range and thin YBaCuO film
The same authors80 studied the response of three differe
YBaCuO films to mm radiation:~1! multiphase granular film
~of thicknessd.1 mm), ~2! polycrystalline film with a gran-
ule size ;1 mm (d.1 mm) and ~3! epitaxial film (d
.0.1 mm). For film 2, two peaks were observed on the te
perature dependence of the response, one of which coinc
with the dR/dT peak, while the other was manifested in t
region of resistive tail. The epitaxial film had only one hig
temperature~bolometric! peak, and a weak low-temperatu
component was observed only for very large bias curre
(I b>10 mA). For film 1, only the low-temperature comp
is
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nent was observed for any attainableI b , which increased in
amplitude and was displaced towards low temperatures w
increasingI b . A comparison of the dependencesDV(I b) and
d2V/dI2(I b) proved that the response is not associated w
an ordinary monitoring mechanism due to nonlinearity
IVC.79 The low-temperature component for film 2 behav
in the same way as for film 1, while the high-temperatu
component increased in proportion toI b . The application of
a weak magnetic field caused oscillatory behavior of the
sistanceR(H) andDV(H) typical of JJ at temperatures co
responding to the low-temperature component of the
sponse. The electrical parameters of film 2 to which a stro
magnetic field~of the order of several tens of tesla! was
applied were similar to those observed forI b>10 mA in
zero magnetic field.

Afanasyev et al.79,80 concluded that the monitoring
mechanism for epitaxial films is either purely bolometric,
is associated with electron heating,76 while the model of a
two-dimensional (2D) network of disordered granules con
nected through weak links with a wide spread of critic
currentsI ci is more appropriate for granular films. Accordin
to Likharev,60 the energyEci5hIci/4pe of the i th link at T
;Tc is comparable with the thermal energykBT, and hence
the weak link has a finite resistanceRi5RNiF(Eci /kBT),
whereF(z);exp(22z) in the case of weak links with stron
attenuation in the limitz@1. The calculation of electrica
characteristics of the film is reduced to determining the
sistance of the random network of weak links with an exp
nential spread of resistance.81 In this case,R is equal to the
resistanceRm5RNm

F(zm) of the weakest link with highes
resistance in cluster formed by weak links withRi<Rm to
within the pre-exponential factor (Ec /kBT) ñ ( ñ is the critical
index of correlation length!. Here the resistanceRNm

is equal
to the resistanceRN of an ensemble of weak links in th
normal state to within the coefficient of the order of unit
The response of a superconductor in such a system is d
mined by the variation ofI c under irradiation, i.e.,

DV5IDR.IDI cRNm

dF

dIc
;zmexp~22zm!, ~29!

wherezm52hIb/4pekBT, and I cm is the critical current of
the mth weak link.79 Expression~29! shows that the resis
tance as well as the response of a granular film must decr
exponentially in the region of resistive tail, which was act
ally observed in experiments.78 According to this model, the
response must have a peak atz.1, which corresponds to a
temperatureT defined by the equation

Tc2T52pTcR̄Ne2/h. ~30!

It follows hence that as the film quality improves~as I c in-
creases andR̄N decreases!, the low-temperature peak must b
shifted toTc , which was also confirmed in experiments.78

When the value ofI c is high and comparable with the valu
of I c of granules, the bolometric mechanism or electron he
ing become dominating, and the peak of the response in
case coincides with thedR/dT peak. The responsivity of the
low-temperature component was 102– 103 V/W in the tem-
perature range 20–60 K, while that for the bolometric
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sponse was smaller than 102 V/W. These values of respon
sivity were obtained for a film in the resistive state with
resistance of 1V. These results are compared with the mo
toring mechanism observed by Bertin and Rose82 who stud-
ied the films of tin molten into the gold matrix, creating a
artificial granular structure. Bertin and Rose82 emphasized
that theenhanced monitoringconditions observed by them i
typical only of films with a high resistanceRn in the normal
state (;11.4 kV). These conditions exist along with the b
lometric mode, but differ significantly from the latter in
stronger response. It was assumed that this is a result
nonlinear response to currents induced in the film by incid
EMR.

Finally, according to the percolation model 78, the c
rent flows only through a few channels formed by weak lin
with the lowest resistance in view of strong spatial inhom
geneity of films. These channels are combined into clus
with a certain characteristic correlation length which is
fact equal to the separation between these clusters. Su
pattern was confirmed by laser probing of the film. The d
pendence of variation of the voltage across the field due
weak local heating by radiation (DT!Tc) on the coordinate
along the film had the form of nearly periodic peaks hav
different amplitudes~obviously, due to different resistance
of various regions of a cluster! with a characteristic period
;100 mm. This value is just the correlation length of th
cluster being formed.

Salient features and conditions for realization of t
mechanism

~1! The presence of a low-temperature component of the
sponse in the region of resistive tail, which increases
amplitude and which is shifted towards low temperatu
upon an increase inI b and toTc as a result of improve-
ment of the film quality.

~2! An exponential decrease of the response as well as
resistance upon cooling.

~3! The presence of a peak at the temperature determine
the relationhIcm/4pekBT51.

~4! The high value of responsivity (;102– 103 V/W) which
increases with the film resistance in the normal state

2.8. Stimulation of superconductivity

An increase in the critical current in thin supercondu
ing bridges induced by EMR was observed for the first ti
Wyatt et al.83 This was followed by a number of works de
voted to this problem~see the review by Dmitriev and Khris
tenko in Ref. 67!. Since stimulation of superconductivity wa
detected below as well as aboveTc , it is often referred to as
the effect of stimulation and induction of superconductiv
by EMR. For a long time, the effect of stimulation was o
served only in weakly coupled superconductors, and was
tected much later in narrow, thin, and long films~see Ref. 8
in the literature cited by Dmitriev and Khristenko67!. Mani-
festations of the effect in weakly coupled structures and
long homogeneous channels are quite similar, although t
mechanisms are different. Besides, the stimulation of su
conductivity in bridges is limited by the effective volume
-
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the weak link, while in long channels it is limited by th
structure width. The most significant difference between
stimulation in bridges and in long channels is that the sup
conducting transition temperature and the critical curren
the bridge do not exceed corresponding values for the ba
On the contrary, the critical currentI c(Pv) in long films
exposed to radiation is noticeably larger than the Ginzbu
Landau depairing current. It is appropriate to consider a n
state in the MW field with a new energy distribution functio
for electrons and with the gapD(Pv) in the energy spec-
trum, whose width is larger than that of the unperturbed g
D~0!. Long narrow films as well as bridges are characteriz
by the lower (v1) and upper (v2) boundary frequencies o
the effect. The two boundary frequencies increase upon c
ing.

The stimulation effect was initially explained on the b
sis of phenomenological models~Refs. 5 and 15–18 in the
literature cited in Ref. 67! which described its salient fea
tures, but failed to explain some peculiarities of the effe
~such as the presence of the upper and lower freque
boundaries of the effect, different manifestations of the eff
in weakly coupled structures and in long homogeneous
perconducting channels, and the coexistence of the Jos
son effect with the effect of stimulation and induction
superconductivity in weakly coupled superconductors!. The
Eliashberg microscopic theory66 and the Aslamazov–Larkin
theory84 which appeared later described superconductiv
stimulation in homogeneous superconductors and in het
geneous weakly coupled junctions, respectively.

The Eliashberg microscopic theory66 is based on the as
sumption that radiation of frequencyn,2D/h does not
change the total number of excitations in a superconduc
but can lead to a displacement of the ‘‘center of gravity’’
the electron distribution functionf («) towards higher ener-
gies due to absorption of the MW energy by excitations
cated near the edge of the gap. According to the basic e
tion of the BCS theory connecting the energy gapD with the
electron distribution functionf («), this must lead to an in-
crease inD, and hence to the enhancement of supercond
ing properties of the sample.66

According to the Aslamazov–Larkin theory,84 the order
parameterD in the contact region of heterogeneous junctio
carrying a direct current becomes smaller than the order
rameterD0 in the banks outside this region. The electro
with energy«,D0 become ‘‘trapped’’ in the contact an
move within the potential well, being reflected by its wal
The application of an ac field causes ‘‘quivering’’ of th
potential well, and hence to energy diffusion of electrons.
a result, the electron distribution function becomes noneq
librium, the deviation from equilibrium being most signifi
cant at the center of the junction, where the number of e
trons decreases as compared to the equilibrium case du
energy diffusion. This is equivalent to effective cooling
the junction. At the same time, electron diffusion may cau
the accumulation of electrons in the region of high energ
leading to heating of the junction. The resultant effect d
pends on the radiation power.

The stimulation of superconductivity in HTSC materia
by MW radiation was also observed, but it was studied l
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FIG. 24. TheR(T) dependence enhanced by microwave radiation foru524° (a), 36.8° (b), and 45° (c). The results for intragranular boundary of a bridg
with u536.8° are shown for comparison (d). It can be seen that stimulation is significant for weakly coupled junctions~from Fu et al.86!.
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comprehensively than in traditional superconductors. T
can be explained, above all, by small number of publicati
in this field, which is due to some peculiarities of new s
perconductors. For example, the small value ofj complicates
the preparation of weak links with parameters satisfying
conditions limiting the sample size, which must be satisfi
to observe stimulation according to the Aslamazov–Lar
mechanism, while the strong electron–electron interac
associated with the small mean free pathl hampers the su
perconductivity stimulation according to the Eliashbe
mechanism.66,67

First communications concerning the superconductiv
stimulation in HTS samples by MW radiation85 were purely
‘‘speculative’’ and did not lay claims on a detailed descr
tion of the observed effect or its analysis. Later, Dmitri
et al.44 reported the observation of nonequilibrium effects
YBaCuO ceramic bridges. Among other things, they o
served stimulated excess current in the bridges expose
MW signal at frequency 13.3 GHz. It was proved that
spite of the emergence of Shapiro steps on IVC as a resu
irradiation by MW signal, the dependence ofI c on Pv

1/2 can-
not be described by a Bessel function as expected
bridges. On the contrary, this curve consists of two lin
regions typical of a long superconducting channel. Dmitr
et al.44 also observed that the passage of direct current
radiation powers higher then the critical valuePv

c (I c(Pv
c )

50) leads to a transition from the normal to the resist
state. The transition currentI tr increases with the MW power
This effect was observed in HTSC materials for the first ti
and was attributed to a charge redistribution between ‘‘
tive’’ CuO2 planes and the ‘‘reservoir’’ of chains, which i
induced by the direct current. This can lead to an increas
the number density of holes in CuO2 planes, where the hole
is
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form pairs. Detailed measurements and an analysis of
results as well as a comparison with available data for lo
temperature superconductor led Dmitrievet al.44 to the con-
clusion that the stimulation of superconductivity in YBaCu
ceramic bridges occurs according to the Aslamazov–Lar
mechanism due to energy diffusion of electrons localized
the constriction region.

Fu et al.86 studied the response of bridges made
YBaCuO epitaxial films on SrTiO3 bicrystalline substrates to
MW radiation (n512.4 GHz). The typical size of the
bridges was 60mm320mm3120 nm. The response of th
intragranular as well as intergranular regions was measu
simultaneously by using the four-probe technique. The
tainedR(T) dependence shows that the normal resistanc
a sample region which does not intersect a weak link is
order of magnitude lower, and the transition width is mu
smaller than the corresponding values for a region inters
ing a weak link. Besides, the measurements of IVC fo
region intersecting a weak link revealed the presence of s
satisfying the Josephson relation. Fuet al. came to the con-
clusion that the blurring of the transition for a region with
weak link is associated with the formation of PSC.

An analysis of theR(T) dependences for three differen
disorientation anglesu for the bicrystalline substrate prove
that MW power virtually does not affectR(T) for u524°,
while the value ofTc increases with radiation power foru
536° and 45°~Fig. 24!. The maximum effect was observe
for u545°. Since the entire superconducting transition w
shifted by 2–3 K above the equilibrium value ofTc , and the
value of Tc increases only for the region of weak link, F
et al.86 believe that the observed phenomenon may be
not only to fluctuations or effects of redistribution of no
equilibrium quasiparticles. It is proposed that stimulation f
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lowing the Aslamazov–Larkin mechanism takes place in
given case. The measurements of theI c(T) dependence for
weak links with different disorientation anglesu for substrate
crystals revealed that it has the formI c;(12T/Tc)

2 typical
of weak links of the SNS type for all three junctions. How
ever, a departure~‘‘bend’’ ! from the theoretical dependenc
is observed foru524° in a narrow range of low tempera
tures. Fuet al.86 believe that this confirms the existence of
stronger intergranular coupling inherent in this junction a
assume that the difference in the transport properties of
three boundary weak links is due to their geometrical str
ture; the differences in these structures are also manifeste
the R(T) dependences for different values ofPv ~see Fig.
24!.

Choudhuryet al.87 studied the MW surface impedanc
of a suspended strip of YBaCuO epitaxial film in a const
magnetic field up to 1000 Oe. The MW magnetic field w
parallel to the (ab) plane of the sample, while the consta
field was applied along thec-axis. It was found that a wea
magnetic field~of the order of several oersteds! leads to a
decrease inRs . The maximum effect (;20%) was observed
in a field of 5 Oe. while superconductivity suppression~in-
crease inRs) was observed in a field above 25 Oe. T
measurements of theRs(H) dependence upon sweeping ofH
from 2100 to 1100 Oe revealed that a hysteresis of t
MW response~i.e., the lack of coincidence in the shape
the magnetic-field dependence with the initial curve up
repeated field sweeping! appears even for low radiation pow
ers ~by 21 dB•m below 1 mW!. It was concluded87 that the
MW field competes with the constant field, leading to t
emergence of vortices in the sample, which are subseque
entangled with lattice defects~pinning!. It was proposed tha
the observed decrease inRs is due to nonequilibrium redis
tribution of quasiparticles, which is induced by MW radi
tion and leads to superconductivity stimulation in the pr
ence of direct currentI dc . It was also emphasized that sinc
HTSC materials exhibit a nonmonotonic dependenceRs(T)
(dRs /dT,0), the manifestation of the effect for whic
dRs /dIdc,0 is not surprising.

Salient features and conditions for the realization of t
mechanism

~1! Superconductivity simulation is observed in heterog
neous and long homogeneous superconducting chan
and is manifested experimentally in an increase in sup
conducting transition temperature and critical curre
and a decrease in the dc or ac resistance. In bridges
other types of spatially inhomogeneous weak links,
stimulation follows the Aslamazov–Larkin mechanism
while in long and narrow channels it is governed by t
Eliashberg mechanism.

~2! Both mechanisms are characterized by the existenc
the lower and upper boundaries of the effect, the co
sponding frequencies increasing upon cooling.

~3! The decisive role in the emergence of the effect in h
erogeneous junctions is played by their volume~which
must be smaller than a certain value!, while for narrow
homogeneous channels the leading role is played
their width ~which must satisfy the same requirement!.
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~4! The main difference between superconductivity stimu
tion in bridges and in long homogeneous channels is
the critical temperature~or critical current! of the former
never exceed the same for the ‘‘banks,’’ while the cri
cal current for the channels can not only be larger th
the value ofI c in the absence of radiation, but can ev
exceed the equilibrium depairing current.

CONCLUSIONS

Thus, bolometric and nonbolometric mechanisms c
obviously be realized in HTSC materials of any quality. T
main nonequilibrium mechanism for granular samples
posed to radiation at frequenciesn!2D/h is the inverse
transient Josephson effect for which the peak of the respo
lies in the region of resistive ‘‘tail’’ of the temperature de
pendence of resistance and is separated by a conside
temperature interval from the peak of the bolometric
sponse. As the sample quality is improved, the peaks of
nonbolometric and bolometric responses become closer
almost coincide for high-quality epitaxial films. The preva
ing mechanisms of the nonequilibrium response are ei
the radiation-induced flow of magnetic flux trapped in we
links or in granules~in the presence of a strong consta
magnetic field!, or the phase slip at intergranular weak lin
and Josephson junctions formed by overlapping segmen
adjacent copper-oxygen planes. In spite of the fact that
peaks of the response of the above-mentioned ‘‘hi
temperature’’ mechanisms almost coincide on the temp
ture scale with the peaks of the bolometric component, t
can be analyzed by using contactless methods of recor
~which do not lead to strong nonlinear effects and heat
due to a large contact resistance!, and the incident radiation
with a frequency*10 kHz can be modulated in order t
eliminate the bolometric effect.

At radiation frequenciesn.2D/h, electron heating and
nonequilibrium variation of kinetic inductance are the dom
nating nonthermal mechanisms over virtually the entire te
perature range belowTc . The fundamental parameters typ
cal of these mechanisms can be observed by monitoring
response by the ‘‘pump–probe’’ method in which the sign
from the same source~laser! is used to act on the sample an
to measure the response~after attenuation and delay!. This
method is rather effective in the case of short (,1 ps) radia-
tion pulses which do not impose limitations on characteris
times of the response of the picosecond scale. The o
drawbacks of the ‘‘pump–probe’’ method are its technic
complexity and the high cost of the precision instrumen
For this reason, monitoring with RF or MW displacement
a simpler economical method can be considered an alte
tive. However, limitations on the response times as well
the inertia of RF monitoring technique must be determin
beforehand.
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On the theory of superfluid Fermi liquid with spin-triplet pairing in a magnetic field
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The Fermi-liquid approach generalized to superfluid systems is used to derive general formulas
for the normal and abnormal distribution functions~DF! for quasiparticles of a superfluid
Fermi liquid ~SFL! consisting of electrically neutral fermions with spin-triplet pairing~the spin
of a pairs51, the orbital angular momentuml of the pair being an arbitrary odd number!
in a static uniform magnetic field, taking into account the Landau spin-exchange Fermi-liquid
interaction at temperatures 0,T,Tc (Tc is the temperature of phase transition from the
normal to the superfluid state!. In deriving the DF, the explicit form of the energy functional~EF!
for SFL is not used. A system of coupled equations is obtained for the order parameter,
energy of quasiparticles, and effective magnetic field for the SFL under investigation in the case
of an EF quadratic in DF. The obtained DF and the system of equations are applicable for
describing both unitary and nonunitary phases of superfluid3He in a magnetic field, e.g., for
determining the magnetization and magnetic susceptibility of these phases. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00205-9#
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1. INTRODUCTION

This research is devoted to a theoretical analysis of
perfluid Fermi liquids~SFL! with spin-triplet pairing in a
magnetic field. We consider a SFL consisting of electrica
neutral fermions possessing a magnetic moment. Such
include, for example, superfluid phases of3He as well as
neutron liquid in the superfluid state in neutron stars. Th
objects were studied by many authors by using differ
methods~see, for example, the reviews,1–4 monographs,5–7

and the literature cited therein!. We shall not discuss here i
detail the large number of publications devoted to SFL w
spin-triplet pairing in a magnetic field, but pay attention
the article by Schopohl.8 In this paper, the solutions of th
Gor’kov equations for normal and abnormal Green’s te
perature functions are given for the general case of SFL w
spin-triplet pairing in a uniform static magnetic field
Schopohl8 confined his analysis to the staticB-phase of3He
~one of unitary phases of superfluid3He) in a magnetic field,
which he described by taking into account only thep-pairing
of 3He atoms and using the so-called weak-coupling appr
mation valid under low pressures. He obtained a system
coupled nonlinear equations for the order parameter and
fective magnetic field in the bulk of3He–B and derived an
expression for the magnetic susceptibility of3He–B taking
into account Landau exchange amplitudesF0

a and F2
a for a

normal Fermi liquid~NFL!. An analysis of3He–B in a mag-
netic field at finite temperatures was complicated in view
the fact thatF2

aÞ0. The obtained system of equations8 was
solved numerically for various values of the magnetic field
temperatures 0,T,Tc (Tc is the temperature of phase tra
sition from the normal to the superfluid state!. A comparison
3241063-777X/98/24(5)/7/$15.00
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with experimental data led to the conclusion that the we
coupling theory does not provide an adequate explanatio
the transition from3He–B to 3He–A in strong magnetic
fields. Although the result obtained in Ref. 8 for nonline
magnetic susceptibility of3He–B is in good agreement with
experiments in the range of weak fields, a noticeable disc
ancy with experimental results is observed in strong fiel
This was noted by Fishman and Sauls,9 who took into ac-
count the effects associated withf -pairing in 3He–B in ad-
dition to p-pairing while calculating nonlinear magnetic su
ceptibility. The latter quantity was determined by using t
perturbation theory to within quadratic terms in the sm
parametergH/D(T) ~g is the gyromagnetic ratio of the3He
atom,H the external magnetic field andD(T) the energy gap
in the spectrum of quasiparticles! in the weak-coupling ap-
proximation in the semiclassical theory.

In view of a certain discrepancy between the predictio
of the theory for SFL with spin-triplet pairing and exper
mental results, it is interesting to consider other theoret
approaches. An alternative method for describing superfl
Fermi systems was developed in Refs. 10–13 on the bas
the Fermi liquid model. In this method, simpler quantitie
viz., normal and abnormal ‘‘distribution functions’’~DF! for
quasiparticles, which obey a nonlinear self-consistent eq
tion, are used instead of the formalism of Green’s tempe
ture functions.

This research mainly aims at the derivation of gene
expressions for the normal and abnormal DF for quasipa
cles in a SFL with spin-triplet pairing~the spin of a pairs
51 and its orbital angular momentuml is an arbitrary odd
number! in a static uniform magnetic field at 0,T,Tc on
the basis of the Fermi liquid method developed in Refs. 1
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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13. These expressions for DF, which are valid both for u
tary and nonunitary phases of SFL with spin-triplet pairin
are interesting as such and are generalizations of the re
obtained by Isaev and Peletminskii14 for the case of applied
magnetic field and exchange NFL interactions. It should
emphasized that the specific structure of the functional
pendence of the SFL energy on DF is used only at the
stage for obtaining a coupled system of nonlinear s
consistent equations for the order parameter~OP! of SFL,
quasiparticle energy, and effective magnetic fieldHeff(p)
~emerging in the bulk of a SFL due to renormalization of t
applied magnetic fieldH by exchange NFL interactions!. In
this research~like in Ref. 14!, we derived this system o
equations by using the energy functional~EF! of the SFL,
which is quadratic in the DF.

In Sec. 2, we present basic equations~equivalent to the
self-consistent equation! for normal and abnormal DF o
quasiparticles in the SFL~applicable in the case of single
and triplet pairing! as well as definitions of the quantitie
used in the following sections for describing SFL with sp
triplet pairing. The general form of the DF for quasiparticle
which is valid for unitary as well as nonunitary phases
SFL with spin-triplet pairing in a magnetic field, is derived
Sec. 3 taking into account the exchange NFL interactio
The same section also contains an expression for magne
tion of SFL in a magnetic field in terms of the normal DF
well as a coupled system of equations derived for the ve
OP D~p!, quasiparticle energy, and effective magnetic fie
in the SFL under investigation in the case of EF quadratic
DF. In Sec. 4, general expressions for DF are used for de
ing the expressions for DF in particular cases, i.e., for
unitary phases (uD(p)3D* (p)u50) for Heff(p) having an
arbitrary direction in space and nonunitary phases (uD(p)
3D* (p)uÞ0) of a SFL in the magnetic field
Heff(p)i i @D(p),D* (p)#. The obtained results are discuss
briefly in Conclusion.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS FOR A SUPERFLUID FERMI LIQUID
IN A MAGNETIC FIELD

Following Refs. 10–13, we shall describe SFL~both
with singlet and triplet pairing! in a static uniform magnetic
field H by introducing the EFE( f ,g,g1;H) depending on
the normal f 12[Tr ra2

1a1 and the abnormal g12

[Tr ra2a1 , g12
1 [Tr ra2

1a1
1 distribution functions for qua-

siparticles~r is the statistical operator,a1
1 and a1 are the

creation and annihilation operators for Fermi quasipartic
in the state 1[p1 ,s1 , wherep1 is the momentum ands1 the
spin component along the quantization axis!. Henceforth, we
shall assume that the EF for the SFL is invariant to ph
transformations and rotations both in the coordinate and
spaces. Such a rotational invariance indicates that we
into account the strongest exchange EF and disregard w
relativistic interactions in the SFL. For example, for SF
with spin-triplet pairing~like superfluid phases of3He), we
disregard weak magnetic-dipole interaction between fer
ons ~nuclei of 3He atoms possess a magnetic dipole m
i-
,
lts
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st
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ment!, which is justified in strong magnetic fields (H
@30 G for 3He).2 The energy functional may have, for ex
ample, the form

E~ f ,g,g1;H !5E0~ f ;H !1E1~ f !1E2~g,g1!. ~1!

HereE0( f ;H) is the energy of interacting fermions in a ma
netic field, which can be written in the form

E0~ f ;H !5(
1,2

@«0~p1!ds1s2

2mnHa~sa!s1s2
# f s1s2

~p1!dp1p2
, ~2!

where«0(p)5p2/2m is the energy of a fermion in the ab
sence of Fermi liquid interactions,m the mass of a free fer
mion, mn the magnetic dipole moment of a fermion, andsa

are Pauli spin matrices (a51,2,3; the components of vector
in the spin space will be denoted by Greek letters!. Expres-
sion ~1! containsE1( f ), viz., the energy functional posses
ing the above symmetry properties, which describes N
interactions:

E1~ f !5
1

2V (
p1p2

@ f 0~p1!F1~p1 ,p2! f 0~p2!

1 f a~p1!F2~p1 ,p2! f a~p2!# ~3!

(V is the volume occupied by the SFL!. In this expression, as
well as in ~2!, we take into account the fact that

f 125 f s1s2
~p1!dp1p2

5@ f 0~p1!ds1s2
1 f a~p1!

3~sa!s1s2
#dp1p2

~4!

in the spatially homogeneous case under investigation.
assume that the superfluid component of the SFL is at re
thermodynamic equilibrium, i.e., the velocityvs50 ~see
Refs. 10–13 for details of the condition of spatial homog
neity in SFL!.

Formula~3! for E1( f ) contains NFL functionsF1 and
F2 of interaction between quasiparticles~introduced by
Landau!,15,16 which can be simplified in the case of an is
tropic Fermi liquid ~like 3He). In this case, the function
F1(p1,p2) and F2(p1,p2) for p1 and p2 lying on the Fermi
surface depend only on the angleu betweenp1 andp2 , and
hence can be expanded into a series in Legendre polyn
als:

F1,2~u!5(
l 50

`

~2l 11!F1,2
~ l !Pl~cosu!.

In actual practice, however, the analysis is confined only t
few first terms of this expansion. For example, Schopo8

retained only the termsF2
(0) andF2

(2) in the expansion of the
exchange interaction functionF2 for quasiparticles~in our
notation!, putting the remaining exchange NFL Landau a
plitudes for3He equal to zero, i.e.,F2

(1)50 for l .2.
Finally, the last termE2(g,g1) in ~1!, which satisfies the

properties of invariance listed above, can be chosen in a f
quadratic ing in the case of singlet as well as triplet pairin
in SFL, i.e.,
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E2~g,g1!5
1

V (
p1p2

@g0* ~p1!Ls~p1 ,p2!g0~p2!

1ga* ~p1!Lt~p1 ,p2!ga~p2!#, ~5!

where we take into account the fact that

~g0!p1p2
5g0~p1!dp1 ,2p2

, ~ga!p1p2
5ga~p1!dp1 ,2p2

,

in the spatially homogeneous case. Sinceg1252g21 for fer-
mions, we have

g0~p!5g0~2p!5
1

2
Trsg~p!s2 ,

~6!

ga~p!5
1

2i
Trsg~p!s2sa52ga~2p!.

Expression~5! contains abnormal Fermi-liquid~AFL! func-
tions of interaction between quasiparticles~introduced in
Refs. 10–13! leading to singlet pairing forLs(p1,p2)Þ0 and
to triplet pairing forLt(p1,p2)Þ0.

It should be noted that instead ofE2(g,g1), we can use
in formula ~1! another EF, e.g., essentially nonlinear~non-
quadratic! functional in abnormal DF~similar to the EF
which was used in Ref. 17 for SFL with singlet pairin
alone!. The choice of a specific EF structure is dictated
the relevant formulation of the problem for SFL. Here~see
Introduction! we mainly aim at the derivation of a gener
expression for the normal and abnormal DF for quasipa
cles in SFL with triplet pairing in a magnetic field at tem
peratures 0,T,Tc taking into account Landau exchang
amplitudes for NFL. For this purpose, we need not use
explicit form of EF for SFL. The knowledge of the gener
form of DF allows us to obtain an appropriate system
equations for the vector OP, quasiparticle energy, and ef
tive magnetic fieldHeff(p) for a given choice of EF for the
SFL with triplet pairing under consideration. This will b
demonstrated in Sec. 3 for an EF of the type~5! with
Ls(p1,p2)[0.

It was proved in Refs. 10–13 that the distribution fun
tions f 12 and g12 for quasiparticles satisfy the equation
~valid for SFL with singlet as well as triplet pairing! which
are equivalent to the self-consistent equation, but are m
convenient for applications and have the form

g5KñX1K~12n!X, ~7!

f 5Kn1X~12ñ!X1K, ~8!

where

K5~11XX1!21, ~9!

n5$exp@b~j2XD1!#11%21 ~b[T21!. ~10!

Here the matrixX satisfies the equation

jX1Xj̃1D2XD1X50, X̃52X ~11!

~the symbol ‘‘tilde’’ indicates transposition of the matrix!,
while the matrixj is defined by the formula10–13,18

j12~ f ;H !5«12~ f ;H !2~vn•p11m!d12, ~12!

where
y

i-

e

f
c-

-

re

«12~ f ;H !5
]E~ f ,g,g1;H !

] f 21

5«p1p2
~ f !ds1s2

1@jb~ f ;H !#p1p2
~sb!s1s2

.

In the spatially homogeneous case, we have~in accordance
with ~4!!

j125js1s2
~p1!dp1p2

5@j0~p1!ds1s2
1jb~p1!~sb!s1s2

#dp1p2
, ~13!

where

j0~p!5«~p!2~vn•p1m!,
~14!

jb~p!5«b~p!2mnHb[2mn@Heff~p!#b .

Herevn is the velocity of the normal component of SFL an
m the chemical potential. Expression~14! contains «(p)
5«(p), viz., the energy of a quasiparticle taking into a
count nonexchange NFL interaction amplitudes as well
the functions«b(p) which take into account the effect o
Landau exchange interaction amplitudes for NFL and
associated with the effective magnetic fieldHeff(p) in the
bulk of SFL ~the functions«b(p) were disregarded by Isae
and Peletminskii14!.

Expressions~10! and ~11! contain explicitly the matrix
D12 ~which is the OP for SFL!. In the spatially homogeneou
case and in the presence of only triplet pairing in a S
[Ls(p1,p2)[0; see~5!#, this matrix has the form

D1252
]E~g,g1!

]g21
1 5 iDa~p1!~sas2!s1s2

dp1 ,2p2
,

~15!
Da~2p!52Da~p!.

It should be noted that the choice of the EFE(g,g1) deter-
mines the functionDa(p) but not the spin structure of ex
pression~15! for D12 which will be used in the following
sections.

3. GENERAL FORMULAS FOR QUASIPARTICLE
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS AND SELF-CONSISTENT
EQUATIONS FOR SFL WITH TRIPLET PAIRING IN
A MAGNETIC FIELD

In order to find the general form of the DFg and f from
Eqs.~7! and ~8!, we must first solve Eq.~11! for the matrix
X. In accordance with~15!, we shall seek the matrixX in the
form

X125 iXa~p1!~sas2!s1s2
dp1 ,2p2

, Xa~2p!52Xa~p!

~16!

and assume that

ja~p!5ja~2p!. ~17!

Using ~11!, we obtain the following expression forX~p!:

2S~p!Xa~p!1Da~p!1Da* ~p!M ~p!

1 i2eabgjb~p!Xg~p!50 ~18!

(eabg is an absolutely antisymmetric tensor!. We have intro-
duced the quantities
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S~p![z~p!2Xb~p!Db* ~p!,
~19!

z~p![
j0~p!1j0~2p!

2
5«~p!2m, M ~p![X2~p!.

As a result of solution of Eq.~18!, we obtain

Xa~p!5
Db~p!1Db* ~p!M ~p!

2S~p!@j2~p!2S2~p!#

3@dabS2~p!2jb~p!ja~p!1 iS~p!eabgjg~p!#,

~20!

where, in accordance with~19!, we have

M5
2S~S2z!~j22S2!2h~ l•j!S2DbDg* ~jbjg2dbgS2!

Dl* Dn* ~jljn2dlnS2!
. ~21!

In order to simplify the form of expression~21!, we have
omitted the argumentp for all the functions and introduce
the real-valued unit vector

l~p![
i

h~p!
@D~p!3D* ~p!#. ~22!

It should be noted that the quantityh(p)[uD(p)3D* (p)u
differs from zero for nonunitary states of a SFL with tripl
pairing.

Proceeding from~19! and taking into account~18!, ~20!,
and ~21!, we can prove that the functionS2(p) satisfies the
quadratic equation whose solutions have the form

S1,2
2 ~p!5

1

4
@E1~p!6E2~p!#2. ~23!

Here the functionsE6(p), which have the physical meanin
of the energy of quasiparticles in a SFL~with spin compo-
nents parallel and antiparallel to the magnetic field!, in non-
unitary ~for hÞ0) and unitary~for h50) phases have th
form ~cf. formula ~4! in Ref. 8!

E6
2 ~p![a~p!6Ab2~p!1g2~p!, ~24!

where

a~p![uD~p!u21z2~p!1j2~p!,

b2~p![@h~p!1~p!12z~p!j~p!#2,

g2~p![4uj~p!•D~p!u2.

We can now represent the matrixn12 @see~10!# in the
spatially homogeneous case taking, into account~13!, ~14!
and ~16! in the form

n125dp1p2
@Np1

0 ds1s2
1Np1

i ĥn~p1!~sn!s1s2
#, ~25!

where

Np
0[

1

2
@Np

~1 !1Np
~2 !#, Np

i [
1

2
@Np

~1 !2Np
~2 !#, ~26!
Np
~6 ![H expFbS j0~p!2j0~2p!

2
1S~p!6Uh~p!U D G11J 21

,

~27!

ha~p![ja~p!2 ieabgXb~p!Dg* ~p!, ĥa[
ha

uhu
. ~28!

Under the condition~17!, the functionha possesses the prop
erty

ha~2p!5ha~p!. ~29!

We also introduce the following quantities:

A~p!5
a~p!

a2~p!2b2~p!
, B~p!52

b~p!

a2~p!2b2~p!
,

~b[ubu!, ~30!

a~p![11Xa~p!Xa* ~p!, ba~p![ ieabgXb~p!Xg* ~p!.

Taking into account formulas~9!, ~16!, and ~25!–~30!, we
obtain the following expression@from ~7!# for the abnormal
DF for quasiparticles in the spatially homogeneous case~see
~6!!:

ga~p!5~12Np
02N2p

0 !@Xa~p!A~p!2 ieabgXb~p!Bg~p!#

2~Np
i
1N2p

i
!$2 ieabgXb~p!ĥg~p!A~p!

1@Xa~p!Bb~p!1Xb~p!Ba~p!#ĥb~p!%,

g0~p!5~Np
i
2N2p

i
!@eabgXa~p!Bb~p!ĥg~p!

2 iA~p!Xb~p!ĥb~p!#, ~31!

while for the normal DFf 0(p) and f a(p) @see~4!# we obtain
from ~8!

f 0~p!512N2p
0 1~Np

01N2p
0 21!A~p!

1~Np
i
1N2p

i
!Ba~p!ĥa~p!,

f a~p!5~Np
01N2p

0 21!Ba~p!1Np
i
@A~p!ĥa~p!

2 ieabgĥb~p!Bg~p!#2N2p
i

@Wa~p!A~p!

1$ ieabgWb~p!1ba~p!ĥg~p!%Bg~p!#, ~32!

where

Wa~p![@~a~p!21!dab2Xa~p!Xb* ~p!

2Xa* ~p!Xb~p!#ĥb~p!.

Thus, formulas~31! and ~32! obtained for the norma
and abnormal DF for quasiparticles in SFL together w
formulas~20! and~21! for Xa(p) and~23! and~24! for S~p!
as well as formulas~26!–~28! and~30! can be used to solve
the problem formulated above in the general case of trip
pairing ~the spin of a pairs51 and its orbital angular mo
mentuml is an arbitrary odd number! in a magnetic field at
temperatures 0,T,Tc . The distribution functions~31! and
~32! are more general than the corresponding results
tained by Isaev and Peletminskii14 ~see also Refs. 12 and 13!
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since we have taken into account the effect of the exte
magnetic fieldH and exchange NFL interactions on SF
@i.e., j(p)Þ0; see~17!#.

It should be noted that, knowing the form~32! for the
DF f a(p), we can find the magnetizationM emerging in a
SFL in a magnetic fieldH on account of Landau exchang
amplitudes for NFL, and hence the magnetic susceptib
xab by using the formula

Ma5
2mn

V (
p

f a~p!5xabHb . ~33!

The magnetization and magnetic susceptibility in superfl
phases of3He atTÞ0 in a magnetic field were determine
by Hasegawa19 using other methods taking into account t
p-pairing alone, while Schopohl8 and Fishman and Sauls9

obtained these quantities for3He–B ~see Introduction for
greater details! taking into account thep- and f -pairing as
well as Landau exchange amplitudes for NFLF2

( l )Þ0 for l
50,2 andF2

( l )50 for l .2 ~in our notation; see Sec. 2!.
In order to obtain a closed system of equations for

OP D~p!, the quasiparticle energyj0(p) @see~13!#, and the
effective magnetic fieldHeff(p) @see ~14!#, we must use a
specific structure of EF for SFL~see Sec. 2!. For this pur-
pose, we choose the EFE2(g,g1) in the form ~5! for
Ls(p1 ,p2)50. In view of the odd nature of the DFga(p)
@see~6!#, the AFL interaction functionLt(p1 ,p2) possesses
the following properties:

Lt~2p,p1!52Lt~p,p1!5Lt~p,2p1!

and hence the functionLt(p,p1)5Lt(p,p1 ,cosu) ~u is the
angle between the vectorsp and p1 lying near the Fermi
surface! can be expanded in the Legendre polynomi
Pl(cosu), wherel 52n11 (n50,1,2,...):

Lt~p,p1!5 (
l 51,3,...

`

~2l 11!L ~ l !~p,p1!Pl~cosu!.

Taking into account~15! we obtain the following equation
for Da(p) from ~5!:

Da~p!5
1

V (
p1

Lt~p,p1!ga~p1!, ~34!

where the functionsga(p) in the general case have the for
~31!.

Similarly, formulas~12!–~14! and ~1!–~3! lead to equa-
tions for the energyj0(p) of quasiparticles and for the func
tion j~p! associated with the effective magnetic fieldHeff(p)
in a SFL through formula~14!. Namely,

j0~p!5«0~p!2~vn•p1m!1
1

2V (
p1

F1~p,p1! f 0~p1!.

~35!

ja~p!52mnHa1
1

2V (
p1

F2~p,p1! f a~p1!, ~36!

where the DFf 0(p) and f a(p) satisfy the general formula
~32!. While deriving Eqs.~35! and ~36!, we considered tha
F1,2(p,p1)5F1,2(p1 ,p). It should be noted that the nece
sary condition for the functionja(2p)5ja(p) to be even
al

y

d

e

s

@see~17!# is F2(p,p1)5F2(2p,p1), which leads to the ex-
pendability of F2(p,p1)5F2(p,p1 ,cosu) in the Legendre
polynomials P2n(cosu)(n50,1,2,...) according to
Schopohl.8

Thus, Eqs.~34!–~36! ~which are valid when the EF is
chosen quadratic in DF! together with expressions~31! and
~32! for DF allow us to solve the general problem on tripl
pairing in SFL~both in unitary and nonunitary phases! in a
magnetic field taking into account exchange NFL intera
tions, and hence generalize the results obtained by Isaev
Peletminskii14 ~as well as the results on triplet pairing in SF
discussed in the reviews by Akhiezeret al.12,13!.

4. DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS FOR QUASIPARTICLES FOR
UNITARY AND NONUNITARY PHASES OF SFL WITH
TRIPLET PAIRING IN A MAGNETIC FIELD

Proceeding from the general formulas~31! and~32!, we
can find the structure of abnormal and normal DF for qua
particles in some special cases of SFL with triplet pairing
a magnetic field.

Let us first consider unitary phases of SFL for whichh
[uD3D* u50. Let us suppose thatD(p)5D* (p) ~the case
whenD52D* is treated similarly!. In this case, we obtain
from ~31!

ga~p!5
1

2R1,2
H ~12Np

02N2p
0 !

1

S1,2

3@ja~j•D!2DaS1,2
2 1 iz@j,D#a#1~Np

i
1N2p

i
!

3
1

h1,2
@ja~j•D!2DaS2,1

2 1 iz@j,D#a#J , ~37!

g0~p!5~Np
i
2N2p

i
!

i ~j•D!

2S1,2h1,2
.

HereN6p
0 (S1,2) andN6p

i (S1,2) have the form~26! and~27!,
while the remaining functions, whose abbreviated form co
tains no argument, depend onp. The functionsS1,2(p) are
defined by formulas~23!; in addition, we introduced in~37!
the quantity@see~24!#

R1,2~p!56E1~p!E2~p!56Aa2~p!2b2~p!2g2~p!.
~38!

Expression~37! also contains the functionh1,2(p)[uh1,2(p)u
@see ~28!# for which the following formula is valid when
D(p)5D* (p):

h1,2
2 5S2,1

2 2
2~j•D!2~S2,1

2 2j2!

~S1,2
2 2j2!~S1,21z!2 . ~39!

Here and in~37! we consider thatS1,2
2 2R1,25S2,1

2 according
to ~23! and ~38!.

It should be noted that sinceS1,2(2p)5S1,2(p) @see
~19!# and h1,2(2p)5h1,2(p) @see~29!#, we haveNp

i 2N2p
i

Þ0 only becausej0(p)2j0(2p)522p•vnÞ0.
It follows from formula ~32! for the normal DF with

D(p)5D* (p) that
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f 0~p!5
1

2
~11Np

02N2p
0 !1

z

2R1,2
F ~12Np

02N2p
0 !

3
j22S1,2

2

S1,2
1~Np

i
1N2p

i
!

j22S2,1
2

h1,2
G ,

f a~p!5
1

2R1,2
H ~12Np

02N2p
0 !

1

S1,2
@ja~z22S1,2

2 !

1Da~j•D!#1~Np
i
1N2p

i
!

1

h1,2
@ja~z22S2,1

2 !

1Da~j•D!#J 1~Np
i
2N2p

i
!

zja

2S1,2h1,2
, ~40!

where, as in~37!, the argumentp is not written explicitly for
all the functions exceptN6p

0 (S1,2) andN6p
i (S1,2). It should

be noted that substitutingf a(p) of the form~40! into formula
~33!, we obtain the magnetization and susceptibility for u
tary phases (D5D* ) of SFL with triplet pairing in a mag-
netic field ~for 3He–B; see Refs. 8 and 9!.

It should also be noted that in the presence of the ex
nal magnetic field at temperaturesuTc2Tu!Tc , formulas
~37! and ~40! lead to expressions forf a

(0)(p) andga
(1)(p) in

the main approximation in perturbation theory in smallD~p!,
which coincide with formulas~27! and~41! from Ref. 18~for
ujuÞ0 andvnÞ0).

In zero external magnetic field@for j(p)50] for unitary
states of SFL~for D(p)56D* (p)), we obtain from~19!–
~21! @cf. ~23!, ~24!#

S2~p!5E2~p!5uD~p!u21z2~p!, ~41!

while formulas~34! and ~37! lead to the following equation
for Da(p):

Da~p!5
1

2V (
p1

Lt~p,p1!
Da~p1!

E~p1!
~Np1

1N2p1
21!,

~42!

where

Np5H expFbS E~p!1
j0~p!2j0~2p!

2 D G11J 21

.

Proceeding from~35! and taking into account~40! for f 0(p),
we obtain the equation forj0(p):

j0~p!5«0~p!2~vn•p1m!

1
1

4V (
p1

F1~p,p1!

E~p1!
$@E~p1!1z~p1!#Np1

1@E~p1!2z~p1!#~12N2p1
!%. ~43!

In other words, expressions~42! and~43! are in accord with
the corresponding expressions for unitary states in SFL
tained in Refs. 12–14@cf. Eqs.~3.47! in Ref. 12#.

Let us now consider nonunitary states of SFL with trip
pairing in a magnetic field. For simplicity, we confine o
analysis to the case whenj5j l @see formulas~14! and~22!#.
In this case, it follows from~20!, ~21!, and~28! that
-

r-

b-

t

ha~p!5h1,2~p!l a~p!5
l a~p!

2S1,2~p!
@h~p!12j~p!z~p!#,

~44!

where

S1,25
1

2
~AuDu21~z1j!21h6AuDu21~z2j!22h!.

~45!

Ultimately, the general expressions~31! and~32! lead to the
following expressions for the DF of quasiparticles forj
5j l@g0(p)50#:

ga~p!5
12Np

0~S1!2N2p
0 ~S1!

2R1
~ ih1@1,D#a2S1Da!

1
12Np

0~S2!2N2p
0 ~S2!

2R2
~ ih2@1,D#a2S2Da!,

~46!

f 0~p!5
1

2
~11Np

02N2p
0 !1@12Np

0~S1!

2N2p
0 ~S1!#

jh12zS1

2R1
1@12Np

0~S2!

2N2p
0 ~S2!#

jh22zS2

2R2
, ~47!

f a~p!5
l a

2 H Np
i
2N2p

i
1@12Np

0~S1!

2N2p
0 ~S1!#

zh12jS1

R1
1@12Np

0~S2!

2N2p
0 ~S2!#

zh22jS2

R2
J . ~48!

For brevity, the argumentp is not written in formulas~45!–
~48! for all the functions~exceptN6p

0 and N6p
i ). We have

also taken into account the fact that

Np
0~S1!2N2p

0 ~S1!5Np
0~S2!2N2p

0 ~S2!,
~49!

Np
i
~S1!2N2p

i
~S1!5Np

i
~S2!2N2p

i
~S2!.

The functionsR1,2(p) are now defined by the formulas

R1,2~p!56R~p!,
~50!

R~p!5A@ uDu21~z1j!21h@ uDu21~z2j!22h#.

Formulas~46!–~48! for DF together with Eqs.~34!–~36!
generalize the results obtained in Ref. 14 for nonunit
phases of SFL to the case when the magnetic fieldH is
applied, and exchange NFL interactions are present~pro-
vided thatj5j l) and are in accord with the results obtain
in Ref. 14 forj50 andhÞ0.

It should be noted that forHeff iH for F2
( l )50 (l>2; ~see

Ref. 8!, and the SFL under investigation withHeff i l @see
~14!# can be reduced, for example, in the case ofp-wave
pairing, to the nonunitary 2D-phase~planar phase! of 3He
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~existence of the unitary 2D-phase in superfluid3He was
predicted in Refs. 1, 5, and 20! and also toA1- and
A2-phases of3He ~see Ref. 6 and Chapters 1 and 2 in Ref.!.
However, it may be important to take into account the stro
coupling effects in3He to describe the last two phases.21–24

5. CONCLUSION

The main result of this research is the derivation of
general formulas~31! and ~32! ~which are valid at tempera
tures 0,T,Tc) for DF of quasiparticles in SFL with triple
pairing ~the spin of a pairs51 and its orbital angular mo
mentum l is an arbitrary odd number! in a static uniform
magnetic field taking into account exchange NFL inter
tions. Formulas~31! and ~32! together with Eqs.~34!–~36!
~for the OP, quasiparticle energy, and effective magn
field in SFL! derived with the help of EF quadratic in D
make it possible to solve the general problem on triplet p
ing in SFL ~both in unitary and nonunitary phases! in a mag-
netic field. Formulas~32! and~33! can be used for determin
ing the magnetization and magnetic susceptibility of SFL

It should be emphasized that formulas~31! and ~32! for
DF lead to a complete system of equations~similar to Eqs.
~34!–~36!! in the case of a different choice of EF for SFL
a magnetic field also. For example, we can use an EF w
is essentially nonlinear~nonquadratic! in abnormal DF for
SFL with triplet pairing. This case is interesting and can
the subject of independent investigations in connection w
so-called strong coupling effects21–24 manifested in SFL of
the type of3He under comparatively high pressures.

The author is grateful to S. V. Peletminskii for his inte
est in this work and for fruitful discussions of the results.

This research was partly financed by the Ukrainian S
Foundation for Fundamental Studies~Project No. 2.4/378!.
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Electrical properties of a normal contact to HTSC Josephson media
V. I. Omelchenko and A. A. Sukhanov
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Electrical properties of normal metal contacts to percolation Josephson HTSC systems are
studied by computer simulation. The current and voltage distributions, current–voltage
characteristics~IVC!, and temperature dependencesRc(T) of the resistance of the Josephson
network with a limited contact are calculated. It is shown that macroheterogeneity of current
distribution leads to broadening of the IVC andRc(T) dependences of the contact in
comparison with the bulk characteristics. In the vicinity of critical currents and temperatures, the
contact IVC andRc(T) obey the ‘‘3/2’’ law. A peak on the current and temperature
dependences of the spreading resistance is observed. The applicability of the effective medium
model for describing contact characteristics of the Josephson network is substantiated.
The computer simulation results are in accord with experimental temperature dependences of the
contact resistance. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00305-3#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that ceramics and~as a rule! HTSC
films possess strongly heterogeneous granular structur
which individual superconducting granules are connec
through weak links. The concept of such a granular sys
as a percolation Josephson medium with a wide sprea
parameters of Josephson junctions is generally accepte
present.1

Bulk electrical and magnetic characteristics of su
HTSC media were investigated by several authors1–3 on the
basis of percolation theory and computer calculations.
example, the bulk current–voltage characteristics~IVC! for
model Josephson systems and magnetic-field dependenc
IVC and critical current were calculated in Refs. 2 and 3
was proved that, in accordance with experimental data,
bulk IVC have the formV;(I 2I c)

m, m51.5– 2.1 for cur-
rents I close to critical currentI c , and the critical current
I c}B in strong magnetic fieldsB.

We believe that an analysis of the characteristics of n
mal contacts to percolation HTS media is interesting as s
and, besides, is important in connection with experimen
investigation of contact IVC and temperature dependen
Rc(T) of the contact resistance.4–7

Obviously, the characteristics of ‘‘point’’ contacts mu
differ significantly from the corresponding ‘‘bulk’’ charac
teristics of a Josephon medium in view of macroheteroge
ity of the current distribution in the contact region. Amon
other things, the former characteristics display considera
broadening of IVC and temperature dependence of resist
~TDR!, strong effect of transport current and magnetic fie
on theRc(T) dependence, and a large spread in their criti
parameters and characteristics.

The results of computer simulation of IVC and TDR f
3311063-777X/98/24(5)/5/$15.00
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a model Josephson medium, viz., a square network of w
SC bonds with a limited~‘‘point’’ ! contact are presente
below.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

The computation of electrophysical parameters of dis
dered systems of weak links is a very complicated probl
since it involves taking into account the spread in critic
currents as well as phase correlation of the order parame
of adjacent links. However, the problem can be simplifi
significantly when the phase coherence is broken, for
ample, due to ‘‘thermal’’ or ‘‘magnetic field-induced’
fluctuations.1,8

‘‘Thermal’’ fluctuations destroy the coherent state~CS!
for kT@Ec5F0i c /(2p), whereEc is the binding energy,i c

the critical current of Josephson junctions, andF052
310215 V•s the magnetic flux quantum. This condition
satisfied for T@0.25 K for Josephson bonds withi c

<1028 A, for example junctions with critical current densit
j c<10 A/cm2 and contact areaS<1029 cm2.

‘‘Magnetic field-induced’’ fluctuations disturb the CS i
external fields with inductionB@F0 /a2, where a is the
granule size, as well as in ‘‘intrinsic’’ fields when the con
dition 2pLi c@F0 is satisfied, where the inductanc
L5m0aln ,l n being the geometrical factor weakly dependi
on a. The former condition can be satisfied in systems w
large granules of sizea.6 mm in the Earth fieldBE57
31025 T, while the second condition is observed in syste
with large critical currentsi c@F0 /(2pam0l n)'1025 A for
a51025 m and l n52. It should be noted thati c

'1029– 1022 A in real granular HTSC materials.
Thus, there exists a wide range of critical currents, te

peratures, and external magnetic field in which no phase
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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relation of the order parameter in a system of weak lin
takes place, and the problem of determining the resistanc
the system is reduced to the calculation of current and v
age distributions in a network of independent nonline
resistors.1,8 This approach was used by us for calculati
contact characteristics.

We considered anN3N square network of supercon
ducting weak links with a wide spread of critical currentsi c

as a simple model of a granular superconductor. We cho
chain ofNc sites on a network face, which formed a ‘‘point
contact to the HTSC sample, assuming that the links of
face that do not belong to the contact are ruptured.

The electrical properties of a Josephson medium~JM!,
including the IVC and TDR in the bulk and in the conta
region, are determined by individual IVCvn( i n ,i cn) of weak
links, wherevn is the voltage across thenth link, tempera-
ture dependencesi cn(T, i cn0) of critical currents, and the
function f ( i cn0) of distribution of weak bonds over critica
currents atT50.

In accordance with Refs. 1 and 2, the IVC of weak lin
were defined by the following expressions typical of Jose
son junctions:

vn5H 0, for i n< i cn

r0Ai n
22 i cn

2 , for i n. i cn
, ~1!

while the temperature dependencesi cn(T) of critical currents
were specified in a form typical of insulating Josephson ju
tions:

i cn~T!5 i cn0~12T/Tc!
2. ~2!

The function f ( i cn0) of distribution of weak links over
critical currents was regarded as constant on the inte
@0, i cm#: f 51/i cm . For convenience of calculations, the un
of current density was chosen equal to the maximum crit
current in the system of weak links; i.e.,i cm51; it was also
assumed thatr051.1!

Contact and bulk IVC and temperature dependence
resistance were calculated mainly for a network of the s
N3N550350 and for a contact of the sizeNc57. The
choice of the values ofN550 was dictated by the conditio
of small spread in ‘‘bulk’’ characteristics from realization
realization, while the sizeNc of the contact was determine
by the condition 1!Nc!N.

The calculations involved the numerical solution of t
Kirchhoff equations consecutively for each elementary lo
of the network taking into account the values of currents
links, determined at the previous step for the neighbor
loop. The computational procedure consisted of the follo
ing steps:

~1! A random realization of bonds in critical currentsi cn0

was specified.
~2! For each temperatureT, the critical currentsi cn were

calculated by formula~2!, and transition temperature fo
all links was assumed to beTc5100 K.

~3! The lower face of the network and the contact were
sumed to be equipotential surfaces.

~4! The initial distribution of currents flowing through th
network links was chosen in the form of current dist
s
of
t-
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bution in a network of unit resistors. For such a distrib
tion, the Kirchhoff first law is observed for each node
the network:( l 51

4 i lm50, wherel is the number of the
link of the mth junction.

~5! The Kirchhoff nonlinear equation for voltages

(
k51

4

vk~ik6Di!50,

wherevk is the voltage across thekth link of an elemen-
tary loop andi k the value of its current determined ea
lier, was solved numerically in the current variationD i
for each elementary loop, viz., a square formed by fo
weak links, consecutively, starting from the chosen loo
The sign of the current incrementD i was chosen so tha
the current balance at junctions was not violated.
Similar calculations for an adjacent loop were made t
ing into account new values of currents in their comm
link.
After the calculations were made for all fromN3N el-
ementary loops of the network, the above procedure w
repeated from the very beginning.

~6! The calculations were terminated when the variation
currents in the network became relatively small, i.e.,
(nuD i n / i nu,1025.
In addition, another criterion for the termination of iter
tive procedure was also used. It was based on the va
tional principle proposed in Refs. 1 and 2, according
which the distribution of currents and voltages in a no
linear system consisting of elements with individual IV
vn5vn( i ,i cn) corresponds to the minimum of the func
tional

W5(
n
E

0

in
vn~i, icn!di, ~3!

where the summation is carried out over alln elements
of the network, andi n are the values of currents in links
Accordingly, functional~3! was calculated after each it
eration step described in item 5, and the iterative pro
dure was terminated either after the attainment of
minimum value, or at a low rate of its variationDW/W
,1025.
It was pointed out by Gurevichet al.2 that the value of
functional~3! calculated for one loop~and hence its tota
value also! decreases as a result of such a recalcula
of currents.
It should be noted that the quantityW has the meaning o
dissipated power only in the case of a linear system.

~7! We calculated the potential differenceV between the
contact and the lower face of the network as well
value of ‘‘integral’’ contact resistanceRc5V/I , whereI
is the total current flowing through the network.
should be noted that in order to verify the obtained
sults, the calculations were also made for various ot
initial distributions of currents for which the balance
currents at the junctions is preserved. The obtained
tributions of corresponding values of currents and pot
tials proved to be identical, which indicates the uniqu
ness of the obtained solutions.
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~8! The procedure was repeated for various currents
temperatures for determining IVC and TDR.

3. DISCUSSION OF COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

Current–voltage characteristics

For better visualization, curve1 in Fig. 1 shows a typical
IVC of a structure with a ‘‘point’’ contact (Nc57) calcu-
lated atT50 in the form of the dependenceRc( i ), whereRc

is the normalized contact resistance,i 5I /N the average cur-
rent in the system of links,I the normalized total current, an
N550 the ‘‘linear size’’ of the network. It can be seen th
the Rc( i ) dependence has two segments with sublinear
crease in current fori> i cc'0.07 andi> i v'0.56 separated
by a region of inflection.

Figure 2 shows for comparison the current dependen
of the volume resistanceRv( i ) ~curve 1! and the spreading
resistance equal to the difference between the total resist
of the system with a limited contact and the volume res
tance, DRc( i )5Rc( i )2Rv( i ) ~curve 2!. The dependence
Rv( i ) has a segment of sharp increase in resistance and t
to saturation fori .3i v . Thus, it is clear that the segme
corresponding to sharp increase in the resistance of the
dium with a ‘‘point’’ contact in the range of ‘‘small’’ cur-
rents is determined by the spreading region, while the sec
segment withi> i cv is determined by the volume of the Jo
sephson network.

It should be noted that the current dependence of spr
ing resistanceDRc( i ) has a typical peak in the range o
currenti' i v'0.56.

The initial segment of the dependenceRv( i )( i cv, i
,2i cv) is approximated by the power function

Rv5k1~ i 2 i cv!3/2, k152.55, i cv50.3 ~4!

FIG. 1. Current dependence of normalized contact resistanceRc( i ) at
T50: calculated dependenceRc( i ) ~curve 1!, approximations of the low-
and high-temperature segments of curve1 by functions~6! and~7! ~curves2
and3!, i 5I /N is the average current in the links,I the normalized current,
N550, and the contact sizeNc57. The inset shows the initial segment o
the Rc( i ) dependence for a model medium withN585, Nc535, and the
curve describing function~8!.
d
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es
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ds
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~curve3 in Fig. 2!, which is associated in Refs. 1–3 with th
percolation type of conductivity near the percolation thre
old. In the region of ‘‘high’’ current densities (i . i v), the
volume IVC is correctly described by the effective mediu
model according to which the characteristics of a JM with
random distribution of critical currents coincide with th
characteristics of a homogeneous medium with the avera
value of critical current:

Rv5R2A12~ i v / i !2, i .0.6, ~5!

wherei v50.56, and the value ofR250.98 is determined by
the size of the model network containing 49 longitudinal a
50 transverse links. Dependence~5! is shown in Fig. 2~curve
4!.

The current dependence of the resistance of a sys
with a ‘‘point’’ contact ~see Fig. 1! is also described cor
rectly by the effective medium model and can be appro
mated by the function

Rc5
1

I E
r c

`
A~ I /pr !22 i cc

2 dr

5
1

p F lnS ai

i cc
1A~ai/ i cc!

221D2A12~ i cc /ai !2G ,
i , i v , ~6!

where the total currentI 5 iN, the contact radiusr c

5Nc /p, a5N/Nc(N550, Nc57), while the effective criti-
cal currenti cc50.07, and

R5Rc01R2A12~ i cv / i !2, i . i v , ~7!

whereRc0'0.56,R250.98, andi v50.54.
Formula~6! describes the spreading resistance of a se

circular contact to a conducting half-plane with a nonline
resistivityr5@12( i c / i )2#1/2, while expression~7! describes
the volume contribution to the resistance of a Josephson

FIG. 2. Current dependences of volume resistanceRv( i ) ~curve 1! and
spreading resistanceDRc( i ) ~curve2! at T50. Curves3 and4 describe the
functions~4! and ~5!.
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dium with a ‘‘point’’ contact, for whichRc0 is a correction to
the contact resistance value, which weakly depends on
rent for i . i v . The critical currentsi cv and i cc appear in~6!
and ~7! as fitting parameters.

For large contacts (Nc.20), the contact IVCRc( i ) for
i 2 i cc! i cc obeys the ‘‘3/2’’ law ~see the inset to Fig. 1!:

Rc5k~ i 2 i cc!
3/2, k51.05, i cc50.235. ~8!

This dependence follows from the effective mediu
model for two- and three-dimensional cases and can be
plained physically by the fact that the size of the resist
region near the threshold increases linearly withi 2 i c , while
its resistivity increases in proportion to (i 2 i c)

1/2. In our
opinion, the ‘‘3/2’’ law can be of the same nature for volum
IVC of JM near the percolation threshold also.

The emergence of a peak on the current dependenc
spreading resistanceDRc( i ) is due to the macroheterogen
ity of the current distribution and nonlinearity of the Josep
son medium and has a simple physical meaning. Let us
pose, for example, that all links are characterized by
same critical currenti c for which their resistance change
abruptly from 0 to 1. In view of spreading, local curren
having the mean valuei 5 i c2d i (d i→0) become stronge
than the critical current virtually in all longitudinal curren
carrying links of the percolation network~down to the last
layer!, and hence they all are already in the resistive state
the same time, the volume resistance is still equal to zero,
increases abruptly fori 5 i c1d i . As a result, the difference
DRc5Rc2Rv decreases abruptly ati 5 i c by Rvm51, i.e.,
has a peak ati 5 i c .

Temperature dependences of resistance

Temperature dependencesRc(T) of the contact resis-
tance of a model HTSC medium are shown in Fig. 3
various current densities and in Fig. 4 for volume resista
Rv(T) for i 50.02.

The dependenceRv(T) ~curve 1 in Fig. 4! obeys the
‘‘3/2’’ law ( Rv(T);(T2Tcv)3/2) near the temperature o
volume resistive transition Tcv'Tc0(121.8i 1/2)(Tc0

5100 K), while at high temperatures (T.Tv) it is success-
fully described by the effective medium model, i.e., is det
mined by expressions~5! for Rv( i ,i v) and ~2! for i v[ i v(T)
with the effective critical currenti v050.51 which is close to
the average valuei c050.5 of the critical current of the net
work links, and attains saturation atT.Tc0(120.5i 1/2).

The temperature dependencesRc(T) of contact resis-
tance~see Fig. 3! have two clearly distinguishable segmen
At relatively high temperatures (T.Tv), the shape of the
Rc(T) curves is similar to that of temperature dependen
of volume resistance. An analysis of distributions of pote
tial and current density shows that this is associated with
spreading of the contact region having normal conductiv
to the boundaries of the model network at high temperatu
and hence theRc(T) curves at these temperatures reflect v
ume properties of the network rather than its contact prop
ties.

At Tcc,T,Tv , theRc(T) curves have low-temperatur
‘‘tails’’ whose length increases with current. A compariso
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of the numerically calculated dependenceRc(T) for
i 50.02 ~curve 2 in Fig. 3! with curve 4 approximating its
low-temperature segment by the functions~6! and~2! shows
that the low-temperature segment of theRc(T) dependence
is correctly described by the effective medium model.

In the temperature range (T2Tcc)!(Tc02Tcc) close to
the threshold, theRc(T) dependence can be written in th
form

Rc~T!5R3S T2Tcc

Tc02Tcc
D 3/2

, ~9!

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the contact resistanceRc(T) for vari-
ous average currenti in the links: 0.07~curve1!, 0.02~curve2!, and 0.002
~curve3!; curve4 approximates the low-temperature segment of curve2 by
the functions~5! and ~2!, while curve5 is the approximation of the high-
temperature segment of curve2 by the functions~6! and ~2!. The inset
shows the initial segment of theRc(T) dependence for a model medium
with N585, Nc535, and the curve describing the function~9!.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependences of the volume resistanceRv(T) ~curve1!
and spreading resistanceDRc(T) ~curve2! for i 50.02.
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where R350.3, Tcc( i )'Tc0(12( i / i cc)), i cc50.07 (Tcc

538.5 K!. Dependence~9! is presented in the inset to Fig. 3
It should be emphasized that the temperature dep

dence of spreading resistanceDRc(T) has a peak atT5Tv
~curve2 in Fig. 4!, whose nature is the same as for the pe
on theDRc( i ) dependence.

We obtained an experimental confirmation of the ba
predicted peculiarities of contact resistive characteris
mainly from an analysis of temperature dependences of
resistance of normal contacts to Y1Ba2Cu3O72x ceramics.
The shift and broadening of the resistive transition in te
perature and their current dependences were studied by
detail earlier.7

The ‘‘3/2’’ law was observed by us for low-resistivit
Au contacts in1–2–3ceramics, as well as for junctions ob
tained after breaking the ceramics~curves1 and2 in Fig. 5!.

A peak on the temperature dependence of the sprea
resistance was also observed for breakjunctions~curve 1 in
Fig. 5! which can be regarded as a model system for stu
ing spreading effects in HTSC media.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependences of the breakjunction resistance~~curve1!,
volume resistance~curve 2! and spreading resistance~curve 3! for 1–2–3
ceramics. The currentI 51 mA.
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CONCLUSIONS

Using computer simulations of normal contacts to a
sephson medium, we proved that

~1! contact IVC and TDR are broadened in the vicinity
critical current and superconducting transition tempe
ture of the system;

~2! the IVC and TDR obey the ‘‘3/2’’ law near the percola
tion threshold;

~3! in the region of critical currents and temperatures cor
sponding to superconducting transition in the bulk, t
spreading resistance has a peak due to macroheterog
ity of current distribution in the nonlinear medium.

The applicability of the effective medium model for de
scribing spreading effects in HTSC media is substantiate

The obtained results make it possible to explain exp
mental data on temperature dependences of contact r
tance, including the broadening and shift of the SC transit
and the peak on the temperature dependences of sprea
resistance of granular Y-based HTSC ceramics.

*E-mail: aas195@ire216.msk.su
1!The values of resistance given below are normalized to the resistance

solitary link, while all currents are normalized to the maximum critic
currenti cm in the system of links.
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The frequency dependence of dissipation in a varying external magnetic field perpendicular to a
HTSC film is calculated by using the percolation model. The dependence is linear at low
frequencies and has a peak at high frequencies. The linear frequency dependence of dissipation
in the low-frequency region is confirmed by the results of experimental studies of
current–voltage characteristics. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00405-8#
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The application of a varying magnetic field to a samp
is an effective method of studying dynamic properties of
vortex structure of type II superconductors. Cryogenic pow
devices, even those intended for operation with direct tra
port current, are generally located in a medium of vary
electromagnetic fields such as fields induced by pu
sources of accelerators of charged particles or generator
of electric power plants. For this reason, the study of
effect of these fields on the transport properties of superc
ductors is of independent interest.

Let us consider the problem on the resistive state of
HTSC film in a transverse varying magnetic fie
Ha,Hc1 .

As in Ref. 1, the object of our investigations is a th
film of type II superconductor~whose thickness is muc
smaller than the London penetration depthlL ; in a layered
crystal, lL corresponds to the depth of penetration of t
magnetic fieldH parallel to thec-axis in the plane of the
layer!. Pinning centers in the film are distributed at rando
while their intensity distribution~over the forceFp! is con-
tinuous. This means that for any fixed value ofFp,Fpm , the
entire film can be divided into two phases: the conditiona
‘‘black’’ phase in whichFL.Fp (FL is the Lorentz force!
and the conditionally ‘‘white’’ phase in whichFL,Fp .
Since the values ofFp are different for different pinning
centers, there must be a critical valueFpc for which the
‘‘black’’ phase forms a connected structure of chann
piercing the entire sample in a direction perpendicular to
transport current forFp,Fpc .1

If in this case the equality

Fp1Fh5FL , ~1!

is satisfied, whereFh5hv is the ‘‘viscous friction’’ force of
a vortex,2 a steady-state flow of vortices is possible at
velocity

v5
FL2Fp

h
5S j w0

c
2FpDh, ~2!

whereh is the viscosity,w0 the magnetic flux quantum,j the
transport current density, andc the velocity of light. We
3361063-777X/98/24(5)/3/$15.00
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assume that if the forceFh is strong enough for as to negle
the contribution from the regions of vortex acceleration a
deceleration in their interaction of vortices with pinning ce
ters. In addition, we consider a weak magnetic fieldH
!Hc2) so that the forces of interaction between vortices c
be neglected~‘‘one-particle’’ pinning mode!.

The magnitude of the critical currentI c is determined by
the critical pinning force:

I c5c
Fpc

w0
. ~3!

Let us analyze the behavior of vortices for a transp
current close to critical, for which the following condition i
satisfied:

t j5
I 2I c

I c
!1. ~4!

According to general concepts of percolation theory,
resistance of a two-phase~‘‘black-and-white’’! medium near
the percolation threshold~in the region whose size is of th
order of correlation lengthj! is mainly determined by simply
connected percolation channels which are bridges
‘‘black’’ phase of various lengths. Herej is the length over
which the values of physical quantities are self-averaged
that j;t2n,3 where n is the critical index of correlation
length (n54/3 in 2D systems!, andt the parameter of prox-
imity to the percolation threshold:

t5
p2pc

pc
!1. ~5!

Herep is the concentration of the ‘‘black’’ phase andpc the
critical concentration for which an infinite ‘‘black’’ percola
tion cluster is formed.

In our model, the value ofp is determined by the rela
tion

p5E
0

Fp
D~Fp!dFp , ~6!
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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whereD(Fp) is the function of pinning center distributio
overFp . In particular, the parameterst andt j coincide for a
uniform distibutionD(Fp)51/Fpm5const.

A large number of bridges exist near the percolat
threshold, when an infinite cluster has not formed yet,
which vortices can move in the forward and backward dir
tion due to field reversal in a varying field. In this case,
can introduce two characteristic times~or frequencies!

t01;
j

v
and t02;

L

v
, ~7!

wherej is the correlation length andL the maximum pos-
sible length of a cluster in the indicated structure of the or
of j. Let us estimate the time intervalst01 and t02 assuming
that the closeness to the percolation threshold is given
t'0.1. Suppose thatv50.1 mm/s anda0510 Å; in this
case, we obtain j5a0t2n522 nm.4 Similarly, L
5a0t21.263518 nm5 and t0150.22 ms(v0154.6 kHz), t02

50.18 ms(v0255.5 kHz). For definiteness, we assume th
the modulating field varies according to a periodic law w
a periodt ~frequencyv!. We consider an element of the film
of sizej3j for two qualitatively different cases.

1. t@t0(v!v0). For the cluster lengthl , we can write
the inequalities

l<vt01;j<L;vt02! l 05vt;v/v.

A vortex crossing a cluster of such a length comes to a
and remains stationary over a timet2 l /v[t2t1 . In other
words, the vortex is in motion for only a part of the periodt
of the order oft1 /t; l /tv. The dissipation power for all the
vortices located in a cluster of lengthl is given by

W15nFhv
l

tv
5 la0

B

w0
hv2

l

tv
5

a0Bhv
w0t

l 2, ~8!

wheren is the number of vortices in a cluster of lengthl and
B the magnetic induction in the film element under cons
eration.

The dissipation in clusters of various lengths is given

Wn5
A

ta0
E

a0

L

l 2nldl, ~9!

where A[hBv/w0 and nl the cluster length distribution
function in the percolation structure above the percolat
threshold.5 Introducing the dimensionality of space under t
condition a0! l !Lc5a0sc;j1/nd;j1/2n;(t2n)1/2n;t21/2

;j3/8 we obtain

nl>S l

a0
D 2tp

[x2tp. ~10!

If relation ~9! is valid for all lengths in the rangea0, l
,L, the total dissipated power for lengths other thanL has
the form

Wn5
Aa0

2

t E
l

L/a0
x2tp12dx;

Aa0
2

t S L

a0
D 32tp

.

Dissipation in a cluster of lengthL forms a special case
After crossing such a cluster, a vortex leaves the superc
n
-

r

y

t

lt

-

y

n

n-

ductor and is replaced by a new vortex emerging at the
ginning of the cluster. Thus, dissipation is continuous in t
case and is given by

WBK5
ha0Bv2L

w0
5Aa0vS L

a0
D . ~11!

Sincetp5187/91,5 the total dissipation has the form

W5Wn1WBK5AS a0L

t
1vL D5Aa0vS L

l 0
1

L

a0
D

5Aa0vS v

v02
1

v
a0v02

D5
Av2

v02
S 11

va0

v D . ~12!

Estimation of the contribution from finite clusters give
va0 /v!v0a0 /v;a0 /vt;0.05.

2. Let us now consider the case whent!t0(v@v0). We
shall distinguish between clusters of two types with differe
lengths:

~a! l<vt[ l 0

In such clusters, dissipation occurs in analogy to the c
considered above, and accordingly is given by

W1n5S A

ta0
D E

a0

l 0
l 2nldl5S Aa0

2

t D S l 0

a0
21D5Aa0S v2

a0

t D
5Aa0vS 12

a0

l 0
D5Aa0vS 12

a0v

v D ; ~13!

~b! l 0< l<vt0

In clusters whose length is greater thanl 0 , dissipation
occurs continuously, and

W2n~ l ,L !'S ha0Bv2

w0
D E

l 0

l<L

ln1dS l

a0
D

5Aa0v lnS v

v02
D , ~14!

while in an infinite cluster of lengthL, dissipation is defined
as before, by the expression

WBK5AvL5Aa0vS v
a0v0

D . ~15!

Denoting W0[Aa0v and taking into account relation
~13!–~15!, we can write the total dissipated power in th
form

W5W0F12
a0

l
1 lnS L

l 0
D1

L

a0
G

and then the ratioWa0v02/W0v ~dimensionless dissipation!
has the form

v5
Wa0v02

W0v
511

a0v02

v F12
a0v

v
1 lnS v

v02
D G . ~16!

This gives

~1! for v!v0 , wl f 511
a0v

v
511

v

v1
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~2! for v@v0 , wh f511
a0v0

v F12
a0v

v

1 lnS v

v0
D G511

v0

v1
F12

v

v1
1 lnS v

v02
D G .

Thus, there exist two regions with different frequen
dependences of dissipated power, which can be desctribe
the basis of the model of percolation structure of pinn
regions.

In one regionv0!v!v1 ~according to our estimates
5 kHz!v!100 kHz), dissipated power increases accord
to a linear law, while dissipation in the other region has
peak ~at v;2 MHz) and then decreases apparently due
the inertial nature of the vortex system~vortices have no
time to respond to variation of the applied magnetic field!.

In order to verify the proposed model, experiments w
made on thin epitaxial YBCO films of thickness 100 nm
MgO substrates. Microbridges of width 50mm and length 1
mm were created on the films by scribing. The films had
superconducting transition temperatureTc0585 K and the
critical currentI c(4.2 K)5106– 107 A/cm2 in liquid He. All
the measurements were made in an applied electromag
field at 4.2 K. The external field was created by a superc
ducting solenoid connected to a source of ac voltage.
sample was placed into the solenoid. The measurem
were made by using the four-probe technique. Potential c
tacts were connected to a constant-voltage filter followed
a voltage amplifier. The filter was intended to prevent
penetration of the varying emf induced by the varying ext
nal field. The sensitivity of the measuring circuit in the giv
sample geometry was 20 nV/cm. Under the action of
varying field, YBCO microbridges go over to the resisti
state at currentsI ,I c . Figure 1 shows for comparison th
current–voltage characteristics in a constant external fi
(v50) and for different frequencies. No resistive loss
were observed in a constant field for currents below critic
This is due to the fact that forH!Hc2 and atT!Tc0 , ther-
mally activated flux flow plays an insignificant role in com
parison with the observed resistive losses. The losses
creased both with amplitude and with the frequency of
on
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tic
-
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n-
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e
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ld
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l.
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e

applied varying field. A nearly linear shape of the curves
I ,I c allowed us to determine the bridge resistance avera
over the segment and to calculate the frequency depend
of losses. To within the error of measurements at low f
quencies, dissipation is a linear function of frequency, wh
is in qualitative agreement with the constructed model.
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The mechanism of hypervortex pinning in a granular superconductor at intergranular contacts
and intragranular defects is proposed for describing the field dependence of the critical
current density and pinning potential. The results are in good agreement with those obtained
experimentally. The proposed model describes the peak effect and the percolation mechanism of
conductivity in ceramic superconductors. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

A significant factor restricting the technical applicatio
of high-temperature superconductors~HTSC! is a compara-
tively low value of the critical transport current densi
which is mainly determined by their structure like other ele
tromagnetic properties of HTSC. A superconductor prepa
by using ceramic technology is a heterogenous system
sisting of two phases, viz., granules with a strong superc
ductivity and a weakly superconducting intergranular pha
The splitting of a superconductor into superconducting
gions separated by thin normal layers is a topological ef
associated with the structure of oxides and not with
mechanism of high-temperature superconductivity.1 The
main question concerns the origin of the critical current, i
whether it is associated with pinning of some vortex str
tures, or with the critical current of weak intergranular link
Both mechanisms may participate simultaneously in the
mation of the critical current. Thus, Gaidukovet al.2 pro-
posed that the critical current is determined by vortex mo
ment in bulk samples and by the critical current for conta
in films. Using the model of a Josephson medium, Belevt
et al.3 obtained the field dependence of the critical curr
density in a superconducting ceramic in the formj c(H)
5 j c(0)(12H/H0), which is in good agreement with th
experimental results.

Intergranular~Josephson! and intragranular currents can
not be excited independently in a superconducting cera
since the two current subsystems interact mutually. A ch
acteristic feature of a ceramic superconductor is that the c
cal current densities of these subsystems differ from e
other by three orders of magnitude. Experiments devote
the study of magnetization curves of finely dispersed po
ders of superconducting ceramics show that the intragran
critical current density is close to the critical current dens
of monocrystalline samples and amounts to about 105 A/cm2

in zero magnetic field at 77 K.4 Under identical conditions
the critical density of transport current in a bulk superco
ducting ceramic sample is found to be about 102 A/cm2 and
depends strongly on the technology of sample preparatio5

Experiments on visualization of magnetic field in sing
crystals and magnetization of finely dispersed HTSC po
3391063-777X/98/24(5)/6/$15.00
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ders show that the intragranular critical current is associa
with pinning of Abrikosov vortices at the granule boundari
and intragranular twinning planes,6 i.e., we can apply Bean’s
model7 for the critical state of hard superconductors to gra
ules. The origin of critical transport current in bulk ceram
superconductors remains unclear so far. On one hand,
experimental dependences of critical transport current
temperature, applied magnetic field,8 and pressure9 are in
good agreement with the model of weakly linked granules
which the critical current is associated with Josephson c
rents of weak links. On the other hand, the hysteresis cu
of magnetization of a ceramic10 and the characteristic trian
gular distribution of magnetic field in the critical state11 can
be explained only by vortex pinning. Brandtet al.12 mea-
sured directly the pinning force in bulk ceramic superco
ductors, and attributed its small value in comparison w
single crystals to the role of weak intergranular links. B
since the pinning of Abrikosov vortices in granules is ind
pendent of the critical current of intergranular junctions,
can be assumed naturally that the pinning force measure
the authors corresponds to Josephson’s hypervortices.13

1. PINNING OF HYPERVORTICES

The mechanism of pinning of hypervortices in a ceram
superconductor remains unclear so far. Pinning of Abrikos
vortices in type II superconductors occurs at inhomogenei
and inclusions as a result of interaction of vortices with t
interface,14,15and the dimensions of the pinning centers m
be considerably larger than the vortex size. A hypervort
which embraces hundreds and thousands of granules
ceramic superconductor, cannot be trapped effectively at
defects of the material. It was shown in Ref. 16 that a tw
dimensional distributed Josephson vortex~hypervortex! in a
regular cubic lattice of Josephson junctions may unde
considerable pinning under certain conditions. Such a vo
has two equilibrium positions, viz., a stable position wh
the vortex center lies in the middle of a cell, and an unsta
position when the vortex center lies on a weak link. T
difference in the energies between these positions constit
the pinning potential. In a real ceramic, however, the Jose
son junctions form a disordered system and the hypervo
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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axis passing through the vortex center in one section m
pass through a weak link in another section. Hence the t
average vortex energy of a hypervortex will not depend
the position of its center, which indicates that there is
pinning. Moreover, the Josephson network model is overs
plified since it does not take into account penetration
Abrikosov vortices into granules.

In order to analyze the pinning force, we must consid
the fact that the model of a hypervortex as a system of
axial solenoids with a continuous distribution of the ord
parameter phases is obtained as a result of averaging o
large number of vortices in the network.17 A solitary vortex
in a Josephson medium is described by a discrete value
the phase difference in individual junctions. The phase
magnetic field distribution in a hypervortex adjusts itself
the ceramic structure in each section in such a way that
vortex energy is minimum. Any deviation of the hypervort
axis from equilibrium under the action of transport curre
leads to an increase in the total vortex energy, i.e., to
emergence of a pinning force.

Let us consider two adjacent cells in a Josephson
work formed by contacts of three granules at the vortex c
ter ~Fig. 1!. Let the hypervortex center be located in the l
cell 1–2–3. In analogy with one- and two-contac
SQUIDS,18 we can write the quantization condition for th
1–2–3loop in the form

w11w21w312pF/F052p, ~1!

wherew i is the phase difference at thei th Josephson junc
tion, F the magnetic flux embraced by the loop, andF0 the
magnetic flux quantum. Note thatF<L0I J , whereL0 is the
inductance of the circuit andI J is the critical current of Jo-
sephson junctions. The volume fraction of normal phase
ceramic superconductor is'10%, hence the inductanceL0

of a circuit formed by three granules of sizea.10 mm is
approximately equal tomm0pa'4310212 H. Putting the
average critical currentI J of Josephson junctions equal
10mA, we find that the maximum magnetic fluxF embraced
by the loop is about 0.02F0 , i.e., we can disregard the la

FIG. 1. Intergranular junctions at the center of a hypervortex.
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term on the left-hand side of formula~1! and write the quan-
tization condition for loops1–2–3 and 1–5–4,respectively,
in the form

w11w21w352p, w12w42w550. ~2!

For we shall assume that critical currents for Joseph
junctions are identical. If a transport current does not p
through a ceramic, the phase difference for the junctions
the 1–2–3loop will be identical, which is in accord with the
position of the hypervortex axis at the center of the ce
w15w25w352p/3 and w45w55w1/25p/3 ~circumven-
tion of the loop in counterclockwise direction is assumed
be positive!. In this case, a superconducting currenti s

.0.85I J flows through the loop1–2–3, and thetotal current
I in the cell is equal to zero.

Let us now suppose that a transport current of densij
flows through the ceramic, increasing the currenti 1 through
junction 1 and decreasing the current through junctions 2
3, respectively. Such a current redistribution indicates t
the center of the hypervortex is displaced to the right. T
limiting stable steady state of the vortex corresponds to
case when the currenti 1 through junction 1 is equal to the
critical Josephson currentI J of the junction. According to
Eq. ~2!,

w15p/2, w25w353p/4, w45w55p/4,

i 25 i 35I J&/2,

and the total current through the junction isI C5 i 12 i 2

'0.3I J . Upon a further increase in the transport current,
junction 1 goes over to the resistive state and a voltagu
5RAi 1

22I J
2 appears in it,R being the normal resistance o

the junction,18 and the phase differences in the junctions b
gin to vary according to the law

ẇ25ẇ352ẇ452ẇ552ẇ1/252u/~2F0!.

An increase in the phase difference for junctions 4 and
upon a decrease in its value for junctions 2 and 3 co
sponds to a displacement of the hypervortex center to the
1–5–4.

An analytic description of the transient process is qu
complex, since redistribution of magnetic flux over cells i
duces a vortex electric field which in turn affects the rate
variation of phase difference in the junctions. The passag
the vortex center through junction 1 corresponds to exc
tion of microwave vibrations in this junction, which are n
described by the resistive model of the junction.19 Here we
simply observe that a transition of the hypervortex cen
from 1–2–3cell to 1–5–4cell is analogous to the switchin
of a tunnel cryotron.18 If we decrease the transport curren
the new position of the hypervortex with its center in t
1–5–4cell will be stable. The displacement of a hypervort
is a dissipative process associated with energy losses a
normal resistance of Josephson junctions. If transport cur
flowing through 1–5–4 andsubsequent cells exceeds th
valueI C , the vortex continues its motion to the right, i.e., th
flux-flow regime is realized.

In order to find the critical transport current densityj C1

for which hypervortices start their movement without Ab
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kosov vortex pinning in granules, we observe that the curr
flowing through each junction belongs simultaneously to t
cells. Hence we obtain

j C5I C/2a0
250,15I J~B0!/a0

2, ~3!

where a0 is the mean separation between Josephson ju
tions andB0 is the magnetic field in the gap between gra
ules at the vortex center.

It follows from formula ~3! that the field dependence o
the critical transport current is associated with the dep
dence of the critical current of Josephson junctions on
intergranular magnetic field. In order to analyze this dep
dence, we consider Meilikhov’s model of deforme
granules,20 the weak link between which is formed in th
region of plane segments. In this case, the banks of an in
granular Josephson junction are in the form of a circle wh
radiusr is proportional to the granule sizer 5ka. Suppose
that d is the junction thickness. The following relation
valid for the field dependence of the critical current in t
junction18:

I J~B0!5 j Jpr 2F0usin~prdB0 /F0!/~prdB0!u, ~4!

wherej J is the critical density of the Josephson current in
junction.

Equation~4! should be averaged over the random jun
tion radius r which naturally obeys the Maxwel
distribution17:

v~r !5
32r 2

p2k3a3 expS 2
4r 2

pk2a2D ,

wherea is the average granule size. Since it is quite diffic
to average the modulus in Eq.~4!, we calculate the mean
square critical current of the junctions:

^I J
2~B0!&5

32j J
2F0

2

p2k3a3d2B0
2

3E
0

`

r 4sin2S pdB0r

F0
DexpS 2

4r 2

pk2a2Ddr

5
pk2a2 j J

2F0
2

16d2B0
2 F32S 32

p3d2B0
2k2a2

4F0
2

3S 32
p3d2B0

2k2a2

4F0
2 D D expS 2

p2d2B0
2k2a2

4F0
2 D G .

This is a quite cumbersome expression and can be app
mated quite well by the dependence

^I J
2~H !&5

I J0
2

11H2/HJ
2 , HJ5

F0

2pdka)
,

~5!

I J05
A3p

8
pa2k2 j J .

While deriving this relation, we have assumed that
magnetic field induction for a hypervortex lattice in the i
tergranular gaps at the vortex center is about double
mean value of this induction, which is equal to the exter
magnetic field strength, i.e.,B052H. Formulas~3! and ~5!
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lead to the following expression for the critical transport cu
rent density associated with the hypervortex pinning:

j C1~H !5
j C0

A11H2/HJ
2

, j C05 j C~0!5
0,15I J0

a2 . ~6!

2. PEAK EFFECT IN A GRANULAR SUPERCONDUCTOR

The displacement of a hypervortex to the adjoining c
as a result of an increase in the transport current beyond
critical current densityj C1 ~6! indicates that the Lorentz
force acting on a hypervortex for such a transport curr
density exceeds the maximum force confining a vortex to
cell, i.e., the pinning force. The equation for the balance
forces21 can be used easily to obtain the modulus of t
pinning force at the intergranular junctions per unit length
hypervortex:f 15 j C1F/c, whereF is the magnetic flux in
the hypervortex. However, the displacement of hypervor
changes the magnetic field in the vicinity of granules, i.
the concentration of Abrikosov vortices in granules als
which move in the granules and perform work against int
granular pinning forces. The total energy dissipation ass
ated with the motion of Abrikosov vortices upon displac
ment of a hypervortex to the adjacent cell divided by t
separation between cells is the additional pinning forcef 2 .

Suppose that the magnetic field in the vicinity of a gra
ule of radiusRg varies periodically from its maximum valu
B1 to the minimum valueB12DB1 during uniform move-
ment of a hypervortex. In this case, the concentrationng of
Abrikosov vortices and the magnetic inductionBg in gran-
ules also vary periodically, and the amplitude of variati
decreases linearly into the bulk of the granule according
the law

DBg~x, l !5DB12
8p j C

g x

c
,

DBg~x> l !50, l 5minS cDB1

8p j C
g , RgD , ~7!

where j C
g is the intragranular critical current density.

If the concentration of Abrikosov vortices changes
Dng(x) over a distancex from the granule surface, the vor
tices under question are displaced by a distancex under the
action of Lorentz force and enter or leave the granule. T
total dissipation energy in the granule is then defined as

q5
2p

c E
0

l

Dng~x!Rg~Rg2x!xF0 j C
g dx

5
2pRgj C

g

c E
0

l

DBg~x!~Rg2x!x dx.

Substituting the relation~7! into this equation and averagin
over random radiiRg with Maxwell distribution, we obtain

q~DB1,2HK!5
pa3

512HK
~DB1!3,

~8!

q~DB1>2HK!5
pa3

192
HKDB1 .
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HereHK52pa jC
g /c is the magnetic field in which the pen

etration depth is equal to the mean granule radiusa.
Let us consider the uniform motion of a square vort

lattice with a periodL along thex-axis with a velocityv.
Suppose that the center of the hypervortex moves along
line y50, B0 is the magnetic field at the center of the hy
ervortex in the gap between granules, andB02DB0 the field
at the boundary of a hypervortex fory56L/2. In this case,
the amplitude of variation of magnetic field in the vicinity o
a granule with coordinatesy5y0,L/2 will be DB1(y0)
5DB0@122y0 /L#. Since the magnetic field varies twice
the vicinity of a granule~increases and decreases! during one
lattice periodt5v/L, we obtain the following expression fo
the loss power in a hypervortex of unit length:

p5
2

t E
2L/2

L/2 E q~y!

a3 dxdy54vE
0

L/2 q~y!

a3 dy.

Substituting the expression forq from formula ~8! into the
integral, we obtain

p~DB0,2HK!5
Lvp~DB0!3

1024HK
,

p~DB0>2HK!5
LvpHKDB0

192
.

These formulas can be approximated by a single depend
of the type

p5
LvpHK~DB0!3

1024HK
2 1192~DB0!2 . ~9!

For the same values of magnetic field, when Abrikos
vortices start penetrating the granules and the losses as
ated with the entry or removal of these vortices become
nificant, the differenceDB0 in magnetic fields at the cente
of a hypervortex and at its boundary is of the order of
mean fieldB. Formula~9! allows us to determine the add
tional frictional force acting on a unit length of a movin
hypervortex in a granular superconductor. Taking into
count the relation between the average induction and
hypervortex lattice periodL5AF/B, we obtain

f 252
HKB2AFB

64m~5m2HK
2 1B2!

v

v
, ~10!

wherem5B/H is the permeability of a superconductor in th
mixed state. This additional forcef2 is independent of the
modulus of velocity, i.e., is analogous to static friction a
can be treated as additional pinning of hypervortices ass
ated with intragranular pinning of Abrikosov vortices. Sin
the magnetic fluxF embraced by a hypervortex depends
the average magnetic fieldB in the superconductor,17,22 the
additional pinning force also depends on the magnetic fi

The total pinning force of a hypervortex is obtained
supplementing the forcef 15 j C1F/c of pinning at the inter-
granular junctions with the static frictional forcef 2 associ-
ated with intragranular pinning of Abrikosov vortices~10!:

f P5 f 11 f 25
j C1F

c
1

HKB2AFB

64m~5m2HK
2 1B2!

.

he

ce

v
ci-
-

e

-
e

ci-

d.

The total critical current at which hypervortices start movi
can be presented in the final form after taking into acco
the intragranular pinning of Abrikosov vortices:

j C2~H !5
c fP

F
5 j C1~H !1

cHKH2AH/~mF!

64~5HK
2 1H2!

. ~11!

It follows from formula ~6! that the first term in this
formula decreases11 with increasing magnetic field strengt
H in the ceramic, while the second term is inversely prop
tional to the vortex lattice period and increases due to
increase in the bulk intragranular pinning of Abrikosov vo
tices. However, it was shown in Refs. 17 and 24 that
density of nondissipative current in a superconductor is l
ited to the valuej J /A2e, where the Josephson current de
sity j J53I JAp/(2a)2 depends on the critical Josephson cu
rent I J of junctions in the form~4!. In this case, we can write
the critical current density of a granular superconductor
the form

j C~H !5minS j C1~H !1
cHKH2AH/~mF!

64~5HK
2 1H2!

,

310Ap j C1~H ! D . ~12!

The field dependence of the critical current density, c
culated by using formula~12! for I J50.1cF0 /a and HK

510BJ is presented in Fig. 2. The values of the magne
field h are normalized by the characteristic fieldBJ

5A12F0I J /(ca3) of a Josephson medium.17,22 For an aver-
age grain sizea53 mm and an average critical currentI J

'300mA of intergranular junctions~which corresponds to a
critical transport current density of a bulk superconduct
ceramic of the order of 100 A/cm2),5 the fieldBJ.3 G. The
permeability of the ceramic in the mixed state is assumed
be equal to 0.3, and the dependence of the magnetic fluF
on the applied magnetic field is calculated by using equati
presented by us earlier.22 On the initial segment, the field
dependence is described by formula~4! which is in good
agreement with the experimental result obtained by Ku
et al.24 who found that the critical current must decrea
more slowly than 1/H2, but more rapidly than 1/H. The
characteristic local extremum on the field dependence, wh
is called the peak effect, is also observed for low-tempera
metallic superconductors,21,25although it is manifested much
more strongly for high-temperature superconductors.26,27

The model considered above connects the peak ef
with intergranular pinning of Abrikosov vortices. Naturally
it is assumed that the lower critical fieldHC1

g for granules is
much lower than the fieldHp corresponding to the maximum
in the peak effect~Fig. 2!. Hence formulas~10! and~11! are
also valid under the conditionH.HC1

g . For the case de-
picted in Fig. 2,Hp'HK'30 Oe, and the peak effect will b
observed forHC1

g '3 Oe, which corresponds to a temper
ture 85–90 K for a yttrium-based ceramic. At nitrogen te
peratures,HC1

g '100 Oe, and the peak effect~for an appro-
priate increase inI J) may be less strongly manifested, an
even suppressed altogether for a small critical current in
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tergranular junctions if the transition to the percolation
gime sets in before Abrikosov vortices penetrate the gr
ules.

For magnetic fields higher than the maximum fieldHp

corresponding to the peak effect~line p in Fig. 2!, the trans-
port current is confined not by the pinning of hypervortice
but by the limiting nondissipative current in intergranul
Josephson junctions. If the transport current exceeds
critical value, the Josephson junctions go over to the resis
state and hypervortices are not formed. This regime of c
rent flow is close to the percolation model28 since weak links
are practically ruptured. Abrikosov vortices inside the gra
ules can be assumed to be stationary in this case since
intragranular critical current density is much higher than
intergranular one. The branch of the field dependence
critical current forH.Hp ~Fig. 2! can naturally be called
percolation branch, while the branchH,Hp on which the
critical current is determined by pinning of hypervortices a
is described by formula~11! is termed the vortex branc
~shown by curvev in Fig. 2!.

According to the model constructed by us, the pinni
centers of a hypervortex are Josephson unit cells, and
critical current corresponds to displacement of a hypervo
by a distance of the order of intergranular separation. In
case, the pinning potential can be represented in the for

U~H !5 j C~H !Fa/c, ~13!

where the critical current density on the vortex segmen
defined by formula~11!. Figure 3 shows the field depen
dence of the pinning potential described by formula~13! in
arbitrary units. Such a theoretical dependence is in g
agreement with the results of investigation of the magn
flux creep in superconducting ceramics.30 It is shown by nu-
merical simulation that the specific form of the field depe
dence of the pinning potential depends strongly on the a
age grain size, average critical current in intergranu
junctions, and the critical density of the intragranular curr
in the superconductor, which explains a considerable sp
of the experimental data over pinning potentials in superc
ducting ceramics.

FIG. 2. Field dependence of critical current.
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CONCLUSIONS

The model of the field dependence of the critical tran
port current density in superconducting ceramics takes
consideration both possible mechanisms, viz., the pinning
hypervortices at intergranular Josephson junctions and in
granular defects, and the rupture of weak links between g
ules. The percolation nature of conductivity observed in
superconducting ceramic in relatively strong magnetic fie
has been confirmed experimentally.29 On the other hand,
measurements made by Brandtet al.12 provide an equally
convincing evidence in favor of the pinning model. Th
model proposed by us describes the ability of a granu
conductor to display the percolation as well as characteri
Bean type of electrical conductivity as a function of the e
ternal magnetic field and the field created by a transport c
rent. It also attributes the contradictory experimental res
to different conditions under which measurements w
made.

Note that the pinning forcef 2 associated with intra-
granular pinning of Abrikosov vortices depends rath
weakly on temperature. The critical current of intergranu
Josephson junctions, and hence the Josephson current
sity j J , decreases exponentially with increasing temperat
Consequently, an increase in temperature also leads to a
crease in the magnetic fieldHp for which a transition to the
percolation curve takes place. This explains the fact that
experiments on temperature dependence of the electric
ductivity of HTSC are described more correctly by the p
colation model.

It should also be observed that the division of char
carriers into bound and free~and hence of current into mo
lecular ~magnetization! and conduction~transport!! catego-
ries, used in the description of electrodynamics of magne
quite arbitrary when applied to superconductors. The B
condensate of Cooper pairs in a superconductor particip
in the formation of vortex currents as well as in transp
current. The current transport can be treated as laminar
of a superconducting condensate in a vortex-free regime,
as a turbulent flow in the presence of vortices. Under
same approach, a hypervortex can be treated as a quasi
cle ~elementary excitation! in analogy with a roton in super

FIG. 3. Field dependence of the hypervortex pinning potential.
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fluid helium, which solves the problem concerning the phy
cal observability of hypervortices.

This research was carried out under project 96015 of
State program on ‘‘Physics of the Condensed State.’’
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Giant magnetoresistance in La 0.7Pb0.3MnO3 thin film

S. I. Khartsev
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Epitaxial thin films of La0.7Pb0.3MnO3 have been grown on~100! LaAlO3 and ~110! SrTiO3

substrates by dc magnetron sputtering. The magnetic-field and temperature-dependent resistivity of
as-deposited and post-annealed films was examined. AtH510 kOe the maximum observed
magnetoresistance ratio (R02RH)/R0 was 62%. The bolometric response to 0.94-mm low-
frequency modulated radiation in the film with the temperature coefficient of resistance
d ln R/dT514% was studied. The transport properties are described using Zhang’s spin-polaron
theory. An unusual approach to stabilizing the film temperature at the point corresponding
to the maximum of the magnetoresistance ratio and responsivity is discussed. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00605-7#
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Perovskite metal-oxide manganites with the formu
La12xAxMnO3, where A5Ca, Sr, Ba, Pb, have attracte
interest1–4 in recent years due to presence of t
semiconductor-metal~SM! transition coupled with the
paramagnetic-ferromagnetic one and the demonstration
giant magnetoresistance~MR! in the vicinity of the transi-
tions. Epitaxial thin films of the above-mentioned compo
tions are more attractive for an application due to greater
ratio in comparison with the bulk and due to the possibil
of controlling the transition temperature (Tc) by changing
the oxygen contents.3–4 Abrupt character of the temperatu
dependence of the resistivity allows us to use such films
bolometric detector, as has been shown recently.5

The transport and bolometric optical response meas
ments were performed on series of La0.7Pb0.3MnO3 epitaxial
films of thickness 300 nÅin situ grown by dc magnetron
sputtering. The target of nominal composition was fabrica
by reaction of the high-purity component oxides at 900
~36 h!, followed by grinding, pressing into disk form (4
31 mm2), and conglomerating at 1150 °C~10 h!. X-ray dif-
fraction measurements indicate orthorhombically distort
single-phase, perovskite structure.

All films were made in 15-mTorr argon-oxygen mixtu
~1:1!. Deposition rate was;0.1 nm/s at a plasma current o
100 mA and substrate-target distance of 5 cm. Film 1 w
grown on a~100!-oriented LaAlO3 ~LAO! substrate at tem
perature Tsub5575 °C. Film 2 was grown on a~110!-
oriented SrTiO3 ~STO! substrate atTsub5625 °C. After the
deposition films were cooled to room temperature in 2
Torr oxygen at the rate of 5 K/min. Their crystal orientatio
was determined by X-ray diffraction measurements. Film
was found to bê 100&-oriented, while film 2 had̂ 110&-
orientation. All films had epitaxial in-plane alignment.

Magnetoresistance and electrical resistance of the fi
were measured by standard four-probe dc technique in
3451063-777X/98/24(5)/4/$15.00
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electromagnet with a field of up to 10 kOe. The sens
current varied from 1mA to 100 mA. The MR ratios were
defined as

DR/R[~R02R10 kOe!/R0 .

All as-deposited films demonstrate a sharp drop ofr(T) be-
low Tc and activated behavior aboveTc ~Fig. 1!. The MR
effect reaches its maximum at a point close to the temp
ture at which the maximum value ofdR0 /dT occurs~inflec-
tion point!. The film grown on STO substrate shows th
highestTc5256 K, while the films deposited on LAO sub
strates haveTc5225 K. These transition temperatures a
too far fromTc5326 K obtained by Searle and Wang6 for a
single crystal of La0.7Pb0.3MnO3. The decrease in the oxyge
content, as we know, could also decrease the SM trans
temperature in the La–Pb–Mn–O system,3 because oxygen
deficiency leads to a decrease in Mn41 concentration. That
was the reason for carrying out the series of post-deposi
annealings in oxygen flow. Each film was subsequently
nealed at different temperatures for 0.5 h. The results
treatments are shown in Fig. 1. The increase in the annea
temperature (Ta) leads to a monotonic increase ofTc only
for an STO deposited film 2, while film 1 demonstrates t
increase ofTc only to Ta5800 °C. Note that the sharpnes
of the r(T) peak, which can be correlated with the film
quality, increases only for film 1 after annealing at 600 °C,
contrast with the other cases which lead to a degradatio
this characteristic. Such development of film 1 results in i
proving the MR ratio from 58.8% for as-deposited film
62%. Finally, an attempt to attain bulk single-crystalTc has
not been successful. It can be suggested that a possible
son could be elastic stress that arises in film clamped
substrate from substrate-film lattice mismatch. In gene
epitaxial film must be considered as complex with the s
strate, particularly when we face sharp phase transition w
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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a discontinuity in the lattice parameters.7 The different be-
havior of transport properties of the films under study gro
on LAO and STO substrates is argument in favor of su
conclusions.

For interpretation of the obtainedr(T) behavior it is
convenient to use Zhang’s spin-polaron theory8 based on a
Hamiltonian which consists of a single-electron kinetic e
ergy term, a term represents a magnetic interaction betw
localized spins, and a term of the interaction between mo
carriers and localized spins. By this model the current ca
ers are magnetic polarons in the entire temperature ra
under consideration. There are two independent process
the carrier scattering: elastic and inelastic. The first proc
dominates at low temperatures the transport by cohe
elastic electron hopping leads to decreasing of conducti
as the temperature increases. The second process~high tem-
peratures! corresponds to incoherent, inelastic, thermally
tivated hopping, where the resistivity decreases with incre
ing temperature. Using an approximation of a single opti
magnon frequencyv0 , we can describe these processes b
simple formula8:

r~0!

r~T!
5exp@2aN~v0!#1

b2

EakBT
expS 2

Ea

kBTD , ~1!

whereN(v0)5@exp(v0 /kBT)21#21 is the number of therma
magnons,Ea is the activation energy of the spin polaron,a is

FIG. 1. Resistivity vs. temperature for La0.7Pb0.3MnO3 films deposited on a
LaAlO3 substrate~a! and SrTiO3 substrate~b! annealed at different tempera
tures. The open circles are representative data points and the lines
least-squares fit of Eq.~1! to the data. The inset shows 10-kOe magneto
sistance.
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the structure factor, andb is the function of the basic Hamil
tonian. UsingEa , v0 , b, anda as the fitting parameters, w
can fit Eq.~1! to the experimentalr(T) data. The solid lines
in Fig. 1 represent the results of least-squares fitting. Tab
contains our parameters.

Reasonable agreement between theory and resist
data for the temperature region close to the peak of resisti
~especially in case of film 1! is evident. It is appropriate to
mention here that Zhang’s model omits well-know
binding9,10 between the low-temperature conductivity of fe
romagnetic perovskite structures and magnetization. Ap
from the basic Hamiltonian of the theory ignores the te
that describes the film—substrate stress. Neglect of th
factors may introduce the observed disparity between p
dicted and experimental low-temperature resistivity. Nev
theless, good prediction of resistivity transformations and
ceptable values of the phenomenological parame
~particularly, polaron hopping energyEa is close similar to
reported in11! allows the observedr(T) dependences to b
described as a cross-over from metallic conduction at
temperatures to the hopping-type conduction at high te
perature in accordance with the model under discussion.

The resistivity as a function of applied magnetic field
well as TH(H) and TD(H) dependences~whereTH and TD

are temperatures of the resistivity and MR peaks! were mea-
sured. The results are shown in Fig. 2. The behavior ofR(H)
curves is too far from saturation up to a field of 10 kOe a
completely isotropic in regard to the field orientation in t
film plane. The MR ratio for the field perpendicular to th
film plane is close to the ratio for the field parallel to the fil
plane forH510 kOe, but there is sufficient difference for
weak field due to the shape factor. The question of full M
isotropy in the films under study is unanswerable witho
magnetization versus field measurements. Unfortunately
such measurements can be carried out by us. The fact tha
temperature of the MR ratio maximum for a perpendicu
field orientation is always higher thanTD for parallel orien-
tation has been established. For example, this differenc
above 3 K for film 1 atH53 kOe. TheTH(H) dependences
are almost linear, in contrast withTD(H), which demon-
strates threshold character. In our opinion, such differe
can be accounted for by possible indirect magnetization
pendence: magnetic state is ferromagnetic when we mea
TD(T,Tc) and paramagnetic withM→0 at T.Tc (TH

.Tc).
Annealing of film 1 at 600 °C improves the sharpness

e a
-

TABLE I. Parameters of the least-squares fit of Eq.~1! to the resistivity
data.

Film v0 , K Ea , meV b, K a

Film 1 as deposited 1399620 11461 636615 39766361
Film 1 (Ta5600 °C) 1664622 10560.9 451613 102476720
Film 1 (Ta5700 °C) 1600625 10060.9 427612 58626440
Film 1 (Ta5800 °C) 1846630 9160.8 396611 117336804
Film 1 (Ta5900 °C) 1764641 10460.8 431617 106196973
Film 2 as deposited 19436180 98610 369657 132406345
Film 2 (Ta5700 °C) 20096120 8067.9 316667 115556172
Film 2 (Ta5900 °C) 20986137 77611.7 435656 63606215
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semiconductor-metal transition, as was indicated above.
value of the temperature coefficient of resistivity (TC
5d ln R/dT) is about 12– 14% K21 in the vicinity of the
phase transition. As is well known, the voltage of the opti
response caused by the resistance modulation due
radiation-induced temperature modulation in the presenc
a bias current is proportional to the temperature derivative
the electrical resistance12

DV5I
dR

dT
DT, ~2!

where I is the bias current,R is the electrical resistance o
the sensor~MR film!, andDT is the temperature differenc
between the film-substrate composite and the heat s
Hence, the value of TCR is a key factor of the detec
performance. The responsivityS of the radiation detecto
~the ratio output voltage to the incident power! can be calcu-
lated from the equation

S5
aI ~dR/dT!

Geff~11v2t2!1/2, ~3!

wherea is the absorptance of the detector,Geff is the effec-
tive thermal conductance,v is the modulation angular fre
quency, andt is the thermal time constant of the detector

Infrared response measurements were performed
thermostat cooled by liquid nitrogen flow. The film wa
clamped to sapphire plate mounted on the cooper hol
Four-probe technique was used with a direct 100-mA bias
current. A 500-mW infrared diode withl50.94mm served
as a radiation source. The distance from the output di
window to the film surface was 5 mm. The response w
metered by a lock-in amplifier. The modulation voltage a
reference signal were taken from a low-frequency oscilla
The temperature dependence of the response voltag
shown in Fig. 3 for zero applied magnetic field atH

FIG. 2. Resistivity~h!, temperatures of the magnetoresistance (TD) and
resistivity (TH) peaks as a function of the magnetic field for film 1~a! and
for film 2 ~b!.
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510 kOe. The solid curves correspond to data obtained
differentiatingR0(T) andR10 kOe(T) ~see Fig. 1!. The strong
correlation between the response voltage and correspon
derivative ofR(T) is apparent. This correlation signifies th
bolometric character of infrared response. Using Eq.~2!, we
found the amplitude of the temperature modulation to
;0.6 mK.

The inset in Fig. 3 represents the best fit of Eq.~3! to the
modulation angular frequency dependence of the respo
The fitting parametert was found to be;6 ms. Preliminary
studying shows that the detector is suitable even at ro
temperature~but with the responsivity only 10% of the max
mum! and with long-wave infrared radiation such as ha
heat. We hope to obtain a set of data concerning the ther
properties of films and substrates in our future research.

The practical application of MR films for magnetic fiel
as well as radiation detection demands a reliable tempera
stabilization of the operating point (Top). Under this condi-
tion the maximum possible detectivity can be reached. T
exponential character of aR(T) dependence promises to fa
cilitate the solution of this problem. The solution is possib
when a film hasTop.Ts , whereTs is the surrounding tem-
perature. In such a situationTop can be reached at the ex
pense of Joule powerU2/R, whereU is the voltage applied
to a film. In so doing, a film temperature would be relative
independent ofTs and stabilized due to the positive value
dR/dT. On the one hand, increasingTs leads to an increase
of the film temperature and resistance and, on the other h
a higherR causes the Joule power to decrease. Such a
back is valid for the opposite case in whichTs starts to
decrease. In order to check this speculation the follow
experiment was carried out. Film 1 was situated in a therm
stat and clamped to the holder with low thermal condu
tance. The holder temperature was controlled by a ther
couple, while for the film temperature control its resistan
was used as a resistive thermometer. The operating poin
the R(T) dependence~at which MR ratio and optical re-
sponse reach the maximum value! was estimated to be
222 K. A thermostat was cooled to 200 K, while film wa

FIG. 3. Infrared response of film 1 with modulation frequency 20 Hz a
bias current 100mA for H50 ~s! and H510 kOe ~h!. Solid lines are
corresponding temperature derivativesdR/dT. The inset shows modulation
angular frequency dependence of the response at 222 K. Here the solid
is the best fit of Eq.~3! to the data.
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heated to 222 K by increasing the bias current. The co
sponding voltage was fixed. Then the thermostat tempera
was changed to 215 K (DTs515 K). Under this condition
the film temperature variation did not exceed 4.5 K, which
;3 times less thanDTs . TheI –V characteristic correspond
ing to the Joule heating of the film 1 at the rate of 0.2 V/s
shown in Fig. 4. The ending of the linear part of theI –V
characteristic indicates the beginning of heating the film.
special interest is the plateau in the vicinity of the operat
point with d ln I/dU,0.1% V21 within the interval DU
;5 V. In this case the film works as a low-frequency sta
current device.

In conclusion, La0.7Pb0.3MnO3 epitaxial thin films were
grown on LAO and STO substrates at different substr
temperatures. The film properties, including transition te
perature, resistivity and MR ratio, depend on the type

FIG. 4. The current–voltage characteristic demonstrates the heating of
1 at the start temperature of 200 K.
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substrate, deposition regime and oxygen content. Us
Zhang’s magnetic polaron theory, we established the p
nomenological relation describing the temperature dep
dence of the film resistivity. An essential value of tempe
ture coefficient of resistivity allows to use these films as
infrared bolometric detector as well as a low-frequen
stable current device.
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helpful suggestions.
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Critical behavior of small magnetic particles in Cr 2O3
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The critical behavior of small magnetic particles of the real antiferromagnet Cr2O3 is investigated
by the Monte Carlo method. The critical exponentsa,b,g and the corresponding critical
amplitudes for particles containing from 286 to 2502 spins are calculated. It is found that the
presence of superficial spins extends the temperature range with the Heisenberg critical
behavior and displaces the crossover temperature to the critical point. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00705-1#
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INTRODUCTION

Quantitative description of critical phenomena in vario
lattice systems remains one of the most difficult problems
the contemporary theory of condensed state. It involves v
ous methods of theoretical physics such as the renorma
tion group method and« expansion, high- and low
temperature expansions, and Pade’s method
approximants.1–3 Usually, the critical behavior of lattice sys
tems which undergo a second-order phase transition is
scribed by the Ising and Heisenberg models as well as t
various modifications. On the basis of these models, deta
information on the behavior of various thermodynamic qu
tities was obtained by using the above methods in a w
range of temperatures and other physical parameters. T
models were also studied intensely by the Monte Carlo~MC!
methods.4,5 Experiments were made for lattices of vario
types in spatial dimensions, as well as by varying a la
number of various parameters, which simultaneously p
vided a good deal of relevant information. In recent yea
MC methods were are also successfully used for studying
critical region, including calculations of critical exponen
~CE! and critical amplitudes~CA! to a high degree of
accuracy.6–8

Until now, simple ferromagnetic model systems with i
teraction between nearest neighbors were ma
investigated.4 Real antiferromagnetic systems with a spec
crystallographic structure and with weak relativistic intera
tions of various types are studied much less compreh
sively.

METHOD OF CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS

In this paper, the Monte Carlo method is used to stu
small magnetic particles in a real antiferromagnet Cr2O3 with
a rhombohedral lattice. All the crystallographic, exchan
and other quantities correspond to real Cr2O3 samples and
are taken from experimental studies.

The Hamiltonian of the system can be written in t
form9

H52
1

2 (
i , j

J1~m im j !2
1

2 (
k,l

J2~mkm l !2D0(
i

~m i
z!2,

um i u51. ~1!
3491063-777X/98/24(5)/5/$15.00
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Here m i are unit vectors with continuous orientations, a
cording to the results on neutron scattering and the theor
spin waves presented by Samuelsonet al.,10 J1 the parameter
of interaction of each spin with a nearest neighbor separa
by the distancer i j 52.65 Å, andJ2 is the parameter of in-
teraction with three next neighbors separated by a dista
r i j 52.89 Å(J250.45J1 , J1,0, J2,0). The constants of
interaction with more remote neighbors are much sma
and are disregarded. TheZ-axis coincides with the direction
of spatial diagonal of a rhombohedral cell@1,1,1#. Relativis-
tic interactions of various types were approximated by
effective one-ion anisotropyD0.0. The ratio of anisotropy
to exchange was assumed to beD0 /uJ1u50.025.11

The calculations were made for spherical particles
diameterd524.0, 28.4, 32.8, 34.8, 41.82, 46.4, and 48.64
and the numberN of spins in particles was 286, 508, 76
908, 1602, 2170, and 2502, respectively. Markov chains g
erated on a computer had lengths from 23104 to
105 MCsteps/spin. In order to bring the system to equil
rium, a nonequilibrium region consisting of 53103– 2
3104 MC steps/spin~depending on the closeness to the cr
cal region! was cut off.

In an analysis of critical phenomena by MC methods,
effect of the surface should be reduced, and various perio
boundary conditions are imposed on the system.4 In our case,
we consider systems with open surfaces since the probl
associated with critical phenomena in small particles12 as
well as the dependence of CE and CA on the presence
fraction of surface spins that are under conditions differ
from those in the bulk are also of independent interest.13 The
fraction of surface spins for the particles under investigat
varied from 46.8% for the smallest particle to 22.8% for
particle with N52502. Since the total number of surfac
spins in particles is quite large, their influence on vario
thermodynamic parameters must be significant.

The conventional Hamiltonian in the isotropic Heise
berg model was studied in detail by various methods, and
values of critical exponents and amplitudes have been ca
lated to a high degree of accuracy.14 In the case of Cr2O3, the
results of experimental investigations of the critical behav
of heat capacity are also available. According to differe
authors and the results obtained by different methods of m
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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surements of heat capacity, the critical exponenta varies
from 0.14 to20.12.15

In order to trace the temperature variation of heat cap
ity and susceptibility, we used the following expressions:7

C5~NK2!~^U2&2^U&2!, ~2!

x5~NK!~^m2&2^m&2!, ~3!

where K5uJ1u/kBT, U is the internal energy, andm the
sublattice magnetization.

The temperature dependences ofC and x have clearly
manifested peaks in the critical region. It is well known th
TN for small systems is shifted towards low temperatures
compared to ‘‘macrosystems.’’ In our experiments, a clea
manifested displacement of theC and x peaks upon the
variation of N is also observed~Figs. 1 and 2!. Figure 3
shows the dependencesTC andTx of critical temperatures on
the radiusR of particles, which were determined from th
peaks of heat capacityC and susceptibilityx. It can be seen
from Fig. 3 that, as the size of particles increases, the t
peratures corresponding to heat capacity and susceptib
peaks are displaced to the high-temperature region, ind
ing an increase in the ‘‘phase transition’’ temperature.

The critical behavior of heat capacity was approxima
by the formula16

C5FA

a
~ utu2a21!1DutuxG1B1Et, ~4!

in which only the terms in brackets are retained for o
Hamiltonian. In this expression,t5(T2TN)/TN ,a,A, and

FIG. 1. Dependence of the heat capacityC/kB on temperaturekB /T/uJ1u.
c-

t
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y
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r

D are the critical exponents of heat capacity, the criti
amplitude, and the amplitude of correction to scaling, resp
tively. The same quantities with primes correspond
T,TN . The value ofx was put equal to 0.55.14 The MC data
were processed by using a nonlinear least squares me
The values minimizing the standard deviation were used
optimal values ofa, A, and D. In operation with formula
~4!, the values corresponding to heat capacity peaks w
used forTN .

Table I contains the results obtained fora andA. All the
values ofa for T.TN are negative~which is typical of the
Heisenberg critical behavior! and are virtually independen

FIG. 2. Dependence of the susceptibilityx on temperaturekBT/uJ1u.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the critical temperature on the particle radius.
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of the particle size. The absolute values ofa are slightly
smaller than the theoretical valuea520.126(28) obtained
for the Heisenberg isotropic model with short-range force14

The values ofA8 for T,TN were calculated in the course o
data processing under the assumption thata85a in accor-
dance with predictions of static scaling.1–3 The relations be-
tween the critical amplitudesA andA8 determined according
to this algorithm for all the particles belong to the interv
0.95<A/A8<1.10. Most of the laboratory studies of the he
capacity of Cr2O3

15,17 indicate thata,0, but the absolute
value varies over wide limits depending on the range oft and
on the choice ofTN and some other parameters. It should
noted that, since the Hamiltonian~1! contains the term de
scribing single-ion anisotropy, the critical behavior of Cr2O3

must display a crossover from the Heisenberg to Is
behavior.2,18 In our calculations, the crossover temperature
tcr'0.052. However, the values ofa obtained in the tem-
perature range 531023<t<7.531021 do not indicate the
crossover. This is probably due to the fact that the surf
spins in Cr2O3 particles reorient themselves freely even
temperatures much lower thanTN ~this was established by u
earlier in Ref. 9!. Such a behavior extends the region w
the Heisenberg critical behavior and leads to a shift of
crossover temperaturetcr to the Néel point. Consequently
the entire range of reduced temperatures under investiga
can correspond entirely to the Heisenberg critical behavi

The obtained values ofa, which are slightly smaller than
those predicted by the theory14 and laboratory
experiments,15,17 are also associated with the presence o
considerable fraction~22.8%–46.8%! of weakly trapped su-

TABLE I. Critical exponentsa and critical amplitudesA for particles with
different numbers of pinsN. The values ofA8 are obtained by putting
a85a.

N

a A A8 a8 A A8

531023<t<7.531021 2.531022<t<7.531021

286 20.20(3) 0.61 0.61 20.19(3) 0.60 0.59
508 20.18 0.57 0.55 20.17 0.56 0.56
760 20.20 0.67 0.67 20.20 0.65 0.66
908 20.17 0.57 0.58 20.16 0.55 0.57

1 602 20.19 0.66 0.60 20.19 0.64 0.59
2 170 20.17 0.61 0.64 20.17 0.60 0.63
2 502 20.21 0.63 0.68 20.20 0.62 0.67
l
t

e

g
s

e
t

e

on
.

a

perficial spins. It should be noted that, according to the
sults of data processing in the low temperature phasT
,TN without taking into account the scaling assumpti
a85a,
a8'0.03(3) for all particles in the temperature interva
studied by us. The ratio ofA to A8 in this case belongs to th
interval 2.0<A/A8<5.0.

In order to clarify the details of the critical behavior of
particle, we must consider the temperature dependenc
sublattice magnetization and susceptibility. It should
noted at the very outset that these quantities are inconven
for studying by the MC technique since the magnetizationm
near TN has high-temperature ‘‘tails,’’ andx is a strongly
fluctuating quantity.

The temperature dependences of sublattice magne
tion for two particles withN5508 and 2170 are shown i
Fig. 4. It is worth noting that the magnetization curves ha
high-temperature ‘‘tails’’ decreasing with increasingN,
which are typical of MC results.

In order to approximate the critical behavior ofm, we
used the formula

m5Butub~11amutu!, ~5!

whereB andam are the critical amplitude and the amplitud
of correction to scaling.

Table II contains the data obtained forb for am50 in a
certain temperature rangetmin<t<tmax. It should be noted
that, contrast to other critical indices~a andg! considered by
us, the value ofb depends on the number of spins in th
particle and increases withN. We observed one more pecu
liarity for b: the value ofb increases withtmin . These pecu-
liarities are apparently associated with short-range order
fects which are clearly manifested in the high-temperat
magnetization ‘‘tails’’ shown in Fig. 4. The dependences
m on t presented on double logarithmic scale display a k
at TB50.08. A typical pattern with two values ofb'0.27 at
t<tB andb'0.38 atT.tB is shown in Fig. 5 for a particle
with N51602. These data probably indicate a crosso
from the Heisenberg behavior withb'0.38 ~in the Heisen-
berg model, b50.367)14 to the Ising behavior with
b'0.27 (b50.326 in the Ising model!,14 which is not ob-
served in the behavior of heat capacity.

Typical results for susceptibility determined on the ba
of formula ~3! are shown in Fig. 2. For the processing
TABLE II. Effective values of the critical exponentb. For all temperature intervals,tmin<t<tmax, tmax50.75.

b

tmin, am50 tmin, amÞ0

N 531023 131022 331022 831022 131022 331022 831022

286 0.18 0.21 0.26 0.31 - - -
508 0.22 0.25 0.29 0.32 0.23 0.28 0.34
760 0.25 0.27 0.30 0.33 0.25 0.30 0.36
908 0.25 0.31 0.32 0.36 0.26 0.31 0.38

1 602 0.29 0.31 0.33 0.36 0.28 0.32 0.38
2 170 0.33 0.37 0.39 0.41 0.30 0.35 0.39
2 502 0.33 0.37 0.40 0.43 0.30 0.34 0.40
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these results, we used a simple power dependence ofx on t:

x5Gutu2g, ~6!

where g and G are the critical exponent and amplitude
susceptibility. Table III contains the values ofg obtained on
the basis of formula~6!. The values of critical exponentsg
andg8 were determined above and belowTN independently.
The value ofTN was determined from the peak of the tem
perature dependence ofx. The critical exponentsg andg8 as
well asa display no dependence on the number of spins
the particle. The values ofg andg8 strongly depend ontmin

and increase withtmin . It should be noted that the absolu
values ofg and g8 cannot be used to classify the critic

FIG. 4. Dependence of the sublattice magnetizationm on the reduced tem-
peraturet.

FIG. 5. Double logarithmic dependence of the sublattice magnetizatiom
on the reduced temperaturet.
n

behavior of susceptibility as the Ising behavior (g51.24)14

of the Heisenberg behavior (g51.39).14 Concluding the sec-
tion, we note that all the data were processed in the sa
temperature intervals for various values ofTN8 5TN6DT,
whereDT was varied from 1.5 to 2.5% ofTN . The results
obtained fora, A, A8, g, andg8 varied only within experi-
mental error. The results obtained forb varied more
strongly, decreasing and increasing withTN , which was also
attributed by us to the fact that the sublattice magnetiza
depends on the short-range order effects and on the pres
of a free surface more strongly than other quantities.

CONCLUSION

The critical behavior of the heat capacity of small pa
ticles of Cr2O3 is of the Heisenberg nature and does not sh
a crossover to the Ising scenario. Susceptibility data
hardly be used for determining the nature of the critical b
havior. It should be noted that the values ofa as well asg in
the same temperature range do not depend on the numbN
of spins in a particle. On the contrary, the exponentb de-
pends onN quite strongly, displaying a tendency to increa
with N. The critical behavior of the sublattice magnetizati
m exhibits crossover effects typical of a transition from t
Heisenberg critical behavior to the Ising behavior. A certa
discrepancy between the theoretical14 and experimental15,17

values of critical indices is apparently associated with
presence of a large fraction of weakly trapped superfic
spins, while the behavior ofm andb is also determined by
the peculiarities typical of MC method as applied to inves
gations of this type.
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Backward helical waves in spatially disordered magnetic media
E. A. Ivanchenko
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A nonlinear evolution system of hydrodynamic-type equations describing a three-dimensional
multisublattice magnet is studied. An explicit expression is obtained for the energy
density function of magnetic systems whose energy density is invariant to right- and left-spin
rotations. Exact solutions for spin density are obtained in the form of helical waves for
quadratic–biquadratic dependence of the energy density~in terms of Cartan’s invariant functions!
in three-dimensional case. Solutions are also obtained for magnon fields inducing such
waves. The existence of backward helical waves is predicted. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00805-6#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In spatially disordered media like the multisublatti
magnets, superfluid phases of He-3, spin glasses, etc.,
excitation investigations are carried out by using the hypo
esis of spontaneous symmetry violation of the statist
equilibrium state.1,2 Using this hypothesis, Halperin an
Hohenberg3 proposed a hydrodynamic approach which w
used for formulating dynamic equations for magnetic me
with a spontaneously broken symmetry relative to spin ro
tions. Linear dynamic equations were obtained by Halpe
and Saslow,4,5 while nonlinear dynamics was considered
the phenomenological Lagrangian approach by Volkov a
Zheltukhin6 and by Andreev and Marchenko.7 Dzyaloshin-
skii and Volovik8 used the Hamiltonian formalism for thi
purpose. The systems mentioned above have a numbe
interesting properties. The present communication is devo
to the prediction of one of them.

The dynamic variables describing the nonequilibriu
state of magnets with a spontaneously broken symmetry
clude the spin densitysa(x) (a5x,y,z) and the order pa-
rameter, i.e., orthogonal rotational matrixaab(x) (aTa
51), for which the set of Poisson’s brackets has the for

$sa~x!,sb~x8!%5eabgsg~x!d~x2x8!,

$sa~x!,abg~x8!%5eagrabr~x!d~x2x8!, ~1!

$aab~x!,agr~x8!%50.

In the longwave limit where spatial inhomogeneities
dynamic variables are small, we shall investigate the dyn
ics and take into consideration the possible nonlinear in
actions of spin waves, using the concept of spontane
breaking of SO~3!-symmetry of spin rotations that leave th
exchange interactions invariant. We shall assume that
energy density is a function of the quantitiess, a, and¹a or,
which is the same, of the quantitiess,a,vak(a)
5(1/2)eabgalg¹kalb ~Cartan’s left form!:
3541063-777X/98/24(5)/5/$15.00
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«@x,sa~x8!,a~x8!#5«@sa~x!,vak~a!,a#, k5x,y,z.
~2!

Since the energy density of exchange interactions is invar
relative to uniform rotations

$Sa ,«%50, ~3!

where

Sa5E d3xsa~x!,

we obtain

«~s,a,vk!5«~bs,ba,bvk!5«~sI ,vI k!. ~4!

Here, b is an arbitrary orthogonal matrix,s[as; vI ak

5(1/2)eabgabl¹kagl is Cartan’s right form. Using Pois
son’s brackets~1!, we can write the equations of motion fo
a spatially disordered magnet in the Hamiltonian form wi
out taking dissipation into account:

ṡa5$sa ,H%52¹k]vak
«,

ȧab5$aab ,H%5aarerbg]sg
«, ~5!

H5E d3x«~x!

being the Hamiltonian of the system. The dot indicates p
tial derivative with respect to time.

Poisson’s brackets for the variablessIa[aabsb , vI ak

[aabvbk have the form

$sIa~x!,sIb~x8!%52eabgsIg~x!d~x2x8!,

$vI ak~x!,vI b i~x8!%50, ~6!

$sIa~x!,vI bk~x8!%5eanbvI nk~x!d~x2x8!

1dab¹k8d~x2x8!.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Hence the evolution equations~5! in variablessIa , vI ak as-
sume the form of equations with Maurer-Cart
constraints8,9:

sİa52¹k]vI ak
«1eabg~sIb]sIg

«1vI bk]vI gk
«!,

vİ ak52¹k]sIa
«1eabgvI bk]sIg

«,

¹kvI a i2¹ ivI ak5eabgvI bkvI g i . ~7!

In these equations,vI a5(1/2)eabg(ȧaT)gb is the right form
associated with the time derivative, andvI a[2]sIa

«.
It follows from the system of equations~7! that the en-

ergy density« and the momentum componentsp i are con-
served locally:

«̇52¹k]sIa
«]vI ak«, ṗa52¹kt ik , ~8!

wherep i5sIavI a i , and

t ik52d ik~«2sIa]sIa
«!1vI a iI]vI ak

« ~9!

is the momentum flux density tensor.
The general system of equations~7! was studied by us in

an earlier work.11 In the present work, we shall obtain th
analytic expressions describing helical spin density wave
a three-dimensional anisotropic magnet taking into acco
biquadratic contributions to the energy density. The ex
tence of backward helical spin waves is predicted. Ivano12

used the Lagrangian approach for the quadratic depend
of the energy density~amorphous magnet! to obtain the soli-
ton solutions. Sukstanskii and Ivanov13 studied the nonlinea
dynamics of multisublattice noncollinear antiferromagn
with a modulated magnetic structure in an external magn
field.

MODEL ENERGY DENSITY

Let us study a disordered magnet whose energy den
is invariant to left- and right-spin rotations. In this case, t
energy density function« satisfies the overdetermined sy
tem of partial differential equations10:

eabg~sIb]sIg
«1vI bk]vI gk

«!50. ~10!

The general solution of this system has the form

«5G~sIa
2,vI ax

2 ,vI ay
2 ,vI az

2 ,px ,py ,pz!, ~11!

where G is an arbitrary function of the above-mentione
arguments. Since the system of equations~10! is invariant to
the group of transpositions of the subscriptk, it is expedient
to go over to symmetric variables. After this, we can use
following expression for energy density for practical calc
lations:

«5« i1«a ,

where

« i5
1

2x
sIa

21
r

2
vI ak

2 1
1

4x1
sIa

41
r1

4
vI ak

4 1
q

2
p i

2 ~12!

is the isotropic and
in
nt
-
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s
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e
-

«a5
r2

4
~vI ax

2 vI ay
2 1vI ax

2 vI az
2 1vI ay

2 1vI az
2 ! ~13!

the anisotropic component of energy~without taking into
account the differential equations of coupling betwe
vI ax ,vI ay ,vI az), x is the magnetic susceptibility,r the ‘‘ri-
gidity’’ constant, x1 ,r1 ,r2 ,q are phenomenological cou
pling constant. The model under consideration can be in
preted as the continual limit of the system of distribut
symmetric tops.

SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS

Let us now determine the exact nonlinear solutions
stationary profile, i.e., for the case when the required fu
tions sIa(x,t),vI ak(x,t) depend on the self-simulating var
able q–x2et ~the parametere determines the possible ve
locities of propagation of perturbations in the system, and
vector q is associated with the direction of wave propag
tion, see below!. Owing to Maurer–Cartan differential con
straints, the system of equations~7! in the three-dimensiona
case is reduced to the one-dimensional case considere
Ref. 14. This follows from the fact that if the variable
vI ax ,vI ay ,vI az depend onq–x2et, the constraints

¹kvI a i2¹ lvI ak5eabgvI bkvI g i ~14!

are holonomic, i.e., integrable:

vI ay5
qy

qx
vI ax ,

vI az5
qz

qx
vI ax .

~15!

The initial system~7! now assumes the form

2e~sIa!852qx~]vI ax
«!8,

~16!
2e~vI ax!852qx~]sIa

«!81eabgvI bx]sIg
«,

f 8[
d f

d~q–x2et!
.

It follows directly from the above system that

2ēsIa1 r̄vI ax5Ca ,

ē[e2qxlqp,

r̄[qxlr1qxS l 2r l1
qx

2qy
21qx

2qz
21qy

2qz
2

qx
4 r2DvI ax

2 ,

l[
q2

qx
2 , p[sIavI ax ,

~17!

whereCa are integration constants. Using Eq.~17!, we can
easily eliminate the unknown functionsvI ax in the system
~16!. It should also be noted that the quantitiesp andvI 2

ax

are functions ofsIa
2 andCasIa ~see Appendix!.

Finally, using the gauge transformation

j5
~q–x2et!uCu

2ē2x̄1 r̄
, ~18!
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in which the susceptibilityx̄ is now equal to

1

x̄
[

1

x
1

1

x1
sIa

2, ~19!

we arrive at a linear system of Euler equations for the ri
form sIa :

d

dj
sIa5eabgnbsIg , na[

Ca

uCu
. ~20!

The solution of this system of equations has the form

sIa~j!5gabsIb~j0!, ~21!

where the orthogonal rotation matrixg(gTg51) is defined
as

gab5cosjdab1~12cosj!nanb2sin jeabgng , ~22!

sIb(j0) being the integration constant.
-

q

t

Using the obtained solution for the right form~21!, we
can define the spin density as follows:

sa5abasIb . ~23!

The orthogonal rotation matrixaab satisfies the overdeter
mined system of equations

vI a5
1

2
eabgablȧgl ,

vI ak5
1

2
eabgabl]kagl ,

~24!

k5x,y,z,

as well as relations~15!.
While solving the system~24! relative to the matrix

aab , we use the parametrization of Euler’s angles15:
a5S cosc cosw2cosu sin c sin w cosu sin c cosw1cosc sin w sin u sin c

2sin c cosw2cosu cosc sin w cosu cosc cosw2sin c sin w sin u cosc

sin u sin w 2sin u cosw cosu
D . ~25!
raic
In terms of the variablesc,u,w, the system of equations~24!
assumes the form

vI 152 u̇ cosc2ẇ sin u sin c,

vI 25 u̇ sin c2ẇ sin u cosc,

vI 352ċ2ẇ cosu, ~26!

vI k52uk cosc2wk sin u sin c,

vI 2k5uk sin c2wk sin u cosc,

vI 3k52ck2wk cosu,

vI ay5
qy

qx
vI ax , vI az5

qz

qx
vI ax.

Let us now consider the case whenn5(0,0,21), i.e.,
C3,0 ands(j0)5(c1,0,c3). The exact solution of the over
determined system~26! can easily be obtained forw5w0

5const. Under these conditions, if we take into account E
~16! and ~21!, the system of equations~26! contains the in-
tegral subsystem

2 u̇ cosc52S 1

x̄
1qlpzD c1 cosj,

u̇ sin c5S 1

x̄
1qlpzD c1 sin j,

2ċ52~qlp!
C3

r̄
2S 1

x̄
1qlpzD c3 ,

2ux cosc5zc1 cosj,
s.

ux sin c52zc1 sin j,

2cx5
C3

r̄
1zc3 ,

z[
ē

r̄
. ~27!

Hence the solution for the functionc(x,t) in the R3-space
can obviously be represented in the form

c~x,t !52S C3

r̄
1zc3Dqx

1F S 1

x̄
1qlpzD c31qlp

C3

r̄ G t1c0 , ~28!

wherec0 is a constant.
The overdetermination of the differential system~27!

with respect to the functionu(x,t) can be removed easily
when the equality of functionsj(x,t)5c(x,t) is observed,
i.e., under the conditions

2S C3

r̄
1zc3D5qxk1 ,

S 1

x̄
1qlpzD c31qlp

C3

r̄
52k1e, ~29!

k1[
uC3u

2ē2x̄1r
, r[qxr̄.

These relations define an overdetermined system of algeb
equations in the parameterē whose compatibility equation
has the form
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ē22
uC3u
c3

ē2
r

x̄
50. ~30!

Hence the functionu(x,t) can be defined on the set$x,t:j
Þp/2m, m50,61,62,...% as follows:

u~x,t !5vt2k–x1u0 , ~31!

where

k5
c1

rI
S uC3u

2c3
6S C3

2

4c3
2 1

r

x̄ D 1/2D q,

v5
1

x̄
c11qp lqx

ē

r
c15

r

c1q2 k22
uC3u
c3

k–q

q2

1qlqx

k–q

q2 S 2uC3uc3

r̄
1

c1
21c3

2

c1
qx

k–q

q2 D , ~32!

andu0 is a constant.
The solutions for parametersw,u,c define the rotation

matrix ~25! and, in accordance with formula~23!, the spin
densitysa :

s15c3 sin w0 sin u1c1 cosw0 ,

s252c3 cosw0 sin u1c1 sin w0 , ~33!

s35c3 cosu.

The obtained exact solutions are helical waves with hel
vector k and dispersion relation~32! for v, and satisfy the
initial system~5!. Puttingq5(1,0,0) and replacinge by 2e,
we arrive at the result obtained by us earlier in Ref. 14.

The effective magnetic fieldha forming a helical spin-
density wavesa ~33! is determined from the relationha

[]sa
« and is defined as

ha5S 1

x
1

1

x1
~c1

21c3
2! D sa1qlS C3c3

r̄
1~c1

21c3
2!

qx

q2 k–qD
3S a3aC3

r̄
1

qx

c1q2 k–qsaD . ~34!

BACKWARD SPIN DENSITY WAVES

By definition, the backward spin waves describe a wa
process in which the energy can be transported at an a
larger thanp/2 relative to the direction of wave propagatio

According to formula~8!, the energy flux density is de
fined as

j k5]sIa
«]vI ak

«. ~35!

For the helical spin waves obtained by us, this vector
sumes the form

j5S F r

x̄
1qlrvI ax

2 1S 1

x̄ DqlsIa
21~qlp!2Gp,0,0D ,

p5
C3c31ē~c1

21c3
2!

r̄
.

~36!
l

e
le

s-

Let us now determine the cosine of the angle betwe
the direction of wave propagationk and the direction of
energy flux densityj :

cosw5
k–j

ukuu j u
. ~37!

It can easily be shown that forē defined by Eq.~30!, the
expression@C3c31ē(c1

21c3
2)#ē is positive. As a result, for-

mula ~37! assumes the form

cosw5
uqxu

Aqx
21qy

21qz
2

3sgnH F r

x̄
1qlrvax

2 1
1

x̄
qlsIa

21~qlp!2Gc1J .

~38!

Since the constantc1 can be positive as well as negative
the model under consideration, we arrive at the conclus
that helical waves in a heterogeneous magnet can propa
in a direction opposite to the energy transportation directi
For example, formula~38! assumes a simple form for a
positive phenomenological coupling constants:

cosw5
uqxu

Aqx
21qy

21qz
2

sgnc1 . ~39!

Processes with a negative group velocity were stud
experimentally16 and theoretically17 in connection with
waves in a rotating liquid. Such an effect can be observe
disordered magnets.

CONCLUSION

A stepwise solution of systems of first-order equations
a characteristic feature of the Hamiltonian formalism. Hen
the form of the solution~21! at the intermediate stage i
entirely responsible for the choice of parametrization~25!
which considerably simplifies integration.

According to ~33!, the exact nonlinear solutions pre
sented here are helical waves. The contribution of biq
dratic terms to the energy density~12! increases with the
initial spin density distribution in the system. The depe
dence on the coupling constantq is contained only in the
frequencyv of the spin density helical wave~32!, and the
wave vectork is independent of this constant. Energy tran
port may occur at an angle larger thanp/2 relative to the
direction of propagation of the helical spin wave.

The author is obliged to S. V. Peletminskii for stimula
ing discussions.

This research was supported by the Ukrainian Foun
tion for Fundamental Research~project No. 2.4/378!.

APPENDIX

Using the compatibility condition

vI ax
2 5

Ca
212ēCasIa1ē2sIa

2

r̄2 ~A1!
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we can eliminater from formula

ē22 i ē2
r

x̄
50. ~A2!

As a result, we obtain a sixth-degree equation:

ē623i ē51~3i 22p1!ē41~2ip12 i 3!ē3

2S i 2p11
c1

21c3
2

c3
2 pD ē212ipē2 i 2p50,

~A3!

i[
uC3u
c3

, p1[
q2r

x̄
,

p[
c3

2

x̄3 @q4r11~qx
2qy

21qx
2qz

21qy
2qz

2!r2#.

Under the constraintc156c3 , we can represent th
above equation in the form

~ ē22 i ē2r 1!~ ē22 i ē2r 2!~ ē22 i ē2r 3!50, ~A4!

wherer 1 ,r 2 ,r 3 are the roots of the cubic equation

r 32p1r 222pr2pi250, r[
r

x̄
. ~A5!

Thus, we have proved thatr depends onCasIa ,sIa
2 under the

condition c156c3 . Hence vI ax
2 and p also depend on

CasIa ,sIa
2 , i.e., do not depend on the self-simulating variab

q–x2et. Note that the constraintc156c3 is imposed by
taking into consideration only biquadratic terms proportion
to r1 andr2 , without which we obtainr 5p1 .
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Low-temperature properties of two XY spin chains with a point contact
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The energy spectrum of a one-dimensional, exactly solvable spin model formed by two semi-
infinite XY spin chains with spins51/2 with a point-contact interaction in a longitudinal
magnetic field is calculated. It is shown that the spectrum of such a system can contain one or
two local energy levels apart from two bands overlapping in weak fields. Local
thermodynamic parameters of the chains can have singularities at zero temperature. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00905-0#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Consistent interest to theoretical studies of various m
els of spin chains is due to a large number of anisotro
magnets whose properties are correctly described by s
models over a wide temperature range. On the other h
exact solutions can often be obtained for one-dimensio
systems. For example, a one-dimensionalXY model in
which only transverse components of the spin (s51/2) are
coupled through the exchange interaction is used for expl
ing the properties of the compounds PrCl3,

1

Pr~C2H5SO4!3•9H2O,2 and Cs2CoCl4.
3 This model is exactly

solvable since its Hamiltonian can be transformed to
Hamiltonian of an ideal gas of spinless fermions not only
a system with a simple unit cell,4,5 but also for a chain with
two sublattices.6 The introduction of an impurity site into th
chain does not obstruct the exact diagonalization of
Hamiltonian either. For definite relations connecting the
rameters of the impurity and the host matrix, localized sta
can appear in the spectrum of elementary excitations, wh
affects significantly the resonant and thermodynamic prop
ties at low temperatures.7–12

Here we consider a model system formed by two se
infinite XY chains with different exchange interaction co
stants and with different magnetons interacting as a p
contact. This model is exactly solvable, and the presence
‘‘phase boundary’’ leads to a number of nontrivial effec
The point contact can operate as a potential wall leadin
scattering of elementary excitations and to solutions w
exponential attenuation of the wave function in one of
chains. In the case of a strong interaction between the ch
the contact exhibits the properties of a potential well, wh
leads to the emergence of localized states. The presen
such states can affect significantly the behavior of local th
modynamic parameters of the chains.

2. ENERGY SPECTRUM OF TWO XY CHAINS WITH A
POINT CONTACT

Let us consider two interacting semi-infiniteXY chains
described by the Hamiltonian
3591063-777X/98/24(5)/5/$15.00
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H522Hm1(
n<0

Sn
z2J1(

n,0
~Sn

xSn11
x 1Sn

ySn11
y !

22Hm2(
n>1

Sn
z2J2(

n>1
~Sn

xSn11
x 1Sn

ySn11
y !

2J0~S0
xS1

x1S0
yS1

y!, ~1!

whereJ1.0 andJ2.0 are the constants of exchange inte
action alongXY-chains,J0 is the constant of exchange inte
action at the contact,m1 andm2 are magnetons of the chain
andH is the magnetic field. Using the well-known Jordan
Wigner transformation4–6,13

Sn
65Sn

x6 iSn
y ; Sn

z51/22Sn
2Sn

1 ;

S15 )
m,n

~122am
1am!an ; S25an

1 )
m,n

~122am
1am!

we can write Hamiltonian~1! in the form that is quadratic in
the operatorsan

1 and an with the Fermi commutation rela
tions

H5E012m1H (
n<0

an
1an2

1

2
J1(

n,0
~an

1an111an11
1 an!

12m2H (
n>1

an
1an2

1

2
J2(

n>1
~an

1an111an11
1 an!

2
1

2
J0~a0

1a11a1
1a0!. ~2!

Here E052(m11m2)NH is the energy of the ‘‘ferromag-
netic’’ state for whichanu0&50 for any value ofn, andN is
the number of atoms in each chain, which will henceforth
regarded as infinitely large.

Let us calculate the spectrum of elementary excitatio
~2!. The corresponding vector of state satisfying the Sch¨-
dinger equation

~H2E0!u1&5«u1&,

can be conveniently written in the form

u1&5(
n

Wnan
1u0&5 (

n<0
Unan

1u0&1 (
n>1

Vnan
1u0&. ~3!
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The wave function componentsUn ,Vn in the lattice site
representation are defined by the system of finite-differe
equations

Un~«22m1H !1
1

2
J1~Un111Un21!50, n<21,

Vn~«22m2H !1
1

2
J2~Vn111Vn21!50, n.1 ~4!

with the boundary conditions

U0~«22m1H !1
1

2
J1U211

1

2
J0V150;

V1~«22m2H !1
1

2
J0U01

1

2
J2V250. ~5!

It can be seen from relations~4! and ~5! that Un andVn are
connected only through the boundary conditions. We s
seek the solution in the form

Wn5H Un5A1x1
n1B1x1

2n , n<0,

Vn5A2x2
n1B2x2

2n , n>1.
~6!

The relation between the parametersx1 andx2 with the en-
ergy « can be determined from Eqs.~4!:

«52m1H2
1

2
J1~x11x1

21!52m2H2
1

2
J2~x21x2

21!,

~7!

while the relation between the coefficientsA1 , B1 , A2 , and
B2 is determined from the boundary conditions~5!. Obvi-
ously, only one of the parametersx1 or x2 is independent,
while the second is determined from relations~7!. The quan-
tities x1,2 themselves can be either complex-valued with u
modulus, or real-valued. Since the values ofx1,2 andx1,2

21 are
simultaneously solutions of Eq.~7!, we shall assume for defi
niteness thatx1 and x2 are real-valued with a modulu
smaller than unity. Then the requirement of the boundedn
of the wave function forn→6` indicates that the coeffi
cient of a negative power of the corresponding real-valu
parameter is equal to zero. If any of the parametersx1 andx2

~or both of them! is complex valued, Eqs.~6! with conditions
~5! are satisfied in the energy intervals corresponding to
ergy bands in each of theXY chains:

«1,252m1,2H2J1,2cosk1,2. ~8!

Here the quasiwave vectork1 or k2 plays the role of inde-
pendent parameter. In weak fieldsH,uJ12J2u/(2um1

2m2u), the band corresponding to the smaller exchange
teraction constant is completely within the band with t
larger value of exchange interaction constant.

In fields uJ12J2u/(2um12m2u),H,uJ11J2u/(2um1

2m2u), the bands overlap partially, while no band overla
ping is observed forH.uJ11J2u/(2um12m2u). Obviously,
energy levels are doubly degenerate in the overlap reg
The normalized wave functions satisfying the orthogona
condition in this case have the form
e

ll

it

ss

d

n-

-

-

n.
y

Wn
~1!~k1!

5H Un
~1!~k1!5A@exp~ ik2!sin k1n2a1a2sin k1~n21!#;

Vn
~1!~k1!5Aa1exp~ ik2n!sin k1 ;

Wn
~2!~k2!5H Un

~2!52Aa2exp~2 ik1n!sin k2 ;

Vn
~2!5A@sin k2~n21!2a1a2exp~ ik1!sin k2n#,

~9!

where

A5$p/2@11a1
2a2

222a1a2cos~k11k2!#%21/2,

a1,25J1,2/J0 .

Outside the band overlapping region, we have either

Wn~k1!5 H Un~k1!5B1@x2sin k1n2a1a2sin k1~n21!#

Vn~k1!5B1a1sin k1x2
n ,

~10!

or

Wn~k2!5 H Un~k2!5B2a2x1
unu11sin k2

Vn~k2!5B2@a1a2sin k2n2x1sin k2~n21!#,
~11!

where

B1,25H p

2
@x2,1

2 1a1
2a2

222a1a2x2,1cosk1,2#J 21/2

for «1 and«2 respectively. In all cases, the relation betwe
k1 andk2 andk1,2 andx2,1 is determined by Eqs.~7!. Thus,
the point contact in this case plays the role of a poten
wall, leading to scattering of excitations in the band overla
ping region and to solutions with exponential attenuation
the wave function of one of the chains outside the over
region. In the case of a strong interaction between the ch
in the contact region (J0

2.J1J2), energy levels correspond
ing to wave functions decreasing exponentially with incre
ing unu ~the parametersx1 and x2 are real-valued! can split
from band boundaries. The contact in this case can be
garded as a potential well. When the inequalities

J2@22a1
221/a2

2#,4~m12m2!H,J1@2211/a1
21a2

2#,

a1a2,1 ~12!

are satisfied, an energy level exists above the bands, w
for

J1@221/a1
22a2

2#,4~m12m2!H,J2@221a1
211/a2

2#,

a1a2,1 ~13!

an energy level is located below the bands. The correspo
ing energies can be determined from~7! by taking into ac-
count the additional condition

x1x25a1a2 , ~14!

ensuring the boundedness of the wave function and follo
ing from ~5!. This gives
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«65~m11m2!H1
1

~12a1
2!~12a2

2!

3H ~a1
22a2

2!~m12m2!H6~12a1
2a2

2!

3F ~m12m2!2H21
J0

2

4
~12a1

2!~12a2
2!G1/2J . ~15!

Bounded states correspond to the wave functions

Un5a2Cx1
n ; Vn5Cx2

n ,
~16!

C5H ~12x1
2!~12x2

2!

2a2@bx21a2~12a1
2!#J

1/2

.

Hereb52(m12m2)H/J0 , andx1,2 are determined from~7!
taking into account~14!. For J150 ~or J250), formulas
~12! and ~13! are transformed into the formulas determini
the conditions for the existence of local energy levels in
spectrum of a semi-infiniteXY chain with a substitutiona
impurity,7,9 while for m15m2 andJ15J2 these formulas are
transformed into expressions corresponding to an infiniteXY
chain with an interstitial impurity7 in the special case o
equality of magnetons of the impurity and of the chain. A
interesting feature of the point contact is that form1Þm2 ,
local levels emerge only in a finite range of fields@see in-
equalities~12! and ~13!#, while the condition for the exis-
tence of an energy level for anXY chain with an impurity is
determined by a single inequality.

3. CRITICAL BEHAVIOR OF LOCAL THERMODYNAMIC
PARAMETERS AT ZERO TEMPERATURE

Let us consider the behavior of thez-component of av-
erage local magnetic moments of atoms in the contact (^m0

z&
and ^m1

z&) and at the sites of the chains (^mn
z&, nÞ0,1):
e

^mn
z&52mnS 1

2
2^an

1an& D52mnS 1

2
2(

l
UWnU2f ~«l! D ,

~17!

wheremn stands form1 or m2 , while Wn is equal toUn or
Vn for n<0 andn>1 respectively, andf («l)5[exp(«l /T
11#21 is the Fermi distribution function, as well as the b
havior of the pair correlator of transverse spin compone
for atoms in the contact:

^S0
xS1

x1S0
yS1

y&5
1

2
~^a0

1a1&1^a1
1a0&!

5
1

2 (
l

~U0* V11U0V1* ! f ~«l!. ~18!

The summation overl in ~17! and ~18! includes integration
with respect tok1,2 for the states in the continuous spectru
and the contribution of local levels if they exist.

Let us analyze the behavior of the above thermodyna
parameters atT50, when f («)5u(2«)(u(2«) is a step
function, and the contribution to~17! and ~18! comes only
from the states with negative energy values. The limits
integration with respect tok1,2 in ~17! and ~18! in this case
are now determined by the relation between the parame
of the chains as well as by the applied field. For example,
J1 /J2.m1 /m2 andJ1.J2 , we have
^mn
z&52mn5

F1

2
2E

0

k01UWn~k1!U2dk12E
k01

kc1S UWn
~1!U21

J1sin k1

J2sin k2
UWn

~2!U2Ddk12Wn
2QG , 0<H<J2/2m2 ,

F1

2
2E

0

kc1UWn~k1!U2dk12Wn
2QG , J2/2m2<H<J1/2m1 ,

F1

2
2Wn

2QG , H>J1/2m1 ,

~19!
e of
root
o-

of
e
with

sin-
ith
where

Q5u~2«!u@2b2a1~221/a1
22a2

2!#

3u@2b1a2~22a1
221/a2

2!#u~12a1a2!,

u~x!5H 1, x.0, k015arccos$@2~m12m2!H1J2#/J1%,

0, x,0, kc15arccos~2m1 /J1!,
,

and the quantity«2 is defined by formula~15!. The limits of
integration for^S0

xS1
x1S0

yS1
y& are the same.
It is well known that a homogeneousXY chain exhibits
a second-order phase transition on the field dependenc
the average magnetic moment at zero temperature with a
singularity of the susceptibility at this point, which is ass
ciated with the disappearance of the gap in the spectrum
one-magnon states.5 Since local magnetic moment at all th
sites of a homogeneous chain are identical and coincide
the average moment, they possess the above-mentioned
gularity. In the given case, such singularities associated w
the lower boundaries of energy bands for each of theXY
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chains~7! are not observed as in anXY chain with an impu-
rity ~see Refs. 8 and 10–12! except in the special case i
which the critical field for the lower band coincides with th
field in which a local level emerges or vanishes. In additi
relations~19! show that the existence of the local level~15!
with the energy«2 can lead to the emergence of new sing
lar points. As the energy of the local level~15! passes
through zero value in the critical field

Hc5
1

4
J0~12a1

2a2
2!@~m12m2a1

2!~m22m1a2
2!#21/2,

~20!

existing under the condition

2a1
2/~11a1

2a2
2!,m1 /m2,0.5~11a1

2a2
2!/a2

2, ~21!

the local magnetic moment^mn
z& abruptly attains its maxi-

mum valuemn , the pair correlator̂ S0
xS1

x1S0
yS1

y& vanishes
abruptly, and local susceptibilities have ad-function singu-
larity. For ^mn

z&, the magnitude of the jump obviously de
creases exponentially with increasingunu. If, however, in-
equalities~21! are not satisfied, the energy of the level«2 is
either only negative, or only positive in the entire interval
the fields ~13!, and this singularity is not observed. Whe
one of the inequalities in~21! is satisfied, the susceptibility
rr

e

re
t

,

-

f

acquired the above-mentioned root singularity in the stron
of the fieldsHc5J1/2m1 or Hc5J2/2m2 for the left and right
inequalities respectively. In the expression for local susc
tibility xn5]^mn

z&/]H, the emergence of this singularity i
determined by the term

Dxn52mnuWn~kc1,2!u2
dkc1,2

dH

;
sin kc1,2

x2,1
2 1a1

2a2
222a1a2x2,1coskc1,2

,

~22!

kc1,25arccos~2m1,2/J1,2!.

This nonintegral term emerging as a result of differentiat
of the integral

E
0

kc1,2
uWn~k1,2!u2dk1,2

in the expression for̂mn
z& with respect to the field has

singularity only if kc1,2→0 simultaneously with x2,1

→a1a2 . The splitting or vanishing of a local level with
negative energy is accompanied by a jump in the local s
ceptibility for a given finite value ofn:
Dxn55
16mn~m22m1!

J0

a1

12a1
2a2

2 H 1, n<0

a1
2na2

2~n21! , n>1
, if J1 /J2.m1 /m2 ;

16mn~m12m2!

J0

a2

12a1
2a2

2 H a1
2unua2

2~ unu11! , n<0

1, n>1
, if J1 /J2,m1 /m2 .

~23!
e

rgy
It can be seen from~23! that the sign ofDxn is determined
by the relation between magnetons of the chains. Co
sponding critical fieldsH1,2 can be determined from~13!
with the boundary values of the field regions containing
local level if the condition

0,H1,2<max~J1/2m1 ,J2/2m2!

is satisfied. These are the points at which the field dep
dences of̂ mn

z& and ^S0
xS1

x1S0
yS1

y& have kinks.
The following combinations of these singularities a

possible for various relations between the parameters of
chains and the contact~see Fig. 1!. The inequalities given
below are written for definiteness form1.m2 .

If the inequalities

a1a2,1, 0.5~11a1
2a2

2!/a2
2<1 ~24!

or

a1a2,1, m1 /m2,2a1
2/~11a1

2a2
2! ~25!

are satisfied, no singularities are observed~regions 1 and 6 in
Fig 1!.

Under the condition

2a1
2/~11a1

2a2
2!<1,0.5~11a1

2a2
2!/a2

2,m1 /m2 ~26!
e-

a

n-

he

~region 2!, the susceptibility experiences a finite jump in th
critical field

H15
J1

4~m12m2!
@221/a1

22a2
2#. ~27!

Two finite susceptibility jumps~region 3! correspond to
the relations

a1a2,1, 1,2a1
2/~11a1

2a2
2!,

~28!

0.5~11a1
2a2

2!/a2
2,m1 /m2 .

In this case, the first singularity emerges as a result of ene
level splitting in the critical field~27!, while the second is
formed when the energy level vanishes in the field

H25
J2

4~m12m2!
@211/a2

21a1
2#. ~29!

One jump of local magnetization, i.e., thed-function sin-
gularity of susceptibility in the critical field~20!, corresponds
to region 4 in Fig. 1:

2a1
2/~11a1

2a2
2!<1,m1 /m2,0.5~11a1

2a2
2!/a2

2. ~30!

In region 5, we have
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1,2a1
2/~11a1

2a2
2!,m1 /m2,0.5~11a1

2a2
2!/a2

2. ~31!

As the field increases, a susceptibility jump is first observ
in the critical field ~27! as a result of formation of a loca
level, followed by a jump in magnetic moment observed
the field ~20! when the energy of this level passes throu
the zero value. The curves

m1 /m250.5~11a1
2a2

2!/a2
2, ~32!

m1 /m252a1
2/~11a1

2a2
2! ~33!

for a1a2,1 correspond to a root singularity of susceptib
ity. It should be noted that ifm1,m2 , it is sufficient to
change places of the subscripts 1 and 2 in formulas~24!–
~31!. In the absence of a local level, field dependences h
no singularities. An analysis of relation~19! shows that the
average local moments of the contact and atoms close
can decrease and even assume negative values for ce
values of parameters of the chains nearHc . This decrease is

FIG. 1. Ranges of parametersa15J1 /J0 , a25J2 /J0 for m1 /m253 with
various types of singularities of local thermodynamic parameters. Regi
and its boundaries with regions 1, 3, and 6 display no energy levels,
hence no singularities. Region 1~including its boundary with region 2! and
region 6~inequalities~24! and ~25! respectively! also contain no singulari-
ties in spite of the presence of local energy levels. Region 2 and its boun
with region 3 displays one finite jump in susceptibility@see~26!#, region 3
has two finite susceptibility jumps~see~28!!, region 4~including its bound-
ary with 5! @see~30!# exhibit a local moment jump, while region 5@see~31!#
a susceptibility jump followed by a moment jump. The boundaries betw
regions 2 and 4, 5 and 6 correspond to root singularities, while the boun
between regions 3 and 5 to a finite jump and a root singularity of susc
bility @curves~32! and ~33!#.
d
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subsequently compensated by a positive jump in the fi
Hc . A similar behavior is also typical of the impurity mo
ment in anXY chain.10

4. CONCLUSIONS

The energy spectrum of the model one-dimensional,
actly solvable spin system formed by two semi-infiniteXY
chains interacting as a point contact is studied. The o
particle spectrum consists of two energy bands typical
each chain, and the presence of a ‘‘phase boundary’’ in w
external fields leads to scattering of excitations in the ba
overlapping region and to solutions with decreasing wa
functions on one of the chains outside the overlap region
strong fields, in the absence of band overlapping, only
second-type solutions are left. In the case of a strong in
action between the chains, local levels split from the bott
of the lower band and the top of the upper band in cert
ranges of applied fields. Thus, the contact exhibits the pr
erties of a potential wall for states from the continuous sp
trum as well as the properties of a potential well, leading
the formation of bound states. The presence of an impu
level below the bands can cause either a jump in the ave
moments of chain sites at zero temperature and in transv
pair correlator of the contact, or jumps in the local susce
bility at sites or consecutive jumps in susceptibility as w
as in moment and correlator upon an increase in the app
longitudinal field depending on the relation between the
rameters of the chains and of the contact. The existenc
local levels must also be manifested in the resonant pro
ties of the system at low temperatures.

The author takes the opportunity to thank A. A. Zvyag
for fruitful discussions of the results and valuable advice
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Electron diffraction studies of mechanisms of crystal structure formation in N 2 clusters

S. I. Kovalenko, D. D. Solnyshkin, E. A. Bondarenko, É. T. Verkhovtseva,
and V. V. Eremenko

Special Design Bureau, B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National
Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine* )
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The structure of N2 clusters is studied by the electron diffraction method over a wide range of
their mean sizesN̄. It is found that, as the value ofN̄ increases, the structure of the
clusters is transformed in the sequence quasi-crystal~icosahedron! →a-N2 ~cubic! phase with
stacking faults→b-N2 ~hcp! phase. The formation of the cubic phase from the icosahedral
structure follows a mechanism typical of rare gases, while the transitiona→b is due to an increase
in the cluster temperature with the size. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~98!01005-6#
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INTRODUCTION

The realization of quasi-crystalline~icosahedral! struc-
ture in small clusters has been established beyond any d
at present. However, the mechanism through which qu
crystalline aggregates are transformed into a structure typ
of bulk materials remains unclear. For this reason, the th
retical studies1,2 in which the importance of kinetic process
in the formation of a crystalline structure in rare gases
emphasized are of special interest. According to the conc
developed by van de Waal,1,2 coalescence or mutual inte
growth of icosahedral clusters creates fcc regions with sta
ing faults ensuring the subsequent rapid and defect-
growth of the crystalline phase. The proposed growth mec
nism was confirmed by electron diffraction studies on clus
beams of rare gases.3,4

This research is devoted to the formation of the crys
line phase in nitrogen clusters. We expect that the mec
nism of formation of the crystalline phase in nitrogen clu
ters is similar to that operating in rare gas clusters in view
a nearly spherical shape of the N2 molecule and a weak
noncentral component of intermolecular interaction of p
ticles.

It should be noted that the structure of N2 clusters was
studied in Refs. 5 and 6. However, the mechanism of form
tion of the crystalline phase was not considered. Further,
reason behind the formation of a low-temperature cu
phase in clusters withN̄54000,5 and of a high-temperatur
hcp phase in clusters withN̄>80006 was not established
either.

EXPERIMENT

The experimental setup included a generator of a su
sonic cluster beam and an electron diffractometer for hi
energy electrons. The setup and the experimental geom
are described in Ref. 6. A supersonic cluster beam
3641063-777X/98/24(5)/3/$15.00
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formed by a conical nozzle with a throat diameter
0.34 mm, a cone angle of 8.6°, and the ratio of the ou
cross sectional area to the throat area equalling 36.7.
mean size of clusters (N̄) was varied by changing gas pre
sure P0 at the nozzle inlet at a constant temperatureT0

512062 K. The value ofP0 changed from 0.1 to 0.8 MPa
The characteristic size of clustersd(d;N1/3) was deter-
mined from the broadening of diffraction peaks taking in
account the broadening~in the cubic phase! due to stacking
faults ~SF!. The method of estimatingd for an fcc structure
is described in detail in Refs. 3 and 4. The temperature of
crystalline N2 clusters was determined from experimen
lattice parameters and from available data on the linear
pansion coefficient for nitrogen.7 Diffraction patterns were
recorded by the electrometric as well as photographic te
nique. In most experiments, the former method was p
ferred. Photographic recording was used only for determ
ing the positions of diffraction peaks with the best accura
In this case, the diametersD of diffraction rings were mea-
sured with the help of the precise optical comparator IZA
~the scale factor was 1mm). The diameter of each ring wa
measured at least 10 times, while allowed us to process
obtained results statistically. The relative error in determ
ing the interplanar distanced varied from 431022% to 8
31022% depending on the crystalline cluster size.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The diameters of diffraction rings and the correspond
interplanar distances are given in Tables I and II forb anda
phases of nitrogen. Typical diffraction patterns illustrati
their variation with the cluster size are depicted in Figs.
and 1b. For convenience of analysis, the curves are displa
along the vertical. In the case of large clusters~curve 2 in
Fig. 1b, Table I,P050.6 MPa,N̄524000), the positions of
diffraction peaks correspond to the hcp structure of the hi
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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temperature phase of nitrogen. A certain anomaly is
served, however, in the intensity distribution of diffract
beams: the peak~00.2! is unusually high, while the descend
ing slope of the peak~10.1! has a bend in the vicinity of the
~200! peak for the cubica-N2 phase. These peculiarities a
due to a broad size distribution function of clusters and
presence of a small number ofa-phase clusters in addition t
b-phase clusters of nitrogen in the beam. The most inte
peak~111! of the a-phase coincides with the~00.2! peak of
the b-phase. Precise measurements of diffraction ring dia
etersD on electron diffraction patterns and appropriate c
culations give the following values of the lattice parameter
the b-phase: a5~4.04660.005! Å, c5~6.60660.005! Å,
c/a51.63360.003. The obtained values correspond to
cluster temperatureT5(3863)K.

As the mean size of the clusters decreases, the pea
the hcp phase become lower, while those in the cubic ph
become higher~see curve1 in Fig. 1b and curve2 in Fig. 1a
as well as Table II!. The analysis of the positions of diffrac
tion peaks in the size rangeN̄53000–15000 molecules
cluster made it possible to detect deformation-type SF in
cubic phase. It should be noted that the temperature of
cubic phase clusters forN̄59000 molecules/cluster amoun
to T5(3563)K. A further decrease inN̄ leads to vanishing
of the ~200! peak in the cubic phase and to an anomalou
strong broadening of the remaining peaks~see curve1 in Fig.
1a!.

In order to establish the dependence of the SF densir
in cubic phase clusters on their characteristic size, we
determined the mean size of clusters for different values
pressureP0. The results are shown in Fig. 2 on the logarit
mic scale: the values ofd/2 are laid along the ordinate sca

TABLE I. Interplanar distances forb-N2 phase (P050.6 MPa, T0

5120 K). 2Ll564.128 mm•Å is the instrument constant (L is the distance
from the sample to the photographic plate in mm, andl the electron wave-
length!.

D, mm dhkl , Å ~hk.l!

18.30~1! 3.504 ~10.0!
19.41~5! 3.303 ~00.2!
20.72~0! 3.095 ~10.1!
31.69~9! 2.023 ~11.0!
36.60~3! 1.752 ~20.0!
37.17~6! 1.725 ~11.2!

a5~4.04660.005! Å, c5~6.60660.005!Å, c/a51.63360.003

TABLE II. Interplanar distances fora-N2 phase (P050.3 MPa, T0

5120 K).2Ll564.128 mm•Å.

D, mm dhkl, Å ~hk.l!

19.51~6! 3.286 ~111!
22.53~3! 2.846 ~200!
31.87~3! 2.012 ~220!
37.37~1! 1.716 ~331!
39.03~1! 1.643 ~222!

a5~5.69160.005!Å
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andP0 on the abscissa scale. It can be seen that the value
d fall on the straight line corresponding to the depende
d}P0

0.67 for all pressures higher than 0.25 MPa for which t

FIG. 1. Diffraction patterns for nitrogen clusters with different mean sizesN̄.
The curves are shifted along the vertical for convenience of visualizat
S54p sinu/l is the diffraction vector,u being the Bragg angle.~a! Dif-

fraction patterns for clusters with relatively smallN̄. Curve 1 (N̄
5700 molecules/cluster) corresponds to the icosahedral structure, cu2

(N̄56000 molecules/cluster) to the low-temperature cubica-phase of N2.
The arrow indicates the traces of the peak of the high-temperatureb-phase.
~b! Diffraction patterns for clusters with relatively large clusters. Curves1

(N̄517000 molecules/cluster) and2 (N̄524000 molecules/cluster) corre
spond to the high-temperatureb-phase of N2. The arrows indicate the trace
of the peak of the cubica-phase.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the cluster radiusd/2 on the gas pressureP0 at the
nozzle inlet at a constant temperatureT05120 K. The straight line corre-
sponds to the dependence8 d;P0

0.67 and our previous results.6
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peaks in the cubic phase are still distinct. The obtained
pendence is in good agreement with the theory of ‘‘cor
sponding’’ jets8 and our previous results.6 The departure of
the value ofd from the found regularity forP0,0.25 MPa
correlates with the data obtained in Ref. 6 according
which the peak broadening is faster under low pressu
According to the calculations of the interference functi
made by Lee and Stein,9 this effect indicates the predom
nance of clusters with a quasi-crystalline~icosahedral! struc-
ture in the beam.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the SF density on
characteristic size of crystalline clusters of the lo
temperature phase of nitrogen. The plot does not show
values of r corresponding to P0<0.2 MPa and P0

.0.6 MPa since clusters of quasi-crystalline~icosahedral!
phase dominate in the former case, while clusters of
high-temperatureb-N2 phase prevail in the latter case. It ca
be seen that an increase in the size ofa-N2 clusters, and
hence the total numbern of densely packed plates leads to
monotonic decrease in the SF density. Sincer5nSF/n,
where nSF is the number of stacking faults, the observ
regularity suggests the constancy or insignificant chang
nSF during the cluster growth.

According to calculations based on formulas~5!–~7! in

FIG. 3. Dependence of the SF densityr in the cubic N2 phase on the
characteristic sized of a cluster.
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Ref. 3, a-N2 clusters contain the same number~four! of
stacking faults irrespective of their size. This result indica
that SF appear in N2 clusters, as in rare gases, at early sta
of formation of thea-N2 structure. Such a number of inte
secting SF piercing the entire cluster is optimal since it le
to the formation of a nonvanishing step~of the same type as
those appearing as a result of emergence of a screw dis
tion! on each of the densely packed planes facing the
booctahedron. Further cluster growth does not require
formation of new nuclei on densely packed faces since
occurs due to trapping of newly arriving atoms by t
formed steps. In this case, the regularity in the packing
atoms is not violated, and hence no new SF appear. T
leads to a decrease in the SF density being measured
increasing size of the cluster.

Thus, our study proved that an increase in the me
cluster sizeN̄ leads to transformations of the structure of N2

clusters in the following sequence: quasi-crystal~icosahe-
dron! →a-N2 ~cubic phase with SF! →b-N2 ~hcp! phase.
The formation of the cubic phase of nitrogen from icosah
dral phase is governed by the mechanism typical of rare
clusters.1–4 The transformationa-N2→b-N2 is apparently
associated with an increase in the cluster temperature
the size.
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Contribution of surface roughness of an isotropic solid to low-temperature
surface heat capacity
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The effect of roughness of the free surface of a semi-infinite isotropic solid on the low-
temperature surface heat capacity is studied. The method of modified Green’s function~as
compared with that used by Maradudin, Wallis, and Equiluz~1977! and perturbation theory are
used for deriving an analytic expression for the contribution of weak roughness to the low-
temperature surface heat capacity, which is a correction to the well-known result obtained by
Dupuis, Mazo, and Onsager~1960! for the surface heat capacity of a semi-infinite isotropic
solid with a plane free boundary. It is proved that the inclusion of roughness of isotropic crystals
with optical surfaces increases the surface heat capacity in a wide temperature range~of the
order of several kelvins!. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01105-0#
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1. INTRODUCTION

An analysis of the effect of the surface of a solid on t
low-temperature heat capacity is an important theoretical
applied problem in view of the need in reliable informatio
on the structure of the surface and surface layers of so
The first publication in this field appeared in 1946.1 Brager
and Schuchowitzky1 who calculated the heat capacity of a
elastic isotropic plate under the assumption of incompre
ible liquid and cyclic boundary conditions for displaceme
field proved that the free surface increases the lo
temperature heat capacity of the solid and makes a contr
tion proportional to the area of the surface and the squar
temperature. Similar results were obtained for an elastic
tropic rectangular parallelepiped with fixed faces2 and for a
more realistic model, viz., an isotropic elastic plate with c
clic boundary conditions and free surface.3 The most genera
analytic expression for the low-temperature surface heat
pacity of an isotropic solid with a free surface was deriv
for the first time by Dupuis, Mazo, and Onsager4:

DCV~T!53p
kB

3

h2 z~3!
2ct

423ct
2cl

213cl
4

ct
2cl

2~cl
22ct

2!
ST2, ~1!

wherecl andct are the velocities of propagation of longitu
dinal and transverse waves in the solid,kB is Boltzmann’s
constant,h52p\ Planck’s constant,T the absolute tempera
ture,S the surface area, andz(x) is the Riemann zeta func
tion.

Burt5 was the first to use Green’s functions for calcul
ing the low-temperature surface heat capacity of a se
infinite isotropic solid with a free boundary and obtained t
result coinciding with formula ~1!. Subsequent
publications6,7 also confirmed the validity of this expressio

The experimental verification4 carried out for MgO and
NaCl powders revealed, however, that the values calcul
3671063-777X/98/24(5)/6/$15.00
d

s.
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t
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u-
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-
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by formula~1! are smaller than experimental results appro
mately by a factor of four for MgO powders and 1.5–2 f
NaCl powders. It was proposed in this connection that
discrepancy can be due to the lattice structure of the cry
as well as the roughness of the surface and anisotrop
solids.

The inclusion of the lattice structure in theoretic
publications8–10 improves the agreement with exper
ments.11,12

The contribution of the surface of anisotropic crystals
the low-temperature heat capacity was considered for a h
agonal medium6 as well as for cubic7 and strongly aniso-
tropic crystals.13,14 It was proved that the inclusion of aniso
ropy leads to an increase in the contribution of the surfac
the low-temperature heat capacity.

Maradudinet al.15 constructed the theory of the contr
bution of the roughness of the free surface of an isotro
solid to the low-temperature surface heat capacity on
basis of the method of Green’s functions. In Refs. 16, ho
ever, the method of Green’s functions was developed furt
by taking into account the roughness of the free bound
more correctly. This research is devoted to an analysis of
effect of roughness of the free surface of a semi-infinite i
tropic solid to the low-temperature surface heat capacity t
ing into account important corrections introduced into t
method of Green’s functions.16

2. CALCULATION OF AVERAGED GREEN’S FUNCTIONS.
CONTRIBUTION OF ROUGHNESS TO LOW-TEMPERATURE
HEAT CAPACITY

Let us consider a semi-infinite isotropic solid bound
by a free statistically rough surfacex35j(x1 ,x2) and occu-
pying the half-spacex3>j(x1 ,x2) in the approximation of
elastic continuum. The elastic medium is characterized
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the densityr and the tensor of elastic moduliCabmn . We
assume that the functionj(x1 ,x2) of the surface profile de
scribes a steady-state stochastic process characterized b
following properties:

^j~x1 ,x2!&50,
~2!

^j~x1 ,x2!j~x18 ,x28!&5d2W~ uxi2xi8u!,

where d5A^j2& is the root-mean-square roughness am
tude, W(uxiu) the surface self-correlation function,xi5x1i
1x2j , i and j being the unit vectors along the axesx1 and
x2 , and the angle brackets denote averaging over the
semble of realizations of the surface profile functionj(xi).
We assume that the surface self-correlation function has
Gaussian form

W~ uxiu!5expH 2
~xi!

2

a2 J , ~3!

wherea is the roughness correlation length. We must fi
the contribution of roughness to the low-temperature surf
heat capacity.

Following the method developed by Maradudinet al.15

for studying the contribution of the free surface of an isot
pic crystal to low-temperature heat capacity, we can pres
the contribution of the surface in the form

DCV~T!5
kB~b\!2

p i (
n51

`

nE
2`

1`

dyy3V~y!e2 inb\y, ~4!

where b51/(kBT). The functionV(y) in ~4! can be ex-
pressed in terms of the difference between the freque
Fourier transform of Green’s functionsDab(x,x8;v) for a
semi-infinite medium with weakly rough surface andDab

(`)

3(x,x8;v) for an infinite medium:

V~y!52E dx1dx2E
j~x1 ,x2!

1`

3dx3(
a

@Daa~x,x; iy !2Daa
~`!~x,x; iy !#. ~5!

Using formulas~4! and~5!, we can calculate the contributio
of a rough as well as a plane surface to the low-tempera
heat capacity of a semi-infinite solid bounded by a free s
face. Thus, the contribution of the rough surface of an i
tropic crystal to its heat capacity is determined by Gree
function Dab(x,x8;v).

In order to calculate Green’s function taking into a
count the correction introduced to the method of Gree
function developed in Ref. 16, we write the equations
motion for a semi-infinite solid with a free rough bounda
in the form

r~x!
]2ua

]t2 5
]

]xb
Cabgd~x!

]ug

]xd
1Cabgd~x!

]2ug

]xb]xd
,

~6!

where the elastic moduli and the density of the medium
functions of spatial coordinates:

HCabgd~x!5Cabgdu~x32j~x1 ,x2!!

r~x!5ru~x32j~x1 ,x2!!
. ~7!
the
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In this expression,Cabgd and r are ordinary elastic modul
and mass density of the solid, which do not depend on co
dinates, andu(x) is the unit step Heaviside function.

Assuming that the roughness is small, we expa
Cabgd(x) andr(x) into a Taylor series to within terms of th
order ofj2:

5
Cabgd~x!5Cabgdu~x3!2Cabgdj~x1 ,x2!d~x3!

1
1

2
Cabgdj2~x1 ,x2!d8~x3!

r~x!5ru~x3!2rj~x1 ,x2!d~x3!

1
1

2
rj2~x1 ,x2!d8~x3!.

~8!

It should be noted that the dependence of the densityr of the
medium on spatial coordinates along withCabgd(x) is just
the correction of principal importance, that has been int
duced in the method of Green’s function in Ref. 16.

Substituting expansion~8! into the equations of motion
~6! and assuming that the displacement field is a harmo
function of time, i.e.,ua(x,t)5ua(x,v)exp(2ivt), we ob-
tain

(
b

@Lab
~0!~x;v!1dLab~x;v!#ua~x,v!50, ~9!

Lag
~0!~x;v!5v2dagu~x3!1

u~x3!

r (
bd

Cabgd

]2

]xb]xd

1
d~x3!

r (
d

Ca3gd

]

]xd
, ~10!

dLab~x;v!5Lab
~1!~x;v!1Lab

~2!~x;v!, ~11!

Lag
~1!~x;v!52v2dagjd~x3!2

1

r (
bd

Cabgd

3Fd~x3!j
]2

]xb]xd
1

]

]xb
~d~x3!j!

]

]xd
G ,

Lag
~2!~x;v!5

1

2
v2dagj2d8~x3!1

1

2r (
bd

Cabgd

3Fd8~x3!j2
]2

]xb]xd

1
]

]xb
~d8~x3!j2!

]

]xd
G .

We introduce Green’s functionDab(x,x8;v) as the solution
of the system of equations

(
b

@Lab
~0!~x;v!1dLab~x;v!#

3Dbg~x,x8;v!5dagd~x2x8!, ~12!

satisfying the conditions of leaving or exponentially atten
ating waves forx3 ,x38→1`.

Since the surface of the crystal is regarded as statistic
rough, we need Green’s function averaged over the rou
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ness of the surface. In order to calculate this function, we
the Dyson equation written to withinj2 in the first Born
approximation:

^D&5D ~0!1^D ~1!&1^D ~2!&, ~13!

where we have taken into account the fact that^L (1)&50 and

^D ~1!&52D ~0!^L ~2!&D ~0!,

^D ~2!&5D ~0!^L ~1!D ~0!L ~1!&D ~0!.

In order to calculatêD (1)& and^D (2)&, we integrate by
parts, thus excluding the derivatives of thed-function, carry
out two-dimensional Fourier transform of Green’s functio
average over the surface roughness by using the Gau
correlation function~3!, and go over from the function
Dab

(0)(kvux3x38) to the functionsdab(kvux3x38) defined in the
basis withk5k1i1k2j directed along thex1-axis:

Dab
~0!~kvux3x38!5(

gd
Sga~k!dgd~kvux3x38!Sdb~k!, ~14!

where

S~k!5
1

k S k1 k2 0

2k2 k1 0

0 0 k
D , k5Ak1

21k2
2. ~15!

As a result, we obtain for̂D (1)& and ^D (2)&

^Dab
~1!~x,x8;v!&5

d2

2r (
gd

(
rs

E d2k

~2p!2 e2 ik~xi2xi8!

3Sga~k!Ssb~k!E d3x9d~x39!

3H ]

]x39
dgd~x3x39!Adr~x39!

1dgd~x3x39!Bdr~x39!J drs~x39x38!

1
d2v2

2 (
d
E d2k

~2p!2 e2 ik~xi2xi8!

3E d3x9d~x39!
]

]x39
~dad~x3x39!ddb~x3x39!!,

~16!

^Dab
~2!~x,x8;v!&5

d2

r2 E d2k

~2p!2 E d2k8

~2p!2 (
gd

(
rs

(
mn

3g~ uk2k8u!e2 ik~xi2xi8!Sma~k!

3dmn~x3,0!Qnr~kuk8;v!drs~0,0!

3Qsd~kuk8;v!ddg~0, x38!Sgb~k!. ~17!

Here the operatorsAab(kux3), Bab(kux3), Qab(kuk8;v) are
functions of the density of the medium and the velocity
propagation of longitudinal and transverse waves in an
tropic solid ~see Appendix!, while g(uku)5pa2 exp
(2a2k2/4) is the Fourier transform of the surface se
correlation function~3!.
e

,
ian

f
-

According to formula~4!, the contribution of roughnes
to the low-temperature surface heat capacity is determi
by singularities of the functionV(y) ~5! ~with averaged
Green’s function! for uyu→0, which can be written in the
form

V~y!5V0~y!1V1~y!1V2~y!, ~18!

V0~y!52S(
m

E
0

1`

dx3E d2k

~2p!2 @dmm~k,iy ux3x3!

2dmm
~`!~k,iy ux3x3!#,

V1,2~y!52(
m

E
0

1`

dx^Dmm
~1,2!~x,x; iy !&.

HereV0(y) is responsible for the contribution of a plane fre
surface to the low-temperature heat capacity of a so
which was calculated in Ref. 4, while the singularities of t
functions V1(y) and V2(y) give the contribution of the
roughness to surface heat capacity.

In order to determine the singular behavior ofV1(y), we
introduce polar coordinates and truncate the integration
main in order to estimate the integral with respect to
magnitude of the vectork: 0<k<kD , where 1/kD is of the
order of atomic spacing. If the magnitude of the vectork in
the lattice theory is confined to the first Brillouin zone, su
a truncation should be used in the limit of the theory
elasticity. It will be clear from subsequent calculations th
the final result does not depend onkD sinceV (1,2)(y) has a
logarithmic singularity. We introduce the dimensionless va
ables

k5
uuyu
ct

, ka5
uuyu
ct

k̂a , x35
ct

uuyu
z,

k̂15cosu, k̂25sin u

and also define Green’s function

dab~ukuzz8!5ctuuyudabS uuyu
ct

,iyU zct

uuyu
,

z8ct

uuyu D . ~19!

In this case, the functionV1(y) can be written in the form

V1~y!52
d2S

2

y2

ct
4 E d2k̂

~2p!2 E
0

ctkD /uyu du

u E
0

`

dzdmm
~1!

3~u,k̂uz,z!, ~20!

where

dmm
~1! ~u,k̂uz,z!

5F2
]

]z9
dma~u,k̂uz,z9!dam~u,k̂uz9,z!

1u2S ]dma~u,k̂uz,z9!

]z9
Aab~z9!

1dma~u,k̂uz,z9!Bab~z9! D dbm~u,k̂uz9,z!G
z950

, ~21!
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A~z!5ru2y2AS uuyu
ct

,
ct

uuyu
zD5S 2

cl
2

ct
2 2

d2

dz2 0 i
cl

223ct
2

ct
2

d

dz

0
cl

22ct
2

2ct
2 2

d2

dz2 0

2 i
cl

223ct
2

ct
2

d

dz
0 212

cl
2

ct
2

d2

dz2

D ,

B~z!5
ru3uyu3

ct
BS uuyu

ct
,

ct

uuyu
zD5S 2

cl
2

ct
2

d

dz
0 i

cl
222ct

2

ct
2

d

dz

0 2
cl

22ct
2

ct
2

d

dz
0

2 i
d2

dz2 0 2
d

dz

D .

Using the boundary conditions for the functiondam(u,k̂uz9,z), i.e.,

S d

dz
0 i

0
d

dz
0

i
cl

222ct
2

ct
2 0

cl
2

ct
2

d

dz

D S d11~u,kuz9,z! 0 d13~u,kuz9,z!

0 d22~u,kuz9,z! 0

d31~u,kuz9,z! 0 d33~u,kuz9,z!
D

z950

50
ar
ec
la

to

ct

ly
-

m
eat

-

and the symmetry conditions, we obtain

dmm
~1! ~u,k̂uz,z!58iu2S ct

22cl
2

cl
2 D ~d11~z0!d13~z0!

2d33~z0!d31~z0!!. ~22!

In formula ~20!, we can integrate with respect to angul
variables, after which the problem of integration with resp
to u comes into play. Since we are interested only in singu
terms inV(y) for uyu→0, and the upper limit of integration
kDct /uyu→` in this case, we can divide the integration in
two parts: 0<u<u0 andu0<u<kDct /uyu, whereu0@1 and
independent ofy. In this case,*0

u0du is a polynomial iny
and has no singularities at zero, while a singularity affe
the upper limit of integration in*u0

kDct /uyudu. Such a division

makes it possible to expand the integrand function into
power series in 1/u. Using the explicit form of the functions
dab(kvux3x38) calculated in Ref. 15, we can immediate
integrate with respect tou, retaining the terms with a singu
larity for uyu→0. This gives

V1~y!5
d2S

8pct
4 y2 lnuyu

5cl
827cl

6ct
214cl

4ct
41cl

2ct
62ct

8

ct
4~cl

22ct
2!2 .

~23!

The functionV2(y) can be calculated similarly.
As a result we obtain forV (1)(y)
t
r

s

a

V~1!~y!5V1~y!1V2~y!

5
S

4p S d2

a2 lnuyu
3cl

628cl
4ct

217cl
2ct

412ct
6

cl
2ct

2~cl
22ct

2!2

1d2y2 lnuyu
cl

41ct
4

cl
2ct

2~cl
22ct

2!2D . ~24!

Substituting this expression into formula~4! for heat ca-
pacity and considering that

E
2`

1`

dy yn e2 ixy lnuyu52p i
n!

~ ix !n11 sgn~x!, ~25!

we can write the final expression for the contribution fro
slightly rough surface to the low-temperature surface h
capacity in the form

DCS~T!526p
kB

3

h2 z~3!
~3cl

628cl
4ct

217cl
2ct

412ct
6!

cl
2ct

2~cl
22ct

2!2

d2

a2

3ST21240p3
kB

5

h4 z~5!
cl

41ct
4

cl
2ct

2~cl
22ct

2!2 d2ST4.

~26!

3. CONCLUSION

In order to compare the result obtained forDCS(T) with
that from Ref. 15, we write expression~26! in the form used
by Maradudinet al.15 and also taking into account the ex
pression~1! for a plane surface:
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DCV~T!53p
kB

3

h2 z~3!H 2ct
423ct

2cl
213cl

4

ct
2cl

2~cl
22ct

2!

3SS 11
2d2

a2 T22
2~3cl

427cl
2ct

216ct
4!

ct
2~cl

22ct
2!2

3S
2d2

a2 T2J 1240p3
kB

5

h4 z~5!

3
cl

41ct
4

cl
2ct

2~cl
22ct

2!2 d2ST4. ~27!

The first term in this formula coincides with the correspon
ing expression~5.42! derived in Ref. 15. The first term in th
braces proportional toST2 is just the result~1! obtained by
Dupuis et al.,4 in which the areaS of a plane surface is
replaced by the area of a rough surface. Maradudinet al.15

interpret this term as the contribution of phonons adiab
cally tuned to the surface changed as compared to the p
The second term in the braces, which is proportional
(d2/a2)ST2 is associated with phonon scattering at t
roughness of the surface. As regards the second term in~27!,
which is proportional toSd2T4, it differs from the corre-
sponding term in Ref. 15 in sign, numerical coefficient, an
factor depending oncl andct . It was mentioned above tha
this difference is associated with a more appropriate acco
of roughness in the Green’s function method.16 Physically,
this term is also connected with phonon scattering at
rough surface. In the local theory of elasticity, however,
cannot find the contribution of a plane surface to heat cap
ity, which is proportional toST4. Consequently, the secon
term in ~27!, which is proportional tod2ST4, is a roughness
correction to the contribution to heat capacity of a pla
surface proportionalST4 to be determined.

A comparison of the absolute values of the first and s
ond terms in formula~26! gives a qualitative pattern o
roughness contribution to the low-temperature surface h
capacity. For example, if the correlation lengtha of rough-
ness is smaller than the phonon thermal wavelengthlT , the
first term in ~26!, which is proportional to (d2/a2)ST2,
makes the main contribution to the surface heat capacity
to roughness. Since this term is negative, the contribution
roughness to heat capacity is also negative. In the oppo
limiting case whena is larger thanlT , the main contribution
to heat capacity comes from the second term proportiona
d2ST4. This term appears with the plus sign, and hen
roughness increases the surface heat capacity as compa
the case of a plane boundary. Physically, this can be
plained as follows. In the case of a roughness with a la
correlation lengtha.lT , potential forces acting between th
atoms of the surface are suppressed to the maximum e
as compared to such forces in the bulk, and hence su
surface can be regarded as ‘‘soft.’’ In this case, a plane
face is the surface obtained by an appropriate proces
~grinding and polishing! of a rough soft surface. Such a su
face, which is more logical to be referred to as weakly rou
is characterized by correlation lengthsa;lT and is consid-
erably more rigid since broken potential bonds are entang
during processing. It follows from formula~26! that the con-
-
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tribution of roughness to the surface heat capacity
a;lT is very small, i.e., such a weakly rough surface
actually close to a true plane~smooth! surface. As a result of
further processing, correlation lengths decrease (a,lT), and
the surface becomes much more rigid than the plane surf
Such a surface will be referred to as a rigid surface.
compared to the velocity of sound at a plane surface, i
smaller at a soft surface and larger at a rigid surface. It
lows from the phonon energy–momentum relation at a fix
temperature than soft phonons make a positive contribu
to the surface heat capacity, increasing it as compared to
case of a plane surface, while rigid phonons reduce the
face heat capacity. It should be noted that the results
tained by Maradudinet al.,15 according to which the inclu-
sion of roughness only reduces the thermal heat capacity
not confirmed in the qualitative pattern considered above

The obtained contribution of roughness of the surface
an isotropic solid to the low-temperature surface heat cap
ity ~26! is a small correction to the result~1! obtained for a
plane boundary. The smallness of this correction allows u
estimate the range of applicability of the obtained resu
For example, in the case of optical surfaces of isotropic cr
tals obtained as a result of polishing~with typical roughness
parametersd52 nm anda5102 nm), the temperature rang
in which our calculations remain correct isT<1.9 K for
molten quartz~Poisson’s coefficients50.17),17 T<2.5 K
for aluminum (s50.355), T<1 K for bismuth (s50.33),
T<1.4 K for silver (s50.38), andT<1.4 K for cold-drawn
gold (s50.42). In the case of optical surfaces obtained
the stage of fine diamond grinding (d510 nm, a55
3102 nm), the range of attainable temperatures decrea
significantly and amounts, for example, only to 0.4 K f
molten quartz. Conversely, at the stage of superfinish pol
ing by an ultradisperse particle flow (d<0.5 nm,
a550 nm), the temperature range increases significa
and amounts to 7.5 K for the same molten quartz.

Numerical calculations based on formula~27! were used
to analyze the behavior of the obtained correction to h
capacity as a function of temperature for various values
roughness parameters. Figure 1 shows the temperature

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of low-temperature surface heat cap
of isotropic molten quartz (s50.17) for roughness parametersd52 nm,
a5102 nm ~dashed curve!. The solid curve corresponds to the plane surfa
~1!.
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pendence of surface heat capacity per unit surface a
DcV(T)5DCV(T)/S, for isotropic molten quartz. It can b
seen that in the temperature rangeT,0.15 K, the contribu-
tion of roughness to the surface heat capacity is nega
However, roughness makes a positive contribution to h
capacity attaining;10% atT51.9 K in a much wider tem-
perature range~of the order of 1.5 K!. A similar pattern of
the behavior of surface heat capacity taking into acco
roughness is observed for all the isotropic materials m
tioned above, and not only for polished surfaces, but also
surfaces obtained at the stage of fine diamond grinding
superfinish polishing. This suggests that the contribution
slight roughness of optical surfaces of isotropic crystals
the low-temperature surface heat capacity is positive in
overwhelming part of the temperature range attainable
cording to the perturbation theory.

The authors are grateful to A. A. Maradudin and V.
Sobakin for fruitful discussions and valuable remarks.

APPENDIX

A11~kux3!52rcl
2k22rct

2 d2

dx3
2 ;

A22~kux3!52rct
2k22rct

2 d2

dx3
2 ;

A33~kux3!52rct
2k22rcl

2 d2

dx3
2 ;

A13~kux3!52 ir~cl
223ct

2!k
d

dx3
52A31~kux3!.

B11~kux3!52rcl
2k2

d

dx3
;

B22~kux3!52rct
2k2

d

dx3
;

B33~kux3!52rct
2k2

d

dx3
;

B13~kux3!5 ir~cl
222ct

2!k
d2

dx3
2 ;

B31~kux3!5 irct
2k

d2

dx3
2 .

Q115S c11
2 2c12

2

c11
D k1

2k18
21k2

2k28
2

kk8

1S c12~c112c12!

c11
D k1

2k28
21k2

2k18
2

kk8

14c44

k1k28k2k18

kk8
2

rv2

kk8
~k1k181k2k28!;
a,

e.
at

t
-

or
d
f

o
e
c-

Q1252c44F ~k2
22k1

2!
k28k18

kk8
1~k18

22k28
2!

k2k1

kk8
G

2
rv2

kk8
~2k1k281k2k18!;

Q2152c44F ~k28
22k18

2!
k2k1

kk8
1~k1

22k2
2!

k28k18

kk8
G

2
rv2

kk8
~k1k282k2k18!;

Q2254c44

k1k28k2k18

kk8
1c44

~k28
22k18

2!~k2
22k1

2!

kk8

2
rv2

kk8
~k1k181k2k28!.

Here, the following notation has been used:
c115rcl

2, c445rct
2, c125c1122c44.
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On anomalies of optical exciton reflection spectra of crystals at low temperatures
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The anomalies in the optical exciton reflection spectra of crystals at low temperatures are
interpreted. It is shown that the amplitude of the reflection minima increases upon an increase in
damping. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01205-5#
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The exciton reflection spectra of direct-band semic
ducting crystals reveal a number of anomalies at low te
peratures, which have been described extensively in the
erature~see, for example, Ref. 1!. An interesting effect was
reported in earlier publications:2–4 starting from the liquid
helium temperature (T54.2 K), the amplitude of the mini-
mum in the resonance reflection contour increases with t
perature, i.e., the resonance minimum becomes ‘‘brighte
Ruckmanet al.2 attributed this effect to quasilocal exciton
in the surface layer of the crystal, while Pevtsovet al.3 used
computer simulation to show that the above-mentioned t
perature dependence of the reflection spectrumR(v) can be
due to the nondispersive layer on the crystal surface.

In this report, we analyze theoretically the reflection
light by a three-layer interface vacuum–nonresonance lay
bulk crystal in the resonant excitation region of excitons. I
shown that irrespective of the nature of dispersion of re
nance permittivity, the amplitude of the minimum in th
resonance reflection contour increases upon an increas
damping in the exciton system, i.e., upon an increase in t
perature. This is associated not with the nature of disper
of the permittivity, but with the phase relations at the lay
boundaries, taking into account the fact that the minimum
the reflection contour is formed at the phase compensa
frequency.

Let us consider the normal reflection of light in a thre
layer vacuum–nonresonance layer–bulk crystal system.
cording to Born and Wolf,5 the complex reflection amplitud
is defined as

r̃ 5
r̃ 11 r̃ 2 exp~2 id!

11 r̃ 1r̃ 2 exp~2 id!
, ~1!

where the subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to the first and
ond interface respectively,d54pnd/l is the phase shift of
the wave in the exciton-free layer having a thicknessd and a
refractive indexn.

According to formula~1!, the energy coefficient of ligh
reflection is given by the relation

R5~Re r̃ !2~11tan2 w!, ~2!

wherew is the resultant phase of the reflected light (tanw
3731063-777X/98/24(5)/1/$15.00
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5Im r̃/Re r̃, Re r̃ and Im r̃ being the real and imaginary par
of r̃ . At the phase compensation frequencyvm , the condi-
tion

d1w252p ~3!

is satisfied,6 and the minimum of the reflection contour
formed since the following conditions are fulfilled:

Re r̃Þ0, Im r̃ 50, ~4!

w2 being the phase shift of the wave reflected at the lay
crystal interface. Hence, at the frequency corresponding
the minimum, the waves reflected at the opposite faces of
layer oscillate in antiphase, and the amplitude Rer̃ is defined
as

Re r̃U
v5vm

5
~r12r2!

~12r1r2!
. ~5!

With increasing temperature, the dampingg increases
due to an enhancement of the exciton-phonon interact
i.e., the amplituder2 decreases and hencer2→r1 , and
Rmin→0.

If the hodograph ofr̃ passes through the origin of coo
dinate axes Rer̃ and Imr̃, we obtainRmin50, and the crystal
becomes transparent at this frequency. The phase sp
also undergo significant variation in this case. If Rer̃50 and
Im r̃50 simultaneously, the phase spectra display the fam
iar ‘‘ N’ ’ ↔ ‘ ‘ S’ ’-type transformations in the contour.7
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The measureddV/dI(V) curves of point contacts between the intermetallic compound CeRu2 in
the superconducting state and the normal metal Cu correspond fairly well to the
Blonder–Tinkham–Klapwijk model. It is used to obtain temperature and magnetic field
dependence of the superconducting gapD. TheD(T) dependence corresponds well to the BCS
theory with 2D(0)/kBTc* 53.160.1. Additionally, a region of gapless superconductivity
betweenTc* .4.425.4 K andTc

bulk.6.2 K is found. The gap decreases approximately linearly in
a magnetic field and vanishes in a fieldBc* .3.5 T, which is well below the upper critical
field Bc2.6 T and close to the irreversibility field. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~98!01305-X#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The recently renewed interest in the intermetallic co
pound CeRu2 is attributable to its anomalous magnetic a
transport properties in the superconducting~SC! mixed state.
As one of the possible reasons for this the generali
Fulde–Ferrell–Larkin–Ovchinnikov state1 is discussed with
a spatially modulated SC order parameter~OP!, which could
have planar nodes aligned perpendicularly to the vortic
Until now, however, only a few direct investigations of th
OP have been reported. From Shottky tunnel
experiments2 the SC gap was estimated to be 2D(0)/kBTc

511– 12. Subsequent attempts by using metallic point c
tacts~PC!3 revealed a rather low value~less than 2!. Recent
break-junction tunneling measurements4 yielded
2D(0)/kBTc54.2, quite different from the former results
indicating specific difficulties of the aforementioned me
ods. In the latter investigation a BCS-type temperature
pendence of the gap peculiarities was ascertained. Unfo
nately, no magnetic field behavior of SC gap features w
established in any of the studies, although magnetic fiel
one of the sensitive probes of superconductivity.

The aim of this paper is to study the temperature and
magnetic-field dependences of the SC gap in CeRu2 using a
metallic PC between the CeRu2 and the normal metal. We
obtaineddV/dI(V) characteristics, which correspond well
the Blonder–Tinkham–Klapwijk~BTK! model,5 taking into
account the well-known mechanism of the Andreev refl
tion ~AR! at a normal metal-superconductor (N-S) interface.
The gap value was determined directly from a fit accord
to this BTK model.

2. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

We used CeRu2 polycrystals with RRR.14 and Tc

56.2 K. The PC’s were prepared by touching the CeR2
3741063-777X/98/24(5)/3/$15.00
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crystal with the edge of a Cu electrode. The freshly brok
CeRu2 surface gave the bestdV/dI curves with a pro-
nounced minimum~or double minimum!. The sample was
immersed in liquid4He to ensure good thermal coupling. Th
differential resistancedV/dI was recorded vs. bias voltageV
using a standard lock-in amplifier technique, modulating
direct currentI with a small ac component. The applied ma
netic fieldB was approximately parallel to the contact axi

Figures 1 and 2 show thedV/dI curves vs.V of the
CeRu2–Cu contacts at various temperatures and magn
fields. The double-minimum structure of aboutV50 is
clearly seen. This feature is a strong indicator of the Andre
reflection in the presence of weak quasiparticle reflection
theN-S interface, as described by the phenomenological b
rier strength parameterZ.5 The I –V characteristic in this
case is

I ~V!;E
2`

`

T~E!@ f ~E2eV!2 f ~E!#dE, ~1!

T~E!5
2D2

E21~D22E2!~2Z211!2 , uEu,D,

T~E!5
2uEu

uEu1~E22D2!1/2~2Z211!
, uEu.D,

where f (E) is the Fermi distribution function andD is the
superconducting gap. In the modified BTK theory the broa
ening of the quasiparticle density of statesN(E,G) in the
superconductor for the finite quasiparticle lifetimet is taken
into account. According to the Dyneset al.,6

N~E,G!5ReH E2 iG

@~E2 iG!22D2#1/2J ,

where the broadening parameter isG5\/t.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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In order to obtain the temperature and magnetic fi
dependences ofD we fitted the measureddV/dI curves ac-
cording to Eq.~1! for G50 andGÞ0. The parameterZ was
kept fixed, independent of the temperature and magn
field. The plots ofD(T) and D(B) of different CeRu2 con-
tacts are shown in the insets in Figs. 1–3. The original B
theory, i.e., withG50, usually fitted better the behavior o
dV/dI near the double-minimum~see Figs. 1 and 2!, espe-
cially compared to the fit with largeG/D.0.1 ratio, but it
does not reproduce the relative change ofdV/dI between
V50 and large biases. On the average, we obtained a
duced gap of 2D(0)/kBTc* 53.160.1. Using the modified
BTK fit, we see that the 2D(0)/kBTc* ratio decreases~by
about 10–30%! with increasingG/D value ~correspondingly
from 0.25 to 0.75!.

As can be seen from Fig. 1, thedV/dI curve at T
55.2 K still exhibits a broad and shallow SC minimum, b
it is not possible to fit it reasonably to anyD. Since for this
contact BCSD(T) behavior~see the inset in Fig. 1! extrapo-
lates toTc* .5.25 K, we conclude that the small SC featur
aboveTc* and belowTc

bulk56.2 K correspond to a gaples
state. For different contactsTc* is between 4.4 and 5.25 K
probably because of the local superconducting propertie
the contact region.

The magnetic field dependenceD(B) is almost linear
~see the insets in Figs. 2 and 3b!, with a critical field Bc*

FIG. 1. The temperature dependence of the reduceddV/dI curves vs. biasV
~points! for a CeRu2–Cu contact withRN51.4V along with a fit using Eq.
~1! with G50 ~solid lines! and G/D50.25 ~dashed line!. The left scale
corresponds to the experimental curves and to the dashed line. The c
are offset vertically for clarity. The temperatures from top curve to bott
curve T, K: 6.2, 5.2, 4.2, 3.7, 3.2, 2.7, 2.2, and 1.7 K. Inset: reduced gaD
vs. temperature from the fit withG50. The solid line is BCS curve with
2D(0)/kBTc* .3.
d

tic

e-

in

FIG. 3. a! ReducedD vs. temperature of different PC along with the BC
curve, b! 2D vs. magnetic field of different PC. The lines connect the sy
bols for clarity.

ves

FIG. 2. The magnetic field dependence of the reduceddV/dI curves vs. bias
V ~points! for CeRu2–Cu contact atT51.8 K with RN51.1V along with the
fit using Eq.~1! with G50 ~solid lines! andG/D50.1 ~dashed line!. The left
scale corresponds to the experimental curves and to the dashed line
curves are offset vertically for clarity. The magnetic fields from top curve
bottom curve B, T: 2.8, 2, 1.5, 1.13, 0.94, 0.56, 0.22, and 0. Inset: 2D vs.
magnetic field using the fit withG50 ~triangles! andGÞ0 ~circles!.
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about 3.4 T. This is quite different to what is expected fo
type-II superconductor.7

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The other possibility of yielding a maximum atV50
and similar double-minimum structure ondV/dI is Kondo
scattering superimposition with SC minimum, which was
cently discussed in detail in Ref. 8. However, in a magne
field this maximum vanishes~see Fig. 2! without the splitting
characteristic of the Kondo effect.9 Moreover, the fit accord-
ing to BTK theory, obeys the measured characteristics q
well, thus making the magnetic scattering unlikely to occ
in the observed structure.

According to our findings, CeRu2 is a BCS-like super-
conductor. The relatively small 2D(0)/kBTc* value ~corre-
sponding to weak-coupling superconductivity! and the re-
gion of gapless superconductivity close toTc

bulk are possibly
related to the pair-breaking effect caused, e.g., by the
local magnetic moments which are distributed randomly
the contact region. This pair-breaking effect may also c
tribute to the small value of the reduced gap.10 For the reason
mentioned above it seems reasonable to include Kondo s
tering in the BTK theory for a better understanding of t
point contact characteristics and the relationship between
perconductivity and magnetism in the point contacts.

The gradually decreasing gap in the magnetic fi
makes the transition to the Fulde–Ferrell–Larkin
Ovchinnikov state unlikely, which should be of the first o
der. The linear decrease ofD(B) and the low magnetic field
at which the superconducting gap vanishes remains
enigma. The close coincidence ofB* with the irreversibility
-
c

te
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e
n
-

at-

u-

d

n

field11 points to a change of the vortex dynamics as a p
sible reason. To solve these puzzles it is necessary to c
out further experiments on the temperature and magn
field dV/dI(V) dependences of the same point contact mu
closer toTc* andBc* using a more perfect CeRu2 single crys-
tal.

This work was carried out, in part, thanks to the supp
of A. V. Humboldt Stiftung. We are indebted to K. Gloos fo
a useful discussion, R. Ha¨ussler for BTK fit program, and
R. Clemens for preparing the samples. I. K. Yanson
knowledges the financial support under INTAS Proje
No.94-3562.
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Thermal transport through Luttinger liquid constriction
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The heat transport through one-dimensional quantum wire is considered in the frameworks of the
inhomogeneous Tomonaga–Luttinger liquid model. It is shown that even for perfect
~impurity free! wire thermal transport is suppressed due to multiple scattering of plasmons on the
boundaries that connect quantum wire to the leads of noninteracting electrons. In the
presence of impurity inside the Luttinger liquid constriction resonant enhancement of thermal
conductivity at certain conditions is predicted. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~98!01405-4#
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Recently Kane and Fisher1 studied the heat transport in
Luttinger liquid ~LL !. They claimed that:~i! in pure LL ther-
mal conductanceK(T) does not depend on electron-electr
interaction and it coincides with the one of Fermi liquid~FL!
K0(T)5(p2/3)T/h (h is the Planck constant,T is the tem-
perature!; ~ii ! in the presence of single impurityK(T)}T3 at
low temperatures and for strong repulsive interactiong
,1/2 (g is the correlation parameter of LL!.

Both above results were obtained for infinitely long L
In this case it is known2 that the dc electrical conductanc
G(T) ~formally defined as response function to the change
chemical potential! is renormalized by interaction. For pur
LL G05ge2/h and in the presence of single impuri
G(T)}T2/g22. So the authors of Ref. 1 concluded that t
ratio of thermal to electrical conductanceLg5K/TG is
modified by interaction. In FL this quantity, known as th
Lorentz number, is universalL05(p2/3)(kB /e)2 (kB is the
Boltzman constant!. In infinite perfect LL wire Lg5L0 /g
and in the presence of impurity the Lorentz ‘‘number’’ d
verges asT→0 for g,1/2.1

The predictions obtained for homogeneous infinite
cannot be applied directly to the realistic situation when
LL wire is connected to the reservoirs of noninteracting el
trons~source and drain leads!. In this case it was proved3 that
the dc electrical conductance is not renormalized by inte
tion in the absence of electron backscattering.

The purpose of the present communication is to rec
sider the Kane–Fisher problem1 for a realistic experimenta
setup. We study thermal transport through a LLconstriction
in the framework of the inhomogeneous Tomonag
Luttinger liquid ~ITLL ! model.3 For simplicity we consider
here only the case of spinless electrons.

If electrons are not backscattered by inhomogeneit
the entropy is totally carried by plasmons. The simplest w
to visualize charge and heat transport in a repulsively in
acting electron system is to consider the motion of aD
Wigner solid ~WS! through the constriction. At zero tem
perature the rigid shift of WS results in the interaction ind
3771063-777X/98/24(5)/3/$15.00
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pendent conductancee2/h. It is evident that at finite tem-
peratures thermally activated sound waves in WS~plasmons!
cannot affect electrical transport through perfect LL constr
tion. However the scattering of plasmons on the interfa
LL-FL will suppress heat transport.

The heat transport associated with plasmons can be
pressed in terms of transmission probability,Tt(«), of plas-
mons through LL constriction. The corresponding formu
for thermal conductance is readily derived in Landaue
Buttiker formalism for transport coefficients~see, e.g.,
@Ref. 4#!

K~T!5
1

ThE0

`

d««2S 2] f B

]« DTt~«!, ~1!

where f B(«)5(e«/T21)21 is the distribution function of
plasmons. In ITLL model it is assumed3 that the transition
from interacting to noninteracting electrons is smooth~the
characteristic lengthlF!j!L, wherelF is the Fermi wave-
length andL is the length of LL wire!. Therefore Eq.~1!
determines the exact thermal conductance for perfect~impu-
rity free! LL when the Lagrangian of LL is quadratic in
terms of boson variables~the leads are modeled by 1D non-
interacting electrons which correspond tog51 LL!. In the
presence of electron backscattering inside the LL const
tion Eq. ~1! for g,1/2 determines the main contribution t
heat transport at low temperatures.

So our problem is reduced to the calculation of the pl
mon transmission coefficient. Here we consider the spe
case when the scattering potential is placed exactly in
middle of an LL wire ~in this case one could expect th
enhancement of heat transport due to resonant tunnelin
plasmons through the impurity!.

Backscattering of electrons causes the appearanc
nonlinear local term in bosonic form of LL LagrangiandL
52Vpd(x) cosw. For our problem this term describes th
scattering of plasmons,w!1, on ad-function potential and
we immediately find the desired transmission coefficient
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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infinite LL wire Tt(«)5«2/(«21«0
2), where «0

52pgVp /\. The heat conductance Eq.~1! reads

Kd~T!5K0@113z16z226z3C8~z!#, z5
gVp

T
. ~2!

Here C(z)5d ln G(z)/dz, G(z) is the gamma-function. At
low temperatures,T!gVp , Eq. ~2! reproducesT3-behavior
of heat conductance found in Ref. 1.

To calculate the transmission probability of plasmo
through LL constriction we should additionally take into a
count the scattering of plasmons on LL-FL boundaries.
adiabatic contact~ITLL model! it can be done by matching
the wave functions of plasmons at the boundaries. T
straightforward calculations yield

Tt
g~«!5S «

«0
D 2H Fg22g1S cos

«

D
1

«

«0
1sin

«

D D G2

1S sin
«

D
1

«

«0
cos

«

D D 2J 21

, ~3!

whereD5\s/L, g651/2(g216g), g5s/vF , s is the plas-
mon velocity.

At first we consider the case of pure LL constrictio
(«0→0). In this limit the transmission coefficientTt(«)
5@cos2(«/D)1g1

2 sin2(«/D)#21 is a periodic function of plas-
mon energy with the period«n5npD (n is an integer!. This
property is the manifestation of quantization of plasmons
LL constriction.5 Plasmon transport through LL wire is res
nant at energies in the vicinity of«n(Tt(«n)51) and is sup-
pressed~strongly suppressedTt!1 for strong interactiong
!1) at off-resonance energies.

At low temperaturesT!D thermal conductanceK(T) is
determined by the contribution of long wavelength plasmo
(n50 resonance to integral Eq.~1!. Low energies of plas-
mons correspond to the region of noninteracting electr
and therefore thermal transport is not affected
interaction.1 Notice however that for long wires the corre
sponding temperature interval is contracted to a point.
contrary at temperaturesT.D heat conductance is strong
~for g!1) renormalized by interactionK(T)/K0.2g!1.
The dependence of Lorentz ‘‘number’’ on temperature
pure LL constriction is shown on Fig. 1. It clearly demo
strates the violation of Wiedemann–Franz law for LL wir
~the effect is pronounced for the case of strong interac
g!1).

We now proceed to the transport properties of LL w
with impurity. Electrical conductance for the problem und
study was calculated in Ref. 6. As it was expected fr
physical considerations,2 the conductance offinite LL wire at
T!D is temperature independentG.(e2/h)(D/gVp)2/g22

and the infinite LL-like behavior2 is restored only atT@D.
The behavior of thermal conductance can be found from E
~1! and~3!. At low temperatures one can neglect the quan
zation of plasmons andT3 dependence of infinite LL wire
Eq. ~2!, K(T).K0(T)(T/gVp)2 could be expected. Howeve
in exactly the same manner as for electrical conductance
factor (T/gVp)2 caused by interaction effects is replaced
(D/gVp)2. With the increase of temperature the quantizat
of plasmons comes into play. For our geometry when
s
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r

n

r

s.
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impurity is placed in the middle of LL wire resonant tunne
ing of plasmons through impurity occurs and thermal co
ductance atT@D attains its maximum for the perfect LL
constriction valueK(T).2gK0(T) (g!1). Therefore the
Lorentz ‘‘number’’ of LL constriction is an inverse function
of the temperature as it was predicted in Ref. 1. For
resonance case studied above the ‘‘high’’ temperatureT
.D) behavior ofLg is determined by the temperature d
pendence of conductance of LL constriction6 and hence
Lg /L0}g(gVp /T)2/g22. Moreover, unlike the case an infi
nite homogeneous LL in a finite LL wire the Lorentz numb
for g,1/2 saturates at valueLg.L0(gVp /D)2/g24 for T
→0.

When the above material was prepared for publicat
the author learned that the thermal transport in quan
wires was considered recently in Ref. 7. Our results coinc
with the ones of the cited paper in the places where t
investigations overlap~pre-LL constriction!.
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